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From the Managing Editor 

At the Yalta conference at the end of World 
I
War II, Churchill, 

Roosevelt, and Stalin concluded their cynical agreement which put 
half of Europe under communist dictatorship. This is the spirit of the 
ugly geopolitical manipulations which we see being repeated today 
in the Balkans. 

As our Feature documents, the foreign policy of the Clinton 
administration is being run by the likes of Reginald Bartholomew, 
the "destroyer of Lebanon," who had formerly:served at the State 
Department under both Henry Kissinger and Cyrus Vance. This is 
not some "new team"; it's the same old Anglo-�merican establish
ment, ruling with the same geopolitical doctrines that destroyed the 
nation of Lebanon-among others. 

In the report by Croatian journalist Srecko Jtirdana, and in inter
views with notables from Kosova, Bosnia, and <;roatia published in 
this section, you can see precisely the effects of this policy. At each 
point that Serbia could have been decisively defeated-and quite 
easily so-a phone call came in from the "peace l11egotiators" Vance, 
Carrington, and Owen. And decisive action agajinst the enemy was 
blocked. As Jurdana documents, the deployment of the United Na
tions peacekeeping forces in Croatia was specifically the precondi
tion for the Serbian drive into Bosnia. 

Now, as the prime minister of Kosova, Dr. Bujar Bukoshi, ex
plains in our interview on page 29, the war is lset to expand even 
more, and "it will get very bad, unless effective action is taken from 
the outside." 

. 

On the map on page 17, you can find the speCific Serbian targets 
that should be taken out by air strikes, imme41iately, to stop the 
aggressors in their tracks. The longer decisive a�tion is delayed, the 
more difficult it becomes-as the world shoul� have learned, but 
apparently did not, from the case of Nazi Germany. 

Our readers will want to know what LyndOjll LaRouche had to 
say about President Clinton's State of the Unio. speech-the story 
is the lead to the National section. As Mr. LaRduche underlines the 
importance of changing the role of the Federal Reserve, we are happy 
to report that, as we go to press, a memorial bill �as been introduced 
into the New Mexico State Senate, calling for ju�t that. 
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They're calling it a 
'Depression' now what? 
by Marcia Merry 

The hallmark of this publication since its founding 20 years 
ago, has been its coverage of the condition of the u. S. and 
global physical economy, based on the economic model de
veloped by Lyndon LaRouche on the basis of the mathemati
cal physics of Bernhard Riemann-the LaRouche-Riemann 
economic model. In recent years, EIR coverage has docu
mented in detail the breakdown of the U. S .  economy, and 
focussed on the emergency measures required to reverse the 
depression collapse . 

In the meantime, media representatives of Wall Street, 
the City of London, and other financial centers have spun 
tales of business cycles, upturns, downturns, "soft" and 
"hard" recessions, and all manner of other misrepresenta
tions. In December 1 992, the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) put out the official lie for the new year, that the U . S .  
economy can expect a 2. 5-3% growth rate in 1993 . But now, 
even some of the "money boys" media are calling it by its 
rightful name: Depression . 

Over the same week that President Clinton delivered his 
economic program, a slew of news articles came forth, dis
puting the premise of the administration and Congress that 
the problem is the deficit, and the illusion that the right batch 
of austerity measures and adjustments could fix it. 

The Wall Street Journal ran a "Counterpoint" guest col
umn Feb. 1 1 , headlined "The Depression of the 1990s-It's  
Already Here," by James Dale Davidson, co-author of The 
Great Reckoning . Davidson began by pointing out that "Most 
observers, including the Wall Street Journal, believe that the 
economy has now emerged from recession. The consensus 
expects 3% real growth, declining unemployment and a sus
tained improvement in earnings . Don't bet on it. 

"The past three years have not been a normal postwar 
recession, but a depression. Depressions don't end just be-
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cause we have an election or a Christmas shopping spree." 
Davidson opined that the wo�t is yet to come, ending with 
the forecast, "Debt has grown too large to be sustained out 
of cash flow . As soon as the I balance sheet is depleted, a 
deeper crisis of asset liquidation will catch the world by 
surprise ."  

The bill that can't be pajd 
Europe has seen even more outspokenness on the depres

sion and on unpayable debts . The mass-circulation German 
tabloid, Bild Zeitung, on Feb. 1 7, ran an article titled, ''The 
Day the Bill Arrived. "  The piece reckons that there are $50 
trillion worth of unpayable debt, after 20 years of living "like 
there' s  no tomorrow. "  B ild then poses the question, "Who is 
to pay?" It points to the unemployment and austerity in Eu
rope, and the famine in Africa and elsewhere. 

All of Clinton' s  public relations ploys-the television 
and radio talks, the trips to the :"heartland" cities in Missouri 
and Ohio--are ineffective in I diverting attention from the 
economic and policy collapsej One sign is the scramble by 
certain speculators to go for �hort term six-month invest
ments in Europe, on grounds of going for "all you can get" 
while the collapse proceeds. 

A senior European bankiqg source told EIR the day of 
Clinton' s  economic speech, "We already see signs of a crisis 
of confidence over the Clinton presidency. I haven't seen the 
markets this nervous in eight years. The U.S. stock market 
was inflated on the premise that Clinton would deliver his 
promised major fiscal stimulus. His call for "sacrifice" and 
higher taxes . . . has shatter¢d those illusions. The bond 
markets reacted neutrally, beduse that is what they expected 
anyway . 

The source said that Clinton' s  Feb. 1 7  State of the Union 
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address bore all the footprints of Goldman Sachs 's  Robert 
Rubin-now head of the White House Economic Council
with a bit of Labor Secretary Robert Reich , but only a bit . 
Clinton had allowed himself to get locked into an impossible 
fix with a boom in stocks and bonds and the dollar. But 
now his program is being made concrete , and the edifice of 
illusions must crack. 

Speculators lap up blood in the streets 
Perhaps the definitive declaration by financier circles that 

the world is gripped by depression-not just a downturn
is from Lord William Rees-Mogg, in the Feb . 1 8  London 
Times, in his commentary on Clinton' s  State of the Union 
address . He states that Clinton and his advisers have "under
estimated the force of the world depression ."  Because of 
this , he notes, the new administration' s  proposals will likely 
worsen the economic decline in the U . S .  itself. 

Rees-Mogg writes that the financial community is con
cerned about the misperceptions of the Clinton administra
tion . He says that the touted "recovery" in the U . S .  is proba
bly only a "partial" one "which could soon fade away ."  The 
U . S .  unemployment figures have been effectively doctored 
to hide the real magnitude of the situation. Meanwhile , out
side the U. S . ,  "Russia is in a slump, with no recovery in 
sight," while Europe and Japan face increasing troubles . As 
for Canada, a new report issued in Toronto mid-month 
warned that "Canada' s growing foreign liabilities might lead 
to a sudden refusal by investors to buy more Canadian debt. " 

Consider who Mr. Rees-Mogg is . Lord William is not 
only a former editor of the London Times, but is the invest
ment adviser for an outfit called Global Asset Management, 
part of Jacob Rothschild's  financial empire . Rees-Mogg has 
written a book called Blood in the Streets, outlining his per
spective on how to continue to make money during condi
tions of economic chaos . His advice is to the effect, "Don't 
buy till there' s  blood in the streets . "  His perspective is that 
in a world which will come to be characterized by nations 
disintegrating into strife-tom, warring fiefdoms , and smaller, 
gang-size territorial units , there comes a bloody opportunity 
for the canny speculator to buy and profit. Rees-Mogg says 
that his perspective will hold as long as there is no technologi
cal revolution to wipe out the depleted assets associated with 
old, existing technologies . 

And now for the social explosions 
In fact, the depression process under way cannot at all be 

expected to conform to Rees-Mogg's  scenarios of warring 
territories . The depression is fuelling the potential for internal 
social explosions in national economies around the globe. 
Look at just the news of the day . 

• Germany. On Feb . 1 5 ,  protest rallies against 30 ,000 
planned job cuts in the steel industry took place at four affect
ed steel sites: Siegen (7 ,500 demonstrators) ,  Weimar 
(5 ,000) , Hattingen (3 ,000) ,  and Brandenburg ( 1 ,500) . The 
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rallies were supported by unions fropt all the steel industry 
supply sectors , in particular the coall miners , whose sector 
faces 1 7 ,000 job cuts . On Feb . 16 ,  luhrkohle AG, Germa
ny ' s  leading coal producer, announcJd that its financial posi
tion was the worst since its founding 22 years ago , and it 
would shed 8 ,500 workers out of its total 82,000 work force 
this year, and 7 ,500 more layoffs to follow . 

• Britain. Mass protests can be �xpected this spring , as 
the government' s  ability to lie about Unemployment and other 
problems comes to an end . One senior strategist told EIR, 
"Even my Conservative friends are now telling me that the 
country is heading toward some form of revolution; things 
are so volatile . . . .  It' s so bad here , you can't  imagine. If 
you put aside the mathematical juggling acts of the British 
Treasury , the fact is that unemployment is already around 
the 4 million level , and perhaps much higher than that, rather 
than the 3 million officially admitted . Whole classes of peo
ple are not included in the official figures , including better
paid middle-class people who have. become redundant and 
laid off, women, part-time workers, and so on . . . .  What 
is meant by 'revolution , '  I can't  say , but at the least, the 
government will be thrown out if things don't pick up by the 
spring . " 

• Venezuela. Riots broke out across the country Feb. 
1 7 ,  sparked by a Supreme Court action which effectively 
certified rampant vote fraud in the states of Barinas and Su
cre . The state houses were set on fire in the capitals of both 
states , and de facto martial law is in effect. Students and 
others rioted in Caracas and throughout the country. The 
disorders are the latest incidents in the volatile situation fol
lowing two attempted coups in 1 992� and a petition has been 
filed in Congress to remove President Carlos Andres Perez. 
The country is wracked by high unemployment, inflation , 
and dislocation from the countryside . 

Emergency action required I 
Under these now-acknowledged depression conditions, 

the only fair, sound domestic and fo�eign economic program 
is emergency action. What the worlcil requires is depression
fighting packages of financial emergency measures and mass
scale resumption of infrastructure projects to rebuild collaps
ing economies and restore growth potential . 

Commenting on the Clinton State of the Union proposals 
to deal with U . S .  debt and the federal deficit, political prison
er Lyndon LaRouche stressed that I"the mechanism of the 
debt growth and the growth in the fi$cal crisis , is a combina
tion of deregulation, free market poJ1cies so called , but espe
cially the role of the Federal Reserle System under this ar
rangement. As long as [the proposed measures] do not touch 
the Federal Reserve System and its problems, there is no 
possibility-no matter how stringent or austere the mea
sures-of dealing with the growth of the total national debt, 
or the growth of the fiscal bite of th� debt into the operating 
budgets ." 
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Bankers make Pronasol 
international model 
by Cynthia R. Rush 

Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari launched the 
National Solidarity Program (Pronasol) early in his adminis
tration, to ensure, through social control mechanisms, that a 
population subjected to years oflnternational Monetary Fund 
austerity would not explode in rage against his government. 
Now, the World Bank, the IMF, and the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) are escalating their cam
paign to extend Pronasol-style "anti-poverty" programs to all 
of Ibero-America, and beyond. 

It' s  not that bankers have suddenly become concerned 
with the plight of the poor. Rather, they realize that the 
austerity policies they are committed to will lead to unman
ageable political explosions, unless accompanied by social 
control operations such as Pronasol . If they don't at least 
give the illusion of addressing the continent' s  social prob
lems, they could find themselves confronting massive popu
lar upheaval which would put an end to their phony IMF
enforced "democracy ."  

Pronasol and similar programs are aimed at convincing 
people that they can "participate" in economic development, 
through cheap labor and local control "self-help" programs, 
while governments implement the austerity that the foreign 
creditors demand. 

Selling fascism 
Salinas 's  Jan .  22 announcement that the World Bank, the 

United Nations, and the World Conservation Union will host 
the First International Conference on Social Development 
and Combatting Poverty, to be held in Oaxaca next Septem
ber, to promote Pronasol internationally, reflects the bankers ' 
policy . 

The plethora of recent regional conferences on how to 
"alleviate extreme poverty," sponsored by the Inter-Ameri
can Development Bank (IADB) and the UNDP, is part of a 
public relations campaign to sell these programs to govern
ments whose implementation of IMF austerity has increased 
their poverty, and thus political instability . 

Argentine President Carlos Menem has already put into 
place his Federal Solidarity Program modeled on Pronasol, 
and on Feb. 9, Brazilian President Itamar Franco announced 
that he would also adopt a Pronasol-style program to provide 
cheap food and housing for his country' s  poorest sectors . 
Governors of seven Brazilian states who traveled to Mexico 
to study Pronasol returned with high praises for it, and em-
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phasized that the government could count on financial assis
tance from the World Bank and IADB for this venture. In 
an interview with Brazil ' s  0 Globo-TV, Salinas de Gortari 
extolled the benefits of the ptpgram, but then underscored 
the main point: "Economic reform without social welfare 
[i .e . ,  social control--ed. ]  cannot be successfuL" 

Pay the debt, and like it 
Multilateral lending agenciies and Anglo-American think 

tanks want to see Pronasol imp<ilsed continent-wide , as quick
ly as possible . On Feb . 1 0- 13 ,  the IADB and the UNDP 
sponsored a conference in Washington on "Social Reform 
and Poverty," which brought Ibero-American proponents of 
this approach together with. their counterparts interna
tionally . 

Pronasol, whose Mexican; director, Carlos Rojas , was 
one of the speakers, was a f<!)cus of attention at the two
day gathering . In his speech, Unicef director James Grant 
emphasized that "one of the keys to the success of social 
initiatives is the mobilization lof civil society, such as has 
occurred in Mexico with Pronasol . " With programs such as 
these, Grant said, both Ibero .. America and the Caribbean 
have the opportunity to "assume leadership in the internation
al fight against poverty . " 

On Feb. 6-7 , the same two agencies hosted a private 
conference for congressmen, businessmen, and politicians 
in Lima, Peru, entitled "Monetary and Fiscal Legislation 
Policies and Alleviating Extreme Poverty . "  

In both cases, the message was the same: Them-American 
countries must pay their forei� debt and maintain policies of 
economic liberalization. If they do, the World Bank and IADB 
will help them set up a networkrof "intermediate" community
based and volunteer agencies to provide services in health, 
sanitation, and education. Nom-governmental organizations, 
which are intended to replace the traditional institutions of the 
nation-state in the context of ever more limited national sover
eignty, are to play a major role in these schemes. 

Luminaries such as World Bank President Lewis Preston 
and IMF Managing Director <Michel Camdessus also de
manded that budgets for Iber<)-America ' s  armed forces be 
drastically cut, supposedly to allow for increases in "social 
expenditures . "  In reality, the Anglo-American establishment 
demands the dismantling of the armed forces as an institution 
which has historically defended economic and territorial sov
ereignty . 

As fof the real nature of these anti-poverty programs, 
Preston said it all during his speech at the Feb . 10 conference 
in Washington . No one should get any ideas about major 
investments in infrastructure or health and education servic
es, he warned. After all, "fiscal objectives" cannot be under
mined . The emphasis must be entirely on "basic" needs; that 
is, the minimal investment possible to make people think 
someone is helping them, while making it impossible for 
them to ever leave their poverty behind . 
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Why is the Clinton administr�ion 
so hot on natural gas? i 

by Anthony K. Wikrent 

The policies are now in place for certain people in the Clinton 
administration to make hundreds of millions, perhaps even 
billions, of dollars, while masquerading as "good, environ
mentally minded" government officials attempting to imple
ment "good, environmentally minded" policies. Most promi
nent among these are White House Chief of Staff Mack 
McLarty, Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary, and U.S. Trade 
Representative Mickey Kantor. Over the next four years, 
they will push the United States toward rapidly increasing 
use of "clean-burning" natural gas, especially for generation 
of electricity in small, deregulated power plants. In fact, 
if Trade Representative Kantor's recent attempt to cajole 
European Community countries into allowing U. S. firms 
greater access to the European power generation market is 
any indication, this group sees the entire world, not just the 
United States, as ripe for the picking. 

On the face of it, increasing the use of natural gas while 
decreasing the use of coal and oil, would seem sensible. 
Natural gas bums much "cleaner" than other fossil fuels, 
according to the standard of combustion cleanliness imposed 
by the environmentalist movement, meaning that there are 
fewer emissions of carbon by-product "greenhouse" gases 
from the use of natural gas. 

For electric power generation, the past 10 years have seen 
technological spinoffs from the development of jet aerospace 
engines that have boosted the thermal efficiency of "com
bined cycle" power plants-in which the waste heat from a 
gas-fired turbine is used to run a steam turbine-to over 50%. 
This is the first time that power plants have been able to 
deliver more power than they waste. 

If natural gas is used as a replacement for oil, the United 
States and other countries will obviously be able to curb 
their dependence on volatile, underdeveloped oil-exporting 
countries--or so the argument goes. The United States' re
serves of natural gas, supposedly, are practically limitless in 
comparison to its rapidly dwindling stock of crude oil. In 
September 1992, Oklahoma Gov. David Walters declared 
that U.S. national energy policy has been "stupid" because 
"we've had a domestically abundant, environmentally supe
rior and economic source of energy," while "almost two
thirds of the trade deficit is from oil imports." Walters, a 
Democrat, is also chairman of the Interstate Oil and Gas 
Compact Commission, a group of 29 oil-, gas-, and coal-
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producing states, and of the Southe States Energy Board, 
a division of the 16-state Southern overnors Association. 

"If we became 25% more ene y efficient," Governor 
Walters told the editors of the Journal of Commerce, "and 
converted 30% of the transportation industry to gas, we 
would be completely off foreign oil!" 

Hot air 
The realities are quite different: : 
• Cleanliness: The prime constituent of natural gas is 

methane, which is a more powerful greenhouse gas per mole
cule than carbon dioxide. Environmentalists are so perturbed 
by methane emissions, that some h�e even discussed fitting 
cows with a gadget to "catch" the metJtane in bovine flatulence, 
and in December 1992, an Australiall doctor urged people not 
to eat turkey for Christmas, so that �thane emitted by human 
flatulence would be curbed! One of the greatest technical obsta
cles to the development of natural gas�fueled vehicles is finding 
leak-proof ways of storing the gas in the vehicle, and of transfer
ring gas from a refueling center to the vehicle. 

• U.S. reserves: In June 1992� independent oil and gas 
consultant Dale Steffes noted in tll: Journal of Commerce 
that, contrary to the recent assumption by the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy that the United Statejs has 1,200 trillion cubic 
feet of natural gas left, enough to la�t 60 years, actual proven 
gas reserves-which Steffes defin� as gas that can be ex
tracted with today's technology atltoday's prices-is only 
150 tcf, or just eight years of supply. 

• Curbing oil dependence: Industries and utilities ac
count for less than one-third ofU. S . !petroleum consumption. 
In an October 1991 report, the Offiqe of Technology Assess
ment (OT A) estimated that switcij.ing from oil to natural 
gas by industries would replace 2P7,000 barrels per day; 
switching by utilities would replace �ound 300,000 bpd after 
five years; switching in residential and commercial buildings 
could replace 478 ,000 bpd in five y¢ars (60% of commercial 
buildings use fuel oil for heating). 

In the transportation sector-by! far the largest consumer 
of oil in the U.S. economy, accounting for 63% of use in 
1990--the OT A concluded that the cost of conversion could 
not be recovered in the lifetime of la private motor vehicle, 
and focused on the prospect of converting 240,000 vehicles 
in government and corporate fleet$ a year over five years. 
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One kind of "natural gas" the environmentalists don't approve of: 
the kind you get after dining on this fellow. 

(These vehicles average 30,000 miles of use a year, three 
times the use of a private vehicle . )  The figure of l . 2  million 
vehicles using natural gas at the end of that time represents 
a 40-fold increase in the number of vehicles using natural gas 
in the United States at present, and is nearly double the 
number of vehicles using natural gas worldwide . The natural 
gas used by these 1 .2  million vehicles would replace 130,000 
bpd of oil . 

So, under the most optimistic estimate, increasing use of 
natural gas could replace l . 205 million bpd of oil after five 
years . That is only 7 . 1  % of the 16 . 988 million bpd of oil 
used by the United States in 1990. 

The difference in energy content between gasoline and 
natural gas-125,000 btu per gallon of gas, versus 56,600 
btu per gallon of methanol derived from natural gas-makes 
it extremely difficult to engineer a motor vehicle run by natu
ral gas that has the range, acceleration, and power of a vehicle 
that uses gasoline . This fact renders it extremely unlikely 
that there will be even limited acceptance of natural gas as a 
fuel for private vehicles until, as the OT A pointed out, the 
price of gasoline doubles or even triples .  Might this be a 
major, unspoken motive behind the recent mooting of a fuel 
tax by the Clinton administration? 

Thus, the most promising area for increasing the use 
of natural gas is in heating commercial buildings, and in 
generating electricity. By considering the changes in regula
tions that have been enacted in the past years by a Democratic 
Congress, and the business ties of certain people in the Clin
ton regime, it appears that the area that will most likely 
receive the most attention is that of electric power generation . 

Power generation 
The Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) of 

1978 radically altered the market for power generation equip
ment by allowing the establishment of small, non-utility 
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power producers, which now account for one-third to one
half of the U . S .  market . The ckrefully orchestrated hysteria 
against nuclear power, and inc�easingly militant consumer
ism that made it difficult, if notl impossible, for large electric 
utilities to recover the capital c9st of constructing new power 
plants, combined in the past I j) years to virtually eliminate 
any market for large-scale nUcldar steam units able to produce 
500 megawatts (MW) or more, and decimated the market for 
large fossil-fueled power plant . 

What emerged in the stead df large-capacity power plants 
were smaller scale "combined 9ycle" units with primary tur
bines fired by natural gas, fue oil, or pulverized coal gas, 
with the waste gases used to g1nerate steam to power a sec
ondary steam turbine . These gas turbines (also called com
bustion turbines) are able to I produce at most 150 MW. 
Though a number of gas turbines may be used in a plant to 
achieve generation capacities similar to larger plants, this is 
a major shift from a decade ago, when large steam turbine 
generators supplied "baseload' electricity, and gas turbine 
generators were used only to meet peak power demands . 

Now, the last step in the rdgulatory reshuffling in favor 
of these much smaller non-util�ty power producers (nupp) is 
nearly complete: forcing major �tilities to open up their elec
tric distribution grids to use by the nupps, so that the smaller I 
plants can supply power to the highest bidder. 

The case of General EleJtric 
Just how much has the markbt changed? General Electric, 

by far the world' s  leading prod�cer of combustion turbines, 
reported in February 1991 tha non-utility power producers 
accounted for 42% of its new upit orders in 1990. 

The Europeans were subjected to a tonguelashing for 
closing out U . S .  firms from th� power generation market in 
Europe, by former General Ele9triC lobbyist, now U .  S .  Trade 
Representative, Mickey Kantor . They have been warned by I 
President Bill Clinton himsel . that the United States will 
not stand idly by while Europe challenges the U . S .  lead in 
commercial aerospace . Genedl Electric's world leadership 
in combustion turbines is bas6d almost exclusively on its I 
superior technology, which is derived from GE' s  work with 
aerospace jet engines . This wJs heavily funded by the U . S  
federal government, through thb Department o f  Defense . 

GE's showcase combustio� turbine is the MS7001F gas 
turbine, the first in the world to �re at 2,300°F in commercial 
operation . This is above the melting point of the turbine' s  
metal components, the spectac�lar result of technical break
throughs GE first achieved in Iiigh performance jet engines 
for the U . S .  military . (By way ¥ comparison, older combus
tion turbines operate at 2,050°F . )  Among the technologies 
transferred from aerospace engfues by GE are thermal barrier 
coatings utilizing high temperature ceramics, and directional 
solidification of the grain of tu�bine blade buckets, making 
the bucket much less likely tol sheer itself apart under ex
tremely high temperatures . GE has also developed new meth
ods for bonding different types bf metals, for example, bond-
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ing copper to titanium, to build generators able to operate at 
higher temperatures but with less loss of electricity. 

In fact, in literature for its Power Systems group, GE 
boasts of the technology originally developed by its Aircraft 
Engine group, and how it has been applied to the develop
ment of combustion turbines for use by electric utilities and 
industries. 

According to Robert McCoy Jr., of McCoy Power Re
ports * , General Electric has 20% of the world market for com
bustion turbines. If the various companies worldwide that are 
associated with GE-such as Hitachi and Toshiba in Japan; 
Nuovo Pignone in Italy; and John Brown in Britain-are in
cluded, then GE has 46% of the market. GE's next largest 
competitor is European Gas Turbines, with 14% of the market. 
EGT is 90% owned by the British-French combine GEC Als
thom-and 10% owned by GE. Also with around 14% of the 
market is Westinghouse, and its associates, Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries and Fiat. In the fall of 1992, Westinghouse estab
lished a cooperative venture with Rolls Royce of Britain, des
perately hoping to use Rolls Royce's expertise in aerospace 
engines to catch up with GE. In the rear, both with 10% of the 
world market, are Siemens of Germany and the Swiss-Swedish 
combine Asea Brown Boveri. 

The Clinton team 
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How do individuals in the Clinton administration stand r1""'10!<-f-----l--+---+---I+---+----l+4-H4 
to benefit by increasing use of natural gas? Besides Kantor's 
previous position as a lobbyist for General Electric, consider 
the following: 

• White House Chief of Staff Mack McLarty was presi
dent and chief executive of Arkla, Inc., a natural gas distribu
tor that is the 47th-largest U. S. utility on the Fortune 500 list 
of service companies. 

• Secretary of Energy Hazel Reid Rollins O'Leary was 
named president of NSP Gas Co., the new natural gas division 
of Northern States Power Co., just one week before Clinton 
named her as his choice to head the Energy Department. Pre
viously, O'Leary was executive vice president for corporate 
affairs of Northern Power, which operates in Minneapolis. 
McLarty's Arkla is the parent company of Minnegasco, a natu
ral gas utility that is also located in Minneapolis-St. Paul. 

• Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen's brother, Donald 
L. Bentsen, served on the board of Texas Commerce Banc
shares with Charles Duncan and Kenneth L. Lay. Lay was 
the chairman and chief executive of Houston Natural Gas, 
and Duncan served on HNG' s board. In 1985, Houston Natu
ral Gas was merged with InterNorth, Inc., to create the largest 
natural gas pipeline system in the United States, which is 
today Enron Corp. At the time, Robert A. Feuer, then a vice 
president with E.F. Hutton, told the Houston Post, "It looks 
to me like someone's preparing to nail down gas supplies. 
Otherwise, why take on a company with a mountain of debt?" 

* McCoy Power Reports, 46 Hillcrest Ave., Summit, NJ 07901. Telephone 
(908) 273-1849. 
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Chinese agriculture on a tightrope, 
threatens new W"ave of unrest 
by Mary Burdman 

China's agriculture is walking on a razor's edge, and the 
leadership of the Communist Party (CP) is fully aware of 
it. Since autumn of last year, the highest-level government 
officials have been warning repeatedly of the dangers the 
nation faces if agricultural production is allowed to go under. 
For all the international discussion of China's economic 
growth over the past years, it remains overwhelmingly a 
terribly impoverished agricultural economy, with 80% of its 
1.2 billion people still living in the countryside. Although at 
this moment the situation is not as critical as it was leading 
into the 1988-89 economic crash in China, warnings of un test 
in the countryside are coming regularly from China's own 
press and government. China's farmers (average annual per 
capita income is $130) are not being paid for their grain, and 
are being taxed unbearably at the same time. 

These warnings are to be taken seriously. China only 
emerged from the horrors of Maoism a bare 20 years ago. 
The famine of the Great Leap Forward in 1960, in which 
some 100 million people starved, is in the living memory of 
every Chinese over 40; during the Cultural Revolution, 
which only came to an end after 1976, such common foods 
as peanuts were a rare luxury, as one very well educated 
Chinese told me recently. One got about one kilo a year. 

Last Nov. 26, the official Chinese Farmer' s  Daily 
warned the nation: "We should never forget the serious les
sons we learned at a huge cost in the past. It has happened 
several times since 1949 that a weakened agriculture dragged 
the national economy down." 

An even starker warning came in the editorial of China's 
official People' s  Daily on Dec. 9. China "must never neglect 
its number-one priority-agriculture," it said. Establishing 
a market economy is an "arduous and complicated process" 
and requires "a stable society," the paper stated. The agricul
tural portion of national output has decreased as industry and . 
services have developed, leading to the "misunderstanding 
that agriculture is no longer a major factor in the economy. 
The weak foundation of China's agriculture is obvious and 
comprehensive farm production standards need to be raised." 
In addition, "difficulties in buying or selling farm products 
will occur occasionally and cause losses to farmers, and con
sequently affect social stability" (emphasis added). 

Although Chinese agriculture is among the world's more 
productive on a per hectare basis, due to intensive methods, 
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productivity is far lower on a per capita basis. Chinese agri
culture faces enormous problems. With one-fifth of the 
world's population, it has only one-twentieth of the world's 
arable land. After massive disriIption of production under 25 
years of Maoism, productivity:was briefly restored immedi
ately after Deng Xiaoping instituted his Bukharinite "New 
Economic Policy" after 1979. iBut after 1984, it fell again. 
Deng's reforms have failed to solve any real problems, and 
the situation is now rapidly wotsening. 

Another drop in grain production 
National People's Congress Finance Committee Vice 

Chairman Dong Fureng told the Jan. 8 China Daily that 
China will "probably witness it drop in grain production in 
1993, which will jeopardize further reform efforts and rapid 
economic growth." The State Statistical Bureau reported that 
grain output only went up 1.7%in 1992 over 1991, leading to 
another dire warning about grain production by the People ' s 
Daily on Jan. 4. On Dec. 31, th¢ State Council met and issued 
10 measures to boost "farmers' enthusiasm," including the 
words of Deng that "the economy in the 1990s may be hur
dled by agriculture." Dong reported that farmers' income 
"grew" by 5% last year, but tbe proliferation of billions of 
yuan worth of laDs "have made that growth meaningless." 
At a conference in Beijing on Jan. 5, Prime Minister Li Peng 
reported that in some grain anell cotton areas, incomes were 
actually reduced. The gap between farmers' and urban in
comes is widening: Net income was $314 in the cities and 
$134 in the countryside. With Idomestic prices approaching 
those on the world market, tlb.e state will have enormous 
problems continuing state subsidies of grain production, 
Dong said. 

Cheap and (relatively) abundant food, especially in the 
cities, is the foundation of Deng's "reforms" and the basis of 
continued power for the CP-along with massive social and 
political repression. To maintain food supplies, China is a 
net grain importer, and has been since 1979. It was only 
after the bumper harvest of 401 million tons in 1984---0nly 
equalled in the last three years-that China did not have 
to import grain for two years.i But in the interim, China's 
population has grown by 15 million persons each year. Over 
1984-89, per capita grain production in China had dropped 
by 20 kilos. 
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Although good harvests the last few years have averted 
immediate disaster, the problems caused by the reforms are 
now only undermining agriculture further . As happened in 
the late 1980s, China's farmers were not paid for their grain 
crop last year, leading to a crisis before the Chinese New 
Year festival on Jan . 23 . It is an ancient tradition that all 
debts must be cleared by that time, but the government had 
to admit, beginning weeks beforehand, that this might not be 
possible . The China Daily reported on Dec . 8 that the state 
"simply does not have enough money" to pay for the grain 
purchased from farmers this year, and this situation "has 
greatly disturbed farmers in many rural areas ."  The Chinese 
government, which believes that "there is no stability without 
grain," is reluctant to relinquish control over grain prices and 
the purchase and distribution of grain, although prices have 
risen from the absurdly low levels of the Maoist years by 
some 140%. The result has been to further drain China's 
already bankrupt state. 

Since the mid-1980s, the government has been "bogged 
down" with a shortage of funds, forcing state grain compa
nies to "pay" farmers in IOUs instead of cash, or, worse, 
certificates of deposit from banks, which cannot be readily 
turned into cash, the China Daily reported . Now in some 
areas, 1992 is being called "the worst year yet ."  Farmers are 
only accepting IOUs in some areas, because there are other 
regions where the grain companies are simply refusing to 
buy any grain at all . 

The Ministry of Commerce reports that the government 
needed $11 billion to buy the autumn grain harvest, but at 
the end of October, the state grain companies had only $1 .95 
billion available . Many of the special loans extended to local 
governments to buy grain, have been diverted to other uses, 
such as construction of economic development zones . The 
state grain companies, despite their subsidies, are in financial 
trouble . They must purchase all that the government orders, 
and at the same time sell grain only at fixed low prices. 

The large harvests of recent years have created another 
problem. Most of the grain produced is of very low quality, 
and is difficult for the grain companies to get rid of . Much of 
their funds are now tied up in stockpiles of this low-quality 
rice. While the companies could not collect on some $6 billion 
worth of grain they sold, the Ministry of Finance is also $7.8  
billion behind in  subsidies owed to  grain companies . 

The State Council ordered that "all other work" should 
give way to the urgent problem of grain purchasing, and the 
People's Bank of China has decided to allocate $6 .4 billion in 
short-term loans to purchase grain . 

While the People's Bank of China is studying the com
mercialization of the grain business, "it will be very difficult 
for reform to make much progress," a bank spokesman said . 
The income of China's 800 million farmers, which has stag
nated for three years, is far too sensitive an issue for the 
government to make any substantial changes in the near fu
ture, the China Daily concluded . 
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Reports of unrest , 
Despite scrambling and dire thteats to local authorities, 

the government was not able to Pity the farmers their full 
earnings before the New Year festival, the Jan . 24 London 
Observer reported. Two top officials in Sichuan, China's 
most populous province, accused their subordinates of steal
ing the money intended to pay pea$ants for their grain . The 
peasants' traditional forms of resi�tance-non-compliance 
with government decrees and polic�es, abandoning the land, 
and the growth of secret societies and rural riots-have na
tional and provincial leaders frightened. 

The Ministry of Public Security has issued circulars de
scribing more than 1,800 "underground groups" with up to 
30,000 members each which "control prices and sales of land 
and farm products ."  The Ministry of State Security claims 
that Communist Party members eren lead these groups in 
some areas. 

In early October 1992, China'� national banks and post 
offices issued circulars urging each locality to cash farmers' 
IOUs in seven days . Included are the money orders for earn
ings that peasants who leave their home villages looking for 
work, send back to their families . These IOUs and money 
orders "represent one disaster after; another," the Economic 
Daily reported on Jan . 4 .  "The crazd for establishing develop
ment zones is the main cause . . . .  Provinces, municipalities, 
counties, townships and even villages set up development 
zones even if they have no funds---:'funds they should use to 
pay back the farmers. . . . For the s&ke of the Spring Festival, 
farmers' spring ploughing, and agrifultural development, we 
should lose no time to cash all IOUs ." 

China's farmers have also been taxed ever more heavily 
in recent years . Average annual pel1capita income of farmers 
was expected to rise to 770 yuan ($130) in 1992, and that is 
a 5 % rise over 1992 . Farmers' income had stagnated for three 
years . City workers in China average over 2,000 yuan in 
annual income ($340) and have maby more benefits, includ
ing health care and housing . The "rir;::hest" farmers, in Shang
hai, earn 2,226 yuan ($380) a year. ' 

In addition, farmers are taxed o�trageously . China Daily 
reported on Jan . 6 that farmers in sQme regions are so unhap
py with the forced "donations" beiQg extracted by local gov
ernments, that the situation "poses a potential threat to the 
development of the nation's agriculture . "  Farmers are also 
being "paid" with IOUs instead oh :ash when they sell their 
products to the state. Although the State Council had de
manded that local "donations" be Hmited to 5% of their in
come, farmers often pay 9%. Farmbrs' "unhappiness" led to 
the State Council calling on local : governments to stop the 
extortion . Although some provinc¢s took measures, report
ers in Hebei province found no qhanges, and Hunan and 
Henan provinces are investigating ,"serious" cases of extor
tion of funds from farmers. Taxes and "contributions" by 
farmers in 1991 had jumped over 1 0% over 1990, the Eco
nomic Daily reported. 
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Agriculture by Marcia Merry 

Irradiation kills E.  coli 
Lives and money will be saved if the Agriculture Department and 

FDA approve irradiating beef. 

T he facts are now in on the recent 
outbreak of disease in the Pacific 
Northwest caused by E. coli bacteria 
(specifically, the strain E. coli 
0157:H7), passing along the food 
chain from cattle, to frozen ground 
meat, to fast-food restaurant ham
burgers . An estimated 40,000 poten
tially contaminated hamburgers were 
served before the problem was tack
led . In Washington state , 400 people 
were hospitalized in serious condi
tion , and two children died . 

The best outcome of this disaster 
will be for the federal government to 
finally approve irradiating beef, and 
take similar measures long withheld 
because of public ignorance and be
cause of the control of meat pro
cessing by a small cartel of food com
panies-Cargill, ConAgra, IBP, and 
others . 

As it now appears, the situation 
arose last fall when tainted beef car
casses were processed and shipped out 
as bulk frozen meat products by the 
California-based Vons Companies, 
to, among others, the Jack-in-the-Box 
restaurant chain in Washington state, 
where hamburgers were prepared at 
temperatures below the point neces
sary to kill the bacteria. 

The cases of illness grew daily 
over the first three weeks of January, 
until epidemiologists tracked down 
the cause and sources, and action was 
taken to withdraw all potentially taint
ed meat , and to prepare hamburgers 
safely . 

Charges and lawsuits are flying 
between stricken customers and the 
companies involved . However, the 
question posed is :  Why let this hap
pen? Why not employ technologies 
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known for years? 
No food supply can be sterile from 

beginning to end-with the exception 
of special situations such as space 
flights and antiseptic units in cancer
treatment centers . However, there are 
certain points in the food supply 
chain , where the application of sci
ence and technology will greatly di
minish risks to health . 

First look at the nature of the 
beast, and then at what should be 
done . 

All healthy mammals carry strains 
of E .  coli bacteria in the gut . Howev
er, one special strain of bacteria ,  E. 
coli 0 1 57:H7, is not tolerated by hu
mans without problems-sometimes 
fatal-though the strain is easily car
ried in the intestines of other mam
mals , especially cattle . This E. coli 
0 1 57:H7 strain was first identified 1 1  
years ago, and causes bloody diar
rhea, and sometimes permanent dam
age or death in the very young or old . 

If, during the slaughtering or pro
cessing, the E. coli is transferred from 
the intestine to the meat cuts (an un
common occurrence in standard pro
cessing) , and the final product is not 
cooked adequately , the consumer 
stands to be infected . The E. coli 
0 1 57:H7 is not killed by freezing , and 
it can be carried in juice and milk 
products . Infection can also be spread 
from person to person , mostly by 
transfer of fecal matter because of lack 
of routine handwashing . 

Only 1 1  states so far require re
porting of cases of E. coli infection , 
but certain patterns of the incidence 
stand out . 

Outbreaks of the illness are more 
prevalent in the summer, when more 

people are outside cooking hamburg
ers . Outbreaks spread more easily in 
institution$ situations such as chil
dren ' s  and elderly centers , where per
sonal hygiene may be haphazard. 

Origin of the contamination may 
be more cqmmon where dairy herds 
are slaughtered. Dairy cows usually 
go into ground meat because they are 
too old and tough for steaks and choice 
cuts .  Then. because ground meat is 
stirred up, the prevalence of the bacte
ria is enhanced throughout the meat; 
therefore , it must be cooked thorough
ly to avoid !possible infection . In con
trast, when steaks are contaminated, 
it is from "the outside in," and high
temperatur� cooking that leaves the 
meat rare in the middle , may still pose 
small risk . .  Scientists cannot say how 
much or hdw little bacteria is danger
ous ,  because it varies from person to 
person . BUt E. coli 0 1 57 : H7 is very 
virulent . I 

Food microbiologists advise that 
cooking meat to an internal tempera
ture of 1 5$OF is the safest practice .  
Federal la\\l is 1 40°F .  The Jack-in-the
Box restaurants in Washington were 
apparently following the lower 
guideline . 

The principal precaution that 
should be taken nationwide is to irra
diate grountl beef. A very low dose of 
gamma rays from radioactive cobalt, 
or highly charged particle beams , will 
kill bacteria, and also any fungus and 
insects present . A model for such a 
process is the Vindicator plant in 
Florida . 

Extensive research on food irradi
ation has been done since 1 940 . In 
1 963, irradiation was approved for 
wheat and flour, and since then on cer
tain fruits ' and vegetables, and on 
chicken and pork . 

The major food cartel companies 
monopolizilng meat packing, Cargill , 
IBP , ConAgra and others , have re
fused to implement irradiation. 
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Banking by John Hoefle 

Edper begins to liquidate 
Selling assets will buy the Bronfmans a little more time, but it 

will not save them . 

T he blowout of the Edper group of 
Canada's Edward and Peter Bronfman 
escalated sharply during the second 
week of February , with the sales of the 
group's large holdings in MacMillan 
Bloedel Ltd. and John Labatt Ltd., 
and the public expression of concern 
by Canadian regulators that Canada's 
banks and other financial institutions 
set aside sufficient reserves to cover 
their exposures to the various Edper 
companies. 

The rush to sell assets indicates 
that Edper is having serious difficulty 
raising money to meet its debt pay
ments and other expenses. 

The Office of the Superintendent 
of Financial Institutions, Canada's 
financial services regulator, ex
pressed its concern over the fate of 
Edper during the same week, by ask
ing Canada's banks, trust companies, 
and insurance companies to provide it 
with full details of their exposure to 
companies in the Edper group. 

The problems at Edper are worthy 
of such concern. Edper is Canada's 
largest corporate group, with 32 pub
licly held companies and 500 private 
companies which employ 100,000 
people. With a nominal $78 billion in 
assets, Edper is roughly five times the 
size of the defunct Olympia & York 
Developments. But that asset base is 
shrinking fast. 

On Feb. 9, Noranda Forest Inc. 
agreed to sell its 49.3% stake in Cana
dian forestry giant MacMillan Bloedel 
to a group of investment firms for 
$793 million. Noranda Forest is con
trolled by the huge Canadian natural 
resources company Noranda Inc., 
which is in tum controlled by Bras-
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can, Edper's natural resources hold
ing company. 

The proceeds from the sale will be 
used to pay down some of Noranda's 
$785 million in debt, and to pay stock 
dividends to Brascan. 

On Feb. 12, Edper announced that 
Brascan would sell its 37% stake in 
John Labatt Inc. for $775 million. La
batt is Canada's second largest brew
er, and owns 90% of the Toronto Blue 
Jays baseball team. 

The proceeds for the sale would 
be used to reduce Brascan's debt and 
would be available to invest in other 
Brascan affiliates, according to Bras
can chairman Trevor Eyton. 

Whereas a year ago, the Edper 
public companies accounted for some 
10% of the market capitalization of the 
companies listed on the Toronto Stock 
Exchange, that figure is now down to 
6%. During 1992, the value of the 
stock of bankrupt Edper real estate unit 
Bramalea fell by 90%, and stock in the 
Edper financial services company 
Royal Trustco fell by 65%. Similarly, 
the stock of Edper merchant bank Hees 
International Bancorp. dropped 47%, 
and the stock of Edper Enterprises, one 
of the group's top public holding com
panies, fell 46%. 

Overall, the stock of Edper' s pub
lic companies ended 1992 some 52% 
lower than their 1989 values, includ
ing a 90% drop at Bramalea (which 
filed for bankruptcy in December), an 
88% drop at Trizec Corp., which cur
rently owns 73% of Bramalea, and a 
90% drop at Carena Developments, 
the Edper real estate holding company 
which controls Trizec. Royal Trustco 
dropped 86% during the period, and 

its parent, Trilon Financial, dropped 
83%. Trilon is ;in tum controlled by 
Hees Internatioqal, which heads Edp
er's financial setvices division. 

Sitting atop the trio of main public 
holding companies (Brascan, Hees In
ternational, and Carena Develop
ments), is the public Edper Enter
prises, which is 19%-owned by 
Edward Bronfrilan and family, and 
74%-owned by the private Edper 
Holdings. Edp�r Holdings is owned 
51 % by Peter �ronfman and family, 
and 49% by the publicly held Pagurian 
Corp. Pagurian; is controlled by Ed
per's non-family senior managers, in
cluding Jack C<)ckwell, whom many 
consider to be the architect of Edper's 
rise and fall. 

During the 1 970s and 1980s, Ed
per grew rapidly through a series of 
takeovers, with ' the assets of each ac
quisition being used to capture the 
next victim. Using a technique called 
cascade financing, a company at the 
top of the EdpeJ; pyramid would issue 
stock; it would : buy perhaps half the 
stock itself, and sell the other half to 
the public. It would then invest the 
proceeds from tl!le public sale in a sim
ilar but larger st�ck offering by one of 
its subsidiaries. This process would be 
repeated down the chain of compa
nies, allowing Edper to control a large 
empire with a relatively small amount 
of its own mon�. 

This proces�, which appeared to 
work so well dUring the speculative 
boom of the 1910s and 1980s, turned 
nasty when the bubble popped and the 
stock dividend flows upon which the 
companies at th¢ top of the Edper loot
ing scheme depended for their in
come, began to dry up. 

By selling off operating compa
nies like Labatt and MacMillan 
Bloedel, Edper �s buying itself a little 
time. But this c�nibalization is a self
defeating strategy, since liquidated 
assets pay no dividends. 
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Business Briefs 

Labor 

German union okays wage 
pact below inflation 

The Gennan Public Workers Union (OeTV) 
cut the first wage deal below inflation since 
1982, agreeing to a3% pay raise on Feb. 4. The 
Bundesbank, which lowered its key interest 
rates hours before the deal was struck, had de
manded a substantial cut in real incomes as a 
precondition for arate cut . The OeTV deal will 
affect 2 .  3 million workers , and will set the tone 
for all other wage negotiations this year. 

The agreement came as unemployment in 
western Gennany soared by more than 
230,000 in January, bringing the jobless total 
in the country to 3 .5 million, the highest level 
since unification in 1 990. The rise was unusu
ally sharp even for a winter month. Trade 
unions called the figures catastrophic , and the 
opposition Social Democrats drew parallels 
with the 1 930s . 

On Feb. 5 ,  Otto Count Lambsdorff, the 
leader of the liberal Free Democratic Party, 
repeated his view that Gennany was experi
encing its deepest recession in postwar history: 
"There is no way we can talk ourselves out of 
it," he said. 

The annual economic report of the govern
mentforecasts negative real income growth for 
1 993 , that is, the increase in income will be 
below the inflation rate . 

Poland 

Parliament accepts 
budget austerity 

The Polish Sejm (lower house of Parliament) 
budget and legislative committees decided to 
accept the government draft budget, in which 
the budget deficit is nottoexceed $5 billion. To 
achieve this, pay indexation for public sector 
employees will be suspended in 1993 while 
wage increases will be delayed until April and 
September. Also, the indexation rate of old age 
and disability pensions is to be decreased to the 
level of9 1 % of wages in the production sector. 

The heads of the coalition parties agreed to 
support the government position except for the 
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50% value-added tax. 
President Lech Walesa has threatened to 

dissolve the Sejm unless it passes his budget, 
seen by western creditors as a test of Poland's  
"fiscal discipline" (willingness to cut the bud
get against the interests of the population) . The 
deadline is Feb. 20. 

N eo-Liberalism 
MSIA condemns Pronasol, 
demands end to meeting 

The National Solidarity Program (Pronasol) of 
Mexico is a program of slave labor and geno
cide, the lbero-American Solidarity Move
ment (MSIA) charged in a statement released 
in Mexico City on Feb. 5 .  The MSIA charged 
that Pronasol is a significant element in the 
North American Free Trade Agreement "de
signed to transfonn Mexico into an Ausch
witz-style slave labor camp, modeled on what 
Adolf Hitler created in Nazi Gennany."  

The MSIA demanded the cancellation of 
an international conference scheduled for Sep
tember in Oaxaca sponsored by Pronasol ,  and 
co-sponsored by the World Bank, the U .N . , 
the International Union forthe Conservation of 
Nature, and the "Harvard-dominated Mexican 
government. "  

"With this conference , the Anglo-Ameri
can financial oligarchy plans to extend the 
Mexican model of genocide to the nations of 
lbero-America, eastern Europe, and the rest of 
the world. In fact, other versions of Pronasol 
have already been set up in Argentina, Brazil, 
and other lbero-American countries ," the 
MSIA charged. 

"Contrary to the propaganda put out by the 
conference's  co-sponsors, Pronasol is not a 
more charitable alternative to savage capital
ism. It is a World Bank program to extend neo
liberal economic policy," it said. 

The MSIA pointed out that in Mexico, "in 
1980, the foreign debt amounted to $57 bil
lion. Over 10 years, we paid $95 billion (al
most twice the original debt) but now we owe 
more than $100 billion. 

"However the Mexican government may 
try to dress up its statistics , the truth is that 
its austerity programs have thrown 40 million 
people into poverty , of whom 17 million are 

barely surviVing under conditions of extreme 
poverty. Tbese programs have caused a 60% 
drop in purchasing power, a horrendous 50% 
unemploYI1l1ent rate , the generalized bankrupt
cy of agriculturaI producers , and of up to 30% 
of small and medium-sized businesses. 

''This is bankers' usury, pure and simple ! 
The results are seen in astounding governmen
tal corrupti�n, misery, cholera, and AIDS , as 
well as narcp-terrorism financed and protected 
by the sarqe Anglo-American oligarchy, as 
seen in the case of Shining Path in Peru. " 

'Technological Apartheid' 
I 

Dual-uSe embargo 
wreckS German industry 

The embargo on "dual-use" (civilian and mili
tary uses) �hnology has dealt a catastrophic 
blow to the Gennan machine tool industry, ac
cording to � report given to EIR by a senior 
representative of the Gennan machine tool in
dustry. "After the enonnous international po
litical pressl.rre against Gennan finns during 
the Gulf war, the government imposed the 
strictest exIk>rt controls on machine tools and 
engineering equipment of any industrial na
tion. The l¢y pusher behind this at the time 
was Foreign Minister [Hans-Dietrich] 
Genscher. the impact, combined with con
traction of�erexport markets , has been dev
astating. Tqere are 34 countries which are vir
tually forbiiIden by law to us since summer 
199 1 . "  ' 

The restrictions helped an apparent 
"boom" in �xports of other countries ,  mostly 
the new Asian exporters of Taiwan and South 
Korea. ''The smaller Asian producers sud
denly bolte4I onto the world market in 199 1 ," 
said the source, "and have taken an estimated 
20% of traditional Gennan machine tool ex
port markets . Gennan firms have lost huge 
numbersof�ders because of imposition by the 
Bonn export law of endless red tapeonexports. 
The Kore� or Taiwanese suppliers simply 
guarantee tfte same quality, lower price, and 
immediate 4elivery. "  

The indUstry has lost 30% o f  production 
overall from its peak in 1 990, and new orders 
are down by 45% .  By the end of 1993 , the 
industry estnnates a loss of20,OOO jobs-20% 
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oftotaljobs . "The Gennan machine tool sector 
is threatened with the same fate that destroyed 
the American machine tool industry some 20 
years ago," he said. 

Energy 
Scientist envisions 
hydrogen economy 

Prof. James Schwarz of the Syracuse Universi
ty Laboratory for Advanced Storage Systems 
for Hydrogen, has reported a breakthrough 
that could lead directly to the "hydrogen econ
omy," the Feb. 1 1  Wall Street Journal re
ported. 

Hydrogen gas is considered the cleanest of 
potential fuels since it only generates water as 
a by-product, and it can replace the natural gas 
and gasoline fuels currently used in industry , 
homes, and cars . (The hydrogen can be gener
ated by high-temperature fission or fusion re
actors . )  

The major problem with hydrogen, which 
Schwarz's breakthrough appears to overcome , 
is to obtain sufficient storage densities .  He re
ports that molecularly engineered graphite 
(carbon) systems can store up to 52% of their 
weight in hydrogen. While his results are con
troversial , this efficiency would provide an 
electric car with a 300-mile travel range before 
refueling. 

Asia 
Eeo sets integration 
goals for infrastructure 

A foreign ministerial meeting on Feb. 8 of the 
lO-nation Economic Cooperation Organiza
tioo set goals of railroad, truck, and air links 
by the end of the century, the China Daily re
ported. This was the first concrete agreement 
of the ECO since the fonner Soviet Central 
Asian republics of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and 
Uzbekistan, along with Afghanistan, joined 
founders Pakistan, Iran, and Turkey last year. 

The ministers said that the plan "should 
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enable trucks to travel from one end of the re
gion to the other at internationally acceptable 
standards ," and should integrate national rail 
networks "to permit transportation by rail from 
one end of the region to the other"-European 
Turkey to the western border of China. The 
region covers 7 .2  million square miles and has 
a population of 300 million. The plan calls for 
an ECO airline and expansion of current air 
links to ensure direct air connections between 
capitals and major cities at least once a week, 
and for a network of pipelines and power grids 
to meet energy requirements . Members agreed 
to work to eliminate tariff and non-tariff trade 
barriers , and to devise a unifonn system of cus
toms procedures. 

Pakistani Foreign Ministry Secretary Mo
hammad Shararyar Khan said thilt the plan "is 
realistic" and that it envisaged connecting and 
improving existing national highways and 
building some new tracks to link railways . 
Plans for an ECO trade and development bank 
would be drawn up before the ECO summit 
next June in Istanbul , he added. 

Environmentalism 
Ozone hoaxster loses cool 
in face of Third World 

At the American Association for the Advance
ment of Science annual convention in Boston 
the weekend of Feb. 1 3 ,  F. Sherwood Row
land, the outgoing president of the AAAS , 
gave a speech trying to refute attacks on his 
CFC ozone depletion model. Without naming 
it, Anderson tried to poohpooh the influential 
book The Holes in the Ozone Scare, parts of 
which were printed in EIR . 

The audience of 800 had all received an 
ironic leaflet using the arguments from the 
book. After the question period was canceled, 
the crowd became polarized when amemberof 
the audience walked up to Rowland and asked, 
"Dr. Rowland, what do you have to say about 
the 40 million people in the Third World who 
are going to starve to death because of your ban 
on CFCs?" He went on, "Refrigeration experts 
have estimated that the CFC ban willl iead to 
food spoilage that will cause 40 million brown, 
black, and yellow people to starve. "  Rowland 
reddened, and retreated. 

• INDIAN SCIENTISTS entered 
the economi� debate on Feb . 2, say
ing that the: economic refonns are 
pointless unl�ss the state directs fresh 
investment OOto science and related 

. fields . Sciepce , technology , and 
higher educqrion , they said, must be 
treated as crllcial infrastructural ele
ments of all future plans . 

• FORD l\lOTOR Co . announced 
losses of $7A billion for 1 992 , in
cluding $7 . 51 billion written off to re
flect change$ in accounting proce
dures for r�porting future pension 
fund and m¢dical-benefit liabilities .  
Ford' s  operafing loss for the year was 
$502 million. 

• A PRI1tIVI missile was suc
cessfully I�unched from India' s  
Chandipar-on-sea test range in  early 
February . The medium-range sur
face-to-surf�e missile is one of five 
under devel�pment in India' s inte
grated guid(jd missile development 
program. The U . S .  has protested 
against any further testing of India' s  
Agni missile!. 

• GERM�NY, after meetings in 
Berlin on Fdb .  7 with Russian For
eign Trade Minister Aleksandr Nech
ayev , has dticided not to extend its 
Hennes credit guarantee for exports 
to Russia before more consultations 
on trade rela.ions . Gennany has been 
pushing finnb to shift their traditional 
production for eastern markets to 
new clients in the West . 

• DRAST�C CUTS in west Euro
pean steel production have been 
agreed to in talks between producers 
and the Eutopean Commission in 
Brussels . By 1 995 , production will 
be reduced by 25-35% .  The total 
work force in the European steel in
dustry will be reduced by 50,000-
half of these In Gennany . 

• TAIWAN plans to privatize Chi
nese Petrole"m, a state oil company 
capitalized at $ 1 . 5 billion; the Tai
wan Power ¢o . ,  the state-run elec
tricity suppllier with three nuclear 
plants (capitjalized at $7 . 7  billion) ; 
Taiwan Fertilizer Co . ,  and Taiwan 
Salt Works . ; 

I 
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�ITillFeature 

Balkans: Deal with 
Russia heralds 
broader war ahead 
by Umberto Pascali 

"Now the Russians are again in the game officially , called back by the Anglo
Americans . Thank Warren Christopher. Now we ar4 getting really scared. Do you 
know what it means to call back the Russians into tbe negotiations? Do you know 
what that means for us Bosnians? These are the peoplle behind the Greater Serbians . 
A broader war could be closer than people think. "  The Bosnian insider was com
menting on the news that Reginald Bartholomew ha� arrived in Moscow on Feb 12. 

Bartholomew, the new U .S .  envoy to Bosnia nqminated by Secretary of State 
Warren Christopher, is better known as the "destroyer of Lebanon" for the role he 
played in that country , where he was ambassador from 1983 to 1986. As a State 
Department official working on Bosnia put it, "Indeed Lebanon is our preferred 
example when we discussed Bosnia. "  Lebanon, a ,prosperous , vibrant country, 
and an example of peaceful collaboration between Christians and Muslims , not 
unlike Bosnia, was pushed-through machinations .involving above all Moscow, 
Washington, London, Israel-into one of the most destructive civil wars of this 
century . After ten years of chaos and genocide tbe country was split de facto 
between Israel and Syria. "After all ," the State Department official commented, 
"Lebanon was pacified at the end. Yes ,  it took ten years , but now they live in 
peace there. But Mr. Bartholomew was not chosen just because he had been in 
Lebanon. He is a tough negotiator and that 's  what i$ needed to convince the three 
parties in Bosnia to find an agreement ."  

' 

As if to signal a finn agreement inside the Anglo-American elite , this was the I 
same analysis pushed on Feb . 11 by Simon Jenkips ,  the political editor of the 
London Times. What is going on in Bosnia is "a cla�sic civil war and one that has 
by no means achieved the point of exhaustion, where each side collapses under 
the authority of the nearest guarantor of order. That point has been achieved in 
Lebanon. The Syrian intervention was postponed b� Israeli and then multinational I 
attempts at 'peacekeeping , '  a peace that left thousan�s dead. The Syrian army was 
gUilty of atrocities that made the Serbs seem like angels . But it has brought a sort 
of peace to Lebanon, because Syria' s  security requites it . "  
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Strategic map of the Croatian-Bosnian theater of war 

B O S N I A 
H E R C E G O V I N A  

.Travnik 
Donji Vakuf • 

• Cabu/ja 

• Nevesinje 

The Serbian military strongholds shown on the map should be the targets for U.S. bombing missions that CU�ltul,ena 
months, according to Croatian journalist Srecko Jurdana. 

A Lebanese source told EIR: "Bartholomew was the de
stroyer of Lebanon . It was he more than anybody else who 
prepared the groundwork for handing Lebanon to the Syrians 
and it was under the Bartholomew tenure that the U . S .  ap
proved of a 'multinational force' to police Lebanon. "  

Prior to his Lebanon posting, Bartholomew was the State 
Department' s  special Cyprus coordinator in 1 98 1 -82. There 
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i 
as well , the Anglo-Americans rani another atrocious social 
experiment on the Turkish and Grejek inhabitants . Bartholo
mew's  first major State Departrnen posting was under Henry 
Kissinger in 1 974 , and he left Stat with Kissinger in 1 977 . 
In 1 979 he came back while Cyrus ance was secretary, and 
Warren Christopher undersecret 

This is the man that Warren C ' stopher chose as U . S .  
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chief negotiator as he announced-on Feb. 100his support 
for the Vance-Owen plan. A Bosnian source commented: 
"While many gullible people were expecting Clinton and 
Christopher to impose law and justice upon the British and 
Russians, any serious observers knew that Cyrus Vance of 
the Vance-Owen plan was the former boss of Christopher 
and that the two have been in communication all the time. 
Vance had boasted about his ' influence' on Christopher in 
the pages of the New York Times. His endorsement of Vance 
was no surprise. The second non-surprise was that Christo
pher called the Russians in. What we are going to get is a 
new and more dangerous form of Yalta." 

It was in fact in the Feb. 10 briefing on the "conflict 
in former Yugoslavia" that Christopher announced: "Earlier 
today, the President spoke with Yeltsin by phone to convey 
his personal request that both our nations work closely and 
cooperatively in this search for a peaceful resolution . He is 
also sending Ambassador Bartholomew to Moscow to dis
cuss our approach before the ambassador returns to New 
York to participate in the negotiations." It could not have 
been clearer: Before there are any negotiations, we will strike 
a formal and open agreement with Moscow. 

One of the first to rejoice was the British "negotiator," 
Lord David Owen, who finally felt free to say in an interview 
with the German magazine Der Spiegel, in the issue that 
appeared on Feb. 15, that the Russians "will appear on the 
scene more visible than before. " He revealed: "We have used 
their diplomatic connections and their experience for our 
cause, also in the past, though. Their ambassador attended 
all the talks in Geneva and New York. We have made clear 
to the Americans that in terms of the policy contents, the 
Russians were on our side." 

British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd welcomed the 
American position because it "reinforces the Vance-Owen 
plan" and "relieves the Muslims of the belief that the United 
States will act to impose a settlement." So the Bosnians will 
more easily have their backs put to the wall without their pre
election illusions of U.S. support. 

Russians: Lift sanctions on Serbia 
On Feb. 13, Russia-in a perfectly symmetrical maneu

ver-<:ommunicated to the U.N. Security Council that it had 
nominated its own high-level envoy, Deputy Foreign Minister 
Vitaly I. Churkin, the highest Russian decisionmaker for for
mer Yugoslavia. Vance and Owen welcomed the Russian de
cision, while United Nations Secretary General Boutros Bou
tros-Ghali asked Bartholomew and Churkin to come up with a 
preliminary solution to the war in Croatia by the end of March . 

On Feb. 13 Bartholomew was in Moscow smiling to 
reporters after a 90-minute meeting with the Russian foreign 
minister, Andrei Kozyrev. The former envoy in Cyprus and 
Lebanon confided that the talks had been "very, very posi
tive." Positive indeed. The Russian legislative leaders made 
clear that they want the sanctions against Serbia lifted. Ko-
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zyrev himself, showing a grea� familiarity with the art of 
diplomatic blackmail, made clflar how much pressure he is 
under from the "hardliners" w�o accuse him of being too 
tough with the Serbian "Orthodcbx brothers ."  

The latest news from Moscqw is  that the Russian Parlia
ment explicitly demanded sanctibns against Croatia or, if this 
is not done, lifting of the sanctifns against Serbia:-and this 
is final. A senior Bosnian journ/llist commented: "It is clear 
that they want to establish a non-European solution. Russia 
in particular is engaged in inheriting the position of the Soviet 
Union in all respects . For them� Bosnia must be an example 
to all the Muslim populations th�t were once part of the Soviet 
Empire. None of those Muslimi countries should dare claim 
real independence-or else . Ini this�xclusion of Europe, 
i.e. Germany, from the game, �d repression of Muslims
national-communist Russia w�ts to find a global partner in 
the Anglo-Americans." i 

The brutality of the Serbi�n position has been shown 
lately by the Chetniks (the S bian irregulars) in Bosnia, 
whose very existence depends on regular and continuous 
supplies from Serbia. The Che iks, led by Radovan Karad
zic, have cut off supplies to e whole of eastern Bosnia, 
whose population is going to starved or killed by the 
winter and by disease. Even the .N .  High Commissioner for 
Refugees is now saying that up 0 200,000 people are facing 
death there. And, in a develo ment that should shame the 
West, the first reports of canni lism arrived on the desks of 
the media, in particular from th city of Tuzla. The Chetniks 
continue to obstruct the U.N. �nvoy; and the U.N.  forces , 
which have an official manda to get those convoys and 
supplies to the civilian populati n ,  keep backing down. 

The Bosnian government, ith the support of the people 
of Sarajevo, has taken the hero c decision to refuse any fur
ther supply for the capital city �til the U.N.  obeys its man
date and resupplies eastern Boshia . 

The first answer came from Lt . Gen. Philippe Morillon, 
commander of the U.N. forces �n Bosnia, who was declared 
persona non grata by the govemment after the Serbian assas
sination of Deputy Prime Mini�ter Hakija Turajlic while un
der U.N. protection. "A decisiion to fast to death," stated 
Morillon sarcastically, comparing it to the fasts of Mohandas 
Gandhi during the fight for th9 independence of India. But 
Gandhi, Morillon said, smiling� "never imposed his fasts on 
others, he did it alone ."  

. 

In the meantime most Balkan countries are preparing for 
imminent war . Serbian provocations in Kosova are escalating 
(see interview, p. 29) . Most of those countries are rushing 
into military alliances , exactl� as happened before World 
Wars l and II. Albania and Bulgaria signed their first agree
ment on Feb. 14. They underlined that they will do every
thing possible to help "contain"i the war in Bosnia and to stop 
the fighting from spilling over ipto Makedonija and Kosova. 
Turkish President Turgut Ozal fs touring Bulgaria, Makedo
nija, and Albania. 
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Winter of death 
descends on Bosnia 
by Konstantin George 

Barring a shift in the policy of the western powers , 500,000 
Bosnian Muslims , trapped in eastern Bosnia, face death by 
starvation this winter. These include some 300,000 "surviv
ing," if one dare use the word, in five east Bosnian cities and 
towns , surrounded since last April by Serbian forces in the 
cities of Gorazde and Srebrenica, each with about 100,000 
trapped civilians , and the towns of Cerska, Zepa, and Zvor
nik, with a trapped population of about 100,000. The sixth 
pocket facing starvation is the besieged northeast Bosnian 
city of Tuzla. Tuzla, while technically not surrounded by the 
Serbian forces , has been cut off from all food shipments since 
the Jan . 24 outbreak of fighting in central Bosnia between 
Croatian and Muslim forces . 

Based on available reports , the situation in these cities is 
like that of Leningrad during the Nazi blockade , at the height 
of the killer famine in early 1942. The parallels extend to 
the first reported cases (Feb . 17) of cannibalism among the 
famished in Tuzla. In Gorazde and Srebrenica, as an appeal 
by Gorazde Mayor Hadzi Efendic , dated Feb . 2, testified, 
the population had been placed on a ration of " 1 00 grams of 
food per person per day . " The latest urgent appeal by Efendic 
was issued Feb . 16: 

"This is perhaps the last time I ' ll be able to appeal to 
the world . For one month, not one single gram of food has 
arrived. The people are starving to death . Most people are 
like they are in a coma. There's  literally no longer any food. 
We've had to close the food distribution places because 
there's  no more food. There is no more food for the public 
kitchens . Every day, people are dying here, mostly children 
and older people . The same situation is in Cerska and Sre
brenica. We heard that food will come in a week. That is too 
long . We cannot wait one week. We can only hope that well
meaning people will bring food to Gorazde , either peaceful
ly , or by force of arms . " 

On Feb . 14, as a last act of desperation , the Bosnian 
government undertook the shutting down of food distribution 
in the capital , Sarajevo, and the proclamation of a hunger 
strike of the capital' s  residents in solidarity with those starv
ing in east Bosnia. The hunger strike is, as the London Times 
of Feb . 15 was forced to admit, "widely supported" by the 
inhabitants of the surrounded capital , who see the boycott of 
food aid as a "perfectly rational protest against the United 
Nations '  failure to deal with ethnic cleansing through starva-
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tion of thousands of Muslims in the eastern part of Bosnia ."  
The Times noted that the people df Sarajevo "feel betrayed 
by the U.N. , because Security Colincil resolutions authoriz
ing the use of force in delivering Irelief aid were never put 
into practice on the ground. "  

The U . N .  response, announced Feb . 17, to the Sarajevo 
hunger strike , was to halt all shipments of food aid to Bosnia, 
both to eastern Bosnia and to Sarajevo . The U .N .  even went 
so far as to recall its food aid convoys held up in eastern 
Bosnia by Serbian forces . 

Toward the next debacle 
Lyndon LaRouche , in an analysis reported in the EIR 

Strategic Alert of Feb . 1 5 ,  foresees that in the near future 
there will be a Serbian equivalent of the Nazi Kristallnacht of 
1938, some spectacular atrocity which will shock the entire 
world, and will catalyze an interv¢ntion against the Serbian 
Frankenstein. However, as LaRouche stressed, that interven
tion will bring about a situation even worse than the one it 
purportedly sought to correct. A 'Widening of the Balkans 
war will soon follow , perhaps thrbugh a combined Greek
Serbian grab at Makedonija .  

The problem is  that Washington does not define an Amer
ican intervention as a means of libierating the Serbian-occu
pied regions of Croatia and Bosnia,  and then crushing the 
nazi-communist dictatorship in Belgrade . Washington has 
also refused to lift the criminal arms embargo against Croatia 
and Bosnia. 

The U . S .-or rather Anglo-American-goal appears to 
be to intervene to police a line arbiitrarily drawn by the great 
powers defining a Russian-Serb "sphere" and an American
NATO "sphere" in former Yugosl.via and surrounding Bal
kan regions . Such a goal has beconte evident in the feverish 
dispatch to Moscow of U .  S .  Special Envoy Reginald Bartho
lomew, on the weekend of Feb . 1�-14. Russia reciprocated 
by naming Deputy Foreign Minister Vitaly Churkin as the 
Russian special envoy for "peace" in former Yugoslavia . 
Next, the U . S .  dictated to Bosnia: that it send a delegation 
to Moscow for humiliating "talks" with Serbia' s overt ally. 

After the Moscow talks , a similar superpower-dictated 
humiliation was dealt to Croatia,  which was forced to sit 
down at the U .N .  with representati!Ves of the renegade "gov
ernment" of the "Serbian Republic of Krajina," created by 
Belgrade in the Serbian-occupied I part of Croatia. Even at 
the notorious 1938 Munich agreement, this was the one 
humiliation that Czech President Eduard Benes was spared: 
Konrad Henlein , Nazi leader of the Sudetenland , was not 
given a formal seat at the "talks" I that dissolved the Czech 
Republic . This criminal farce occurred under the aegis of 
the next round of Bartholomew-Churkin talks in New York, 
on Feb . 18. 

The "NATO-ization" of large parts of the Balkans is 
central to proposals submitted in early February by David 
Anderson , director of the Berlin Aspen Institute and former 
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u.s. Ambassador to Belgrade ( 198 1 -85) .  The proposals 
were covered in an opinion column he wrote for the German 
daily Tageszeitung . Anderson called for the stationing of 
NATO ground and air forces in Hungary and Slovenia, plus 
NATO forces in the Republic of Makedonija, all linked to 
a military intervention in Bosnia. The goal of this interven
tion, in Anderson's own words, "sounds brutal . . .  and 
indeed it is brutal ," but allegedly the "only" feasible solu
tion, would be to police "forced exchanges of populations" 
and "territories ."  Ethnic cleansing from above! 

Signalling that an intervention along these lines is being 
planned, on Feb . 1 5 ,  U.S.  Gen. John Shalikashvili, NATO 
Commander-in-Chief, arrived in the Hungarian capital of 
Budapest for two days of consultations . 

As Lyndon LaRouche warned, the result of such an 
intervention with the wrong war goals will be that "a widen
ing of the war in the Balkans will soon follow."  As he 
was writing, the pieces were continuing to fall into place. 
Meetings and diplomacy were cementing the "classic" Bal
kan war axes, formed by Albania and Bulgaria prodded by 
Turkey on one side , and Greece, Romania, and Serbia on 
the other. 

Greece's irrationally hostile stance against the Republic 
of Makedonija has deprived Athens of one possibility to 
break up this fatal geometry, by using Greece's geography 
and economic leverage to forge a stable Slavic Makedonijan 
neighbor . 

On Feb. 1 5 ,  Turkish President Turgut Ozal began an 
unprecedented tour by a Turkish head of state of Bulgaria, 
Makedonija, Albania, and Croatia. Ozal' s trip was discussed 
with the Clinton administration during his prolonged early 
February stay in Washington. In Bulgaria, Ozal reiterated 
demands that Bulgaria allow the Turkish Army to pass 
through Bulgarian territory to former Yugoslavia. In Skopje, 
the capital of Makedonija, Ozal did not confine his attacks 
on Greece to the issue of recognizing the Slavic Makedonijan 
republic, but launched an inflammatory diatribe against al
leged Greek mishandling of the 1 20,000 Turkish minority 
in western Thrace. 

On Feb. 1 3 ,  the Turkish President addressed a crowd of 
10,000 in Istanbul, who were rallying to demand that the 
Turkish army intervene in the Balkans. Ozal demanded an 
immediate end to the bloodshed in Bosnia, and called for 
international military intervention. Then there was a two-day 
meeting in the Albanian capital of Tirana between Albanian 
President Sali Berisha and Bulgarian President Zhelyu Zhel
ev, which led to the signing of a Bulgarian-Albanian Treaty 
of Friendship and Cooperation. It is not known whether this 
treaty contains any hidden military clauses. On the same 
weekend, Greek Foreign Minister Michael Papaconstanti
nou arrived in Bucharest for talks with Romanian President 
Ion Iliescu . The talks produced a Greek-Romanian joint 
declaration rejecting any form of military intervention in 
former Yugoslavia. 
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Croatian journalist: 
How appeasement of 
Serbia led tp war 

Srecko lurdana is a Croatian ,journalist currently on tour 
in the United States . He visited political prisoner Lyndon 
LaRouche in Rochester, Minne�ota on Feb . 8, and has been 
conducting lectures and private meetings in various cities, 
including Washington, D . C . ,  where he has met with numer
ous congressional officials . 

He was the founder and editor of the magazine Film, 
which was published in Zagr�b between 1975 and 1 980, 
and was seen as an opposition magazine by the post-Tito 
government. He worked as ajil,n critic and cultural essayist 
for Radio Zagreb, and was constantly attacked during the 
early 1980s for being an anti-co.mmunist and ultra-conserva
tive . By the middle of the 1980s he was unable to remain 
inside Yugoslavia, and therefore lived in Germany between 
1985 and 1989. He went back to Zagreb in 1989 and began 
his present activity as a journqlist. He has contributedfre
quently to the newspaper Vje$nik in Zagreb and Vecernji 
List. In recent months, he has �een an eyewitness to some of 
the sieges and other military operations informer Yugosla
via . He was present at the siege of Vukovar in the fall of 
1991 , and he covered the war in central Bosnia in 1992 . 

The following speech was delivered to the Schiller Insti
tute in Leesburg, Virginia on Fr?b . 10: 

Let me give you a review of the principal events in the war 
against Croatia and Bosnia. In lorder to understand how this 
war might end, we must know iwhat preceded it . In 1988 or 
1989, one of the leading generals of the federal Yugoslav 
Army, Branko Mamula, who was minister of defense, visited 
London, and there he met with some key people who influ
enced British policy, among them, of course, Mr. Fitzroy 
Maclean, all Tito's friends during the course of World War 
II. At this meeting, Mr. Mamula said clearly, that the only 
way to stop the expansion of Germany would be through 
Yugoslavia .  Yugoslavia is the principal obstacle to German 
influence. That is the intention of these people-and it didn't 
take much intelligence to predift that this was a clear indica
tion of an imminent war in Yugoslavia. 

It was also very clear how this war would start: a Serbian 
rebellion in the Croatian provi�ces, where Serbs make up a 
significant part of the populatijon. According to some esti
mates, 20% is the limit, over which Serbs tend to show an 
inclination to rebel . The center of this was Knin, a Serbian 
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stronghold in Croatia. In 1989-90, people put first barric'ldes 
on the roads in order to stop the traffic between the northern 
part and southern part of Croatia. This happened during the 
Mediterranean Games, drawing the attention of the world's 
media. Many tourists were on their way back home to Europe 
and had to pass through the barricades, and this was an oppor
tunity for them to attract as much attention as they could. 

At this time I wrote an article for Vecernji List, in which 
I rather sharply attacked the hesitation of [President Franjo] 
Tudjman's cabinet. I said: It won't get you anywhere to do 
nothing. What you should do is to create a re-blockade of the 
Serbs, to encircle Knin and the places with barricades, with 
Croatia militia forces, and to establish a 20-kilometer cordon, 
a kind of no man's land, in between. 

In this way, the connection with Serbia would be broken, 
but it wouldn't cause a direct confrontation between 
Croatians and Serbs. It would demonstrate Croatian strength 
toward the Serbs, a determination not to allow the rebellion, 
without direct confrontation. Instead of this, the Croatian 
government did nothing, waiting for something to happen 
next. 

Very predictably, the next thing was Banja. These are all 
well-known places from World War II. The principal demand 
from the Serbian side after the general Serbian attack on 
Croatia became obvious, was that the territory of the Repub
lic of Croatia must be reduced to the line Karlobag-Viroviti
ca. Karlobag is on the Adriatic coast, and Virovitica is a 
small city near the Hungarian border. This line, according to 
Serbian pretensions, would be the border of reduced Croatia . 

The rest of the territory-that is, western Slavonia and 
eastern Slavonia, the coastal and interior regions of 
Croatia-would become Greater Serbia . This was the princi
pal aim of the war. 

But the war did not come instantly; it was well planned 
a long time ago. And I will tell you how it was planned. 

A long-term Serbian strategy 
The federal Yugoslav Army, in its strategic plans, devel

oped a so-called defensive line of very strong military facili
ties-barracks, underground storage facilities-and accu
mulated huge quantities of weapons, ammunition, and 
anything else that would be needed for a huge war, against 
anybody, exactly on this line . The principal barracks of 
the federal Yugoslav Army were lined up at Virovitica, 
Bjelovar, Petrinja, Karlovac, and Knin, of course. This area 
was covered with military facilities of the federal Yugoslav 
Army, on the pretext that this would be the main defensive 
line against a presupposed attack from the Austrian side ! 
Very interesting . Very clever. The name of the game was 
to create a Serbian stronghold, for when the time would 
become ripe for a general Serbian attack on Croatia. This 
also means that the Serbs did not have any illusions about 
"Yugoslavia," whatsoever. They knew very well what "Yu
goslavia" was . 
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So, it all started at Knin . In World War II, some of the 
most brutal Chetnik groups came from the region of Knin. 
They committed terrible war crim� against civilians in this 
area, the interior of Dalmatia, prin ipally against Croatians, 
but also against Serbs who woul . 't cooperate with them. 
This was the Chetniks' so-called D�nara Division-Dinara is 
the name of a mountain here-whi¢h was led by an Orthodox 
priest, Momcilo Juic, who called I himself a Chetnik duke. 
Momcilo Juic, now in his late 80s, is living in California . He 
has a big ranch at San Marcos, where he managed to build 
an Orthodox church. He has, in I the meantime, 1989-90, 
initiated Mr. Vojislav Seselj [the �resent-day leader of the 
Chetniks] into the Chetnik order, i and proclaimed him his 
successor, a duke. When Mr. Se*lj returned to Serbia, to 
start the war brutality, he had the lessing of Momcilo Juic 
personally, which added to his ch . sma, so to speak. 

In spite of many demands fro the former Tito govern
ment, Momcilo Juic was never ex adited to Yugoslavia as a 
war criminal, although he was ge erally recognized as this; 
unlike Andrija Artukovic, the fo er Croatian minister of 
justice in the Croatian independe state during World War 
II, who also lived in California, who was extradited and 
sentenced to death in a Zagreb coutt, and who died in prison 
there . I 

This was the history of Knin . U was quite natural that the 
modem rebellion would start here. But along the above
mentioned military line from Kadobag to Virovitica, the 
rebellion very quickly spread into Kordun and Banja, and 
western Slavonia. Those are exactly the places where the 
federal Yugoslav Army had strongholds, the strongest poten
tial for warfare . 

Croatian government does nothing 
Now, when it was obvious that the war was imminent, the 

war was spreading against Croatia� the Croatian government 
was still hesitating, because strong pressure, parallel political 
activity from abroad, came along Iwith the Serbian attacks . 
That is, the stronger the Serbian attacks were, the stronger 
were the British and French accusations against Croatia for 
its fascism, Ustasha crimes, and sd on, in order to politically 
disarm Croatia, to deny it the right 110 defend itself. And when 
Croatia started to organize its defense, it was said, "No, 
Croatia is going to commit genocide against the Serbs; they 
are right, because you are Ustasha�, you are connected to the 
Nazis," and so on. And so all these Serbian moves went on 
without any moves from the Croaqan side . 

The Serbs saw that they had in] fact a free hand from the 
international community, from the! British and French. They 
decided to hit very hard. So an organized attack started from 
Vojvodina, previously annexed to! Serbia, over the Danube 
River. 

This general attack on Croatia in eastern Slavonia, which 
was followed by the famous battl4 of Vukovar, could have 
been very simply prevented, if only the Croatian government 
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War correspondent Srecko lurdana: The Serbsjrom the very 
beginning did not hide what they were up to. For the international 
community,  there was no excuse . 

had had some courage to do this .  The Danube River is very 
wide here, very hard to cross-for an untrained federal army, 
almost impossible to cross .  There are only two bridges here ; 
these bridges could be mined; they could be blown up without 
any problem .  In fact, the local people knew what was going to 
happen, and they made all the preparations, got explosives, 
everything was there on the spot, and they got on the tele
phone to Zagreb and said, "We have prepared everything, 
we can stop them, just give us a nod to blow these bridges 
up . "  Zagreb gave the strictest orders not to do this, because 
it could provoke the Serbs to attack . 

Finally, when the government started to contemplate the 
possibility of blowing the bridges up, the Serbs already had 
five divisions on the Croatian side . The battle of Vukovar 
had begun . 

The battle of Vukovar 
The attack on Vukovar began with the infamous killing 

of 15 Croatian policemen . 
Serbs had first kidnapped two Croatian policemen from 

the police station at Vinkovci, near Vukovar . They had taken 
them to Borovo Selo, a suburb of Vukovar. After that they 
telephoned to Vinkovci and said, "If you want your men 
back, come to Borovo Selo and then we 'll negotiate . "  The 
Croatians responded very naively . Fifteen men jumped into 
a bus and went to Borovo Selo to negotiate with the Serbs 
the return of their two colleagues .  They were ambushed by 
a large group of Chetniks, shot below the knees in order to 
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make them helpless, and then they were massacred en masse, 
their eyes were dug out, and so 0 . This was the first slaughter 
in the war. After that, the man who led this ambush on the 
Serbian side, Vukasin Soskoc nin, appeared on Novi Sad 
television, and admitted openly rhat had happened. He said: 
I killed six Croatians, and I ' ll kill 600 more . The Serbs, from 
the very beginning, did not hi e what they were up to . For 
the so-called international comljIlunity, there was no excuse 
that they didn 't  know what was going on . No ! The Serbs 
were doing this from the vel);11 beginning, and they were 
openly saying so on television . 

The battle of Vukovar had tarted . Let us analyze some 
of the most important events . 

The battle of Vukovar las ed almost three months .  It I 
started in a very curious way . First there were some Serbian I 
shellings from the other side 0 the Danube River, and the 
Croatian government decided to pull the children out of Vu
kovar and to move them to the I Croatian islands, to Losinj . 
After a couple of weeks, they said, "The school year is about 
to begin, and anyway, the Serb� are not so mad as to attack 
the city, so we 'll bring the child 

l
en back into the town . "  They 

put them into buses and returned them to Vukovar. And at 
that very moment, when the children were getting off the 
buses in a central Vukovar sqJare, the general shelling of 
Vukovar began, with this very !square as a principal target. 
So these children had to be immediately evacuated to shelters 
and cellars, and they practicall� did not come up to the light 
of day until the fall of Vukovar 

That is another example 0t the naive behavior of the 
Croatian government concerning this war .  

The course of  the battle of  ukovar is well known . On 
the Croatian side some 1,800 men resisted bravely the gener
al, all-out Serbian attack-armored units, tanks, artillery on 
a massive scale, aviation, any hing that was at the Serbs'  
disposal . Yet, they were losing 

First of all, the battlefield ofVukovar was very carefully, 
very cleverly, covered with mines . Croatians managed to 
surround Vukovar with minefields . So the Serbs suffered 
very heavy losses of tanks . Sefondly, the defenders devel
oped a well-known, but still very interesting, anti-tank tactic . 
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are narrow . They destroyed th . first and last one, and what 
remained in between, the colJmn of tanks, was basically 
helpless, and almost all were d�stroyed. Still, the Serbs kept 
falling into the trap. "The road1s clear, let ' s  go in "-and 17 
or 20 tanks came in, and the came the surprise . During 
the course of the battle, the S rbians lost some 350 tanks, 
according to very conservative estimates .  Some estimate up 
to 600 tanks . Among soldiers, the casualties were 7-10,000, 
at least . Unfortunately, some 0 them were Croatians . How 
is that? Croatians were killed in the front lines of the federal 
Yugoslav Army . This is anot�er example of the Croatian 
government' s  naivete . 
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Croatian hostages 
Along with the general attack on Croatia, which was 

performed step by step, federal Army commanders played 
some politics also . They used some dirty tricks . They pro
claimed a recruitment drive. "We are ·Yugoslavia. ' So we 
are authorized to recruit soldiers , Yugoslavian citizens . Now 
your tum has come, you have to report and go to the Army."  
They told the Croatians ,  "Give your guys to the Army."  What 
did Croatia do? People from the Croatian government went 
directly into the cities where the recruitment was going on , 
in order to persuade the men to go into the federal Army, in 
order not to provoke repression . The men knew what was 
going on; they didn't want to go there . But from the highest 
levels ,  they were told, "You are doing a favor to your coun
try. You must think politically . We are trying not to spread 
the conflict. "  And immediately after they reported to the 
federal Army , they became Serbian hostages . Some of them 
were killed inside the barracks , because the Serbs treated 
them as enemies since they were Croatians . Many of them
not only Croatians, but also Muslims , Hungarians , Alba
nians , practically anybody who wasn't a Serb---were pushed 
into the front lines. They were pushed into trucks , transported 
to the battlefield, and told, "You go ahead, the enemy is in 
front of you and you have to fight him. It ' s  basically practice; 
you don't have to be afraid."  You must understand that these 
people were subjected to a complete information blockade . 
They didn't know what was actually going on. 

I heard these stories from the people who fought at Vuko
var. They told me , "We saw the groups of Yugoslav soldiers 
running toward us, so we killed them. They were enemies . 
We didn't know who was attacking us . Only later, when we 
checked their identities , did we discover that they were in 
fact non-Serbs , many of them Croatians . "  

But Serbs suffered terrible losses in the battle for Vuko
var. My estimation then was that they were on the edge 
of complete defeat-not technically, but psychologically . I 
thought, "They're losing tanks , vehicles, artillery , weapons, 
people. They're losing everything , yet they're attacking on 
and on . They're losing generals ,  the most important officers . 
They're developing the Gallipoli syndrome ! Regardless of 
losses , they have to take this town. "  It was something strong
er than reason . I said to myself, "If we manage to break them 
here, they will never psychologically recover from it; they 
will never get the psychological strength to go on with the 
war." This thinking you could note also in the Croatian 
Army, which had managed to establish itself by then. 

That was the end of October and the beginning of Nov em
ber 199 1 .  A major breakthrough operation from the Croatian 
side started toward Vukovar from Vinkovci, in order to break 
the Serbian encirclement. The operation was a successful 
one. Croatian forces managed in a rather short time to get to 
the suburbs of Vukovar, to the point named Marinci , a small 
village near Vukovar. That was basically the Serbian defeat. 
When they got to Marinci, the Serbs knew they were losing, 
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they were finished. We needed perhaps one day or two to get 
into Vukovar-the major Croatian forces-and in Vukovar, 
to connect with the defending for¢es there , and it would all 
be over. The Serbian losses of 10,000 people , a couple of 
hundred tanks , and big airplanes , ! and so forth, would have 
been in vain . 

Betrayal by the West 
What happened there? An interesting thing . A telephone 

call from [European Community negotiator Lord] Carrington 
to Mr. Tudjman. He demanded an: immediate interruption of 
this breakthrough operation . He ' said , "No ! You are ex
panding the war. We want peace . We want a peaceful solu
tion. You should let the Red Cro$S convoy enter Vukovar, 
not your army. Let the Red Crpss convoy evacuate the 
wounded from the Vukovar hospit!ll ."  It took some time, but 
basically Mr. Tudjman obeyed the pemand of Mr. Carrington 
and Mr. Vance , and he ordered tIilat the operation be inter
rupted . Croatian forces stopped on the road to Vukovar. The 
Serbs relaxed. They started to jol{e around. They wouldn't  
let the Red Cross convoy in . But Mter the fifth try , after the 
convoy evacuated 400 people frorrl the Vukovar hospital and 
returned to Zagreb, in the process bf allowing the Red Cross 
convoy into Vukovar, Serbian fOrces-there was a strict 
cease-fire then-went in immediately after it, and quickly 
linked up with the military headquarters in Vukovar. That 
was basically the fall of Vukovar. 

There was another time that Serbia was facing complete 
defeat, and was saved only by intervention from outside . 
Croatians , without an army, with,iout anything , had started 
spontaneously to attack Serbian military facilities in Croatia. 
It was amazing how quickly these !barracks were taken. The 
Serbs did not have any organized defense of these barracks . 
This was in summer 1 99 1 . A general attack on Serbian mili
tary barracks started in Croatia. :In some days , Croatians 
managed to get enormous quantities of weapons out of these 
barracks . Belgrade felt very threatened by this process, and 
another phone call came, from MIi. Vance and Mr. Carring
ton, to Mr. Tudjman, and they said, "No you can't  attack 
barracks any more . We will imp<!lse a peaceful solution to 
this problem. If you go on with your attack, you will be 
sanctioned, you will not be recogniZed as a state . " The attack 
on the barracks was , of course, interrupted, and the cease
fire in Igalo--on the Croatian-Montenegrin border, at Tito' s  
famous villa-was signed by  Mr. Kadijevic , Mr. Tudjman, 
Mr. Milosevic , and Mr. Vance-a cease-fire which implied 
immediate interruption of Croatian operations . The Serbs did 
not honor the cease-fire, but proceeded with the war, but in 
the negotiation process,  they managed to save all the re
maining weapons , which were enormous quantities of tanks, 
vehicles , missiles , guns , artillery, rockets ,  ammunition, any
thing from these barracks , and deployed them to critical 
points on the battlefield in Croati� and at strategic positions 
in Bosnia. 
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The road to Bosnia 
So it was the weapons taken out of the Croatian barracks, 

taken out by the direct order of the famous tandem, that 
enabled the Serbs to conduct a general attack on Bosnia. Of 
course the Bosnian government, led by Mr. Izetbegovic, 
observed silently the placement of these weapons at strategic 
mountain positions, and, just as Tudjman had, declared that 
they have no quarrel with Serbs, they're honest Yugoslavs, 
they have good relations with the federal Army, and there is 
no reason for this Army to attack them. It won't  attack them, 
because it is basically a Croatian-Serbian war, and the Mus
lims don't have anything to do with it. 

But the Muslims did have something to do with it, since 
all of Bosnia was serving as a logistical base for the attack 
on Croatia . Croatia was attacked from points throughout 
Bosnia. Without Bosnia, the Serbs would not have been able 
to create this kind of general war. Yet, the interpretation of 
Mr. Izetbegovic was, "I have nothing to do with it." He was 
very well warned what Serbs might do to Muslims-not only 
by the obvious example of what was going on in Croatia, but 
from his own historical experience. During World War II, 
Muslims suffered terrible casualties from Serbs. They 
committed genocide against Muslims during World War II. 
This wasn't enough for the Muslims; they said, "No, this 
won't happen again . It's not possible in these times; this is 
over ."  

We know, of course, what happened, immediately after 
the Unprofor [U. N. "peacekeeping" forces] took over in 
Croatia. The coming of Unprofor was a precondition for a 
general Serbian attack on Bosnia, because Unprofor kept 
guard over the Serbian occupied territory in Croatia, so the 
Serbs had a free hand to reconcentrate and regroup their 
troops for an attack on Bosnia, and also to use tanks and 
artillery otherwise needed in Croatia, to be transferred to 
Bosnia and start the offensive that is now going on . 

In my opinion, there were two crucial moments. One 
was the cease-fire at Igalo, which interrupted the attack on 
military facilities, and the other, the siege of Vukovar and 
the Red Cross convoy. At these moments, Croatia had a 
clear victory in its hands. The federal Yugoslav Army was 
much overestimated. It was weak, in fact. It was very strong 
in appearance-plenty of weapons, plenty of everything. 
But it was weak in structure, because many officers were 
not Serbs, many soldiers were not Serbs and could not be 
trusted. Pilots, particularly, were not Serbs. And the motives 
were not clear. Milosevic was after an all-out war against 
Croatia and others in order to create Greater Serbia. The 
general commanding structure still had some "Yugoslav" 
thoughts in their heads-Kadijevic and others . It wasn't 
clear whether they were really, exclusively for the Greater 
Serbia idea, or did they want, perhaps, some kind of Yugo
slavia. Perhaps some "Titoism" remained in their heads . The 
situation was rather unclear at these moments. 
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Decisive action was need�d 
What was needed, then, was to react decisively. To attack 

the federal Army, not to give it the necessary time to trans
form itself into a Serbian Army, which would act only ac
cording to Milosevic's ideas. 11he Army was a mastodon. It 
appeared very strong, but was Istructurally very weak, very 
slow, and you had to attack it $wiftly, not to give it time to 
accommodate to the war situatibn. 

Unfortunately, the people �ho organized this war, Car
rington and others, knew this I very well. They put strong 
pressure on Croatia to give thisinecessary time to the federal 
Army, to transform itself into a lSerbian one. This happened, 
and when this transformation wias finished, together with the 
successful pulling out of wear>ns from the Croatian bar
racks, then Serbia clearly had! an advantage. But it could 
have been prevented from the �ry beginning. 

The clear indication of a s�ctural weakness of the Yugo
slav Army was the removal of all former generals, of all 
former commanding cadres, �e forced retirement of Mr. 
Kadijevic, Mr. Mamula, Mr. alagoje Adzic, and other gen
erals who perhaps were not qujite adequately responding to 
Mr. Milosevic' s views of how this war should be carried out. 
After they had done their dutjy, they were removed, and 
loyal Serbian officers replacedl them. This is a pretty clear 
indication of the structural we�ess of the Yugoslav Army. 
These generals were not trustwbrthy, for Milosevic. 

I 

Bosnian ero., Muslims declare their ,olidarity 
From a document issued in Ottawa on Feb. 3 :  

I 
The Bosnia Hercegovina Iqformation Center Executive 
Committee (BH Exec), comprised of Bosnian-Hercegovi
an Muslims and Croats, detms it necessary to issue the 
following statements to Sh0w the Canadian and world 
public the truth behind the events in Bosnia and Hercego
vina . The truth is all the m�re necessary because of the 
labels, cliches and delibera1!e distorting of the facts pro
moted by the world political community and the commu-
nications media . I 

We Canadians and resi*nts of Canada of a Croat or 
Muslim descent, representatives of the BH Exec and with 
the full support of the Bosniap. and Hercegovian communi
ty of Ottawa-Carleton decl*: 

• that we have come together and formed this Com
mittee to publicly show and denounce the existence of 
hatred between our two peo�les. 
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Interview: Steven Corkovic and Dj enana Veledar Campara 

Bosnians and Croatians mu�t 
unite against Serbian aggresfion 
In January, the Bosnia-Hercegovina Information Office in 
Ottawa, Canada decided to react to the attempt to provoke 
a confrontation between Catholics and Muslims in Bosnia 
and between Bosnia and Croatia . The center created an 
executive committee that included four Catholics and four 
Muslims (see box p. 24) . Below is an interview with Steven 
Corkovic and Djenana Veledar Campara, two leading mem
bers of the Ottawa Executive Committee, conducted by Um
berto Pascali on Feb . /0. 

EIR: Your initiative coincided with the escalation of the 
propaganda on the so-called danger of Muslim fundamental
ism in Bosnia . Recently , EIR published extensive quotes 
from a document prepared by Y ossef Bodansky, the chief 
adviser of the Task Force on Terrorism and Unconventional 

• that hundreds of years of our history provide a testi
mony of a peaceful and respectful coexistence of our peo
ples , a veritable example for the world community , oppo
site to the picture portrayed by the western politicians and 
media. 

• that throughout our beloved country Bosnia-Her
cegovina one could witness numerous mosques and Cath
olic churches standing side by side for centuries until the 
Serbian agresssor destroyed them both; 

• that "hatred" together with "warring factions ,"  
"ethnic cleansing" and other labels have been intentional
ly promoted by the world political bodies to deceive the 
public and cover up the world political bodies' unimagin
able unwillingness to put a stop to a genocidal aggression 
in the midst of "cultured" Europe; moreover the world 
political bodies have spread these deliberate "hate"-lies 
and cover-ups because their own Charters and Final Acts 
are overflowing with statements of resolute actions when 
confronted with genocidal atrocities; 

• that "hatred" statements are promoted by the lead
ers of the highest "democratic" world body, the U.N.  
Security Council , whose five permanent members have 
all perpetrated massive slaughters of Muslims in their 
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Warfare of the House Republican Ike search Committee . The 
document, officially written as babkground information for 
Republican congressmen, justifies )the genocide against Bos
nia as "Iran' s  European Springbo�d ."  I t  i s  a clear attempt 
to provoke a conflict between Ca�holics and Muslims , and 
Croatians and Bosnians , and an ex�losion . 
Corkovic: Yes , as a Croatian I ca� answer that I was aware , 
we were well aware of this mach nation . There is nothing 
further from the truth . I am a C tholic , a Croatian, and I 
cannot remember any Croatian e�er saying anything about 
"fundamentalism" in Bosnia . I do hot think many of us even 
knew the word before . I 

Yes , we got together and we Idiscussed this attempt to 
provoke a split and a conflict. wb decided to fight it . We 
issued a statement, where we outrined our opposition. We 

recent histories . 
One of the purposes of these li¢s and labels is to with

hold legitimacy from the Bosnian government as anything 
more than a caretaker for refugees , �o allow and help Serbs 
to continue and "prove" with oveI!Whelming military su
premacy and heavy artillery , with $enocide over children, 
women and elderly , that the Bosnian government is not 
capable to keep the law and order among the "ethnic clash
es," and finally to mask the herOism of Muslims and 
Croats , defenders of Sarajevo and many other cities and 
villages of Bosnia, defending their homes against a ruth
less aggressor, taught by its lead�rs and their advisers
psychiatrists the "art" of Goebbels ' s  Schrecklichkeit to 
achieve its goals . 

In view of all this the BH E*ec demands from the 
Canadian and World politicians and media: 

To put an immediate stop to Ireferring to legitimate 
Bosnian government armies as "warring factions ," thus 
equating them with terrorist factiq,ns that, with the help 
of the Serbian-Yugoslavian Army� took arms against the 
sovran state of Bosnia-Hercegovina . . . .  This equates the 
legitimate defenders of a sovran state with the genocidal 
perpetrators of Schrecklichkeit . . . . .  
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Elke Fimmen of the German Schiller Institute addresses a rally in 
Zagreb, the Croatian capital, protesting the massacre in Sarajevo 
in May 1 992 .  There were 5-6,000 people at the demonstration . 

would like our initiative to have positive consequences here 
in Canada and the United States , and also in Bosnia and 
Croatia.  If they were able to split us , then the Greater Serbi
ans would not even need to fight us directly anymore . They 
could let us fight each other . 

Veledar Campara: I agree completely. I knew from the 
beginning that this is just their excuse . The Greater Serbians 
have always pushed the idea that we Bosnians are radical 
fundamentalists . It is just an excuse so that they can pursue 
their plans .  

Actually , i t  is not just  trying to get rid of Muslims , but , 
as we can understand from other statements coming from 
other people besides the Serbians , there has been and there 
is a precise will to push these countries into war . They are 
not interested in peace in this part of Europe . If the U . N .  and 
all the countries that are getting involved really wanted to 
stop the war, they could do it in a matter of days . They 
are using the excuse of fundamentalism just as a pretext to 
continue the war. We take this attempt very seriously and we 
know exactly what they did and what they are trying to do . 

EIR: Mrs . Campara, you are the cousin of Bosnian Deputy 
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Prime Minister Hakija Turajlic , who was killed by Chetniks 
while under U . N .  protection . Tb stop the U . N .  armored vehi
cle transporting Mr. Turajlic , tHe Chetniks used the sickening 
pretext that the vehicle was trahsporting fundamentalist ter
rorists . Then the U . N .  conduct�d an investigation , and at the 
end , U .  N .  Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali de
clared that Mr. Turajlic was de facto responsible for his own 
assassination because he had insulted one of the Chetniks 
who lost his nerve . 
Veledar Campara: I do not now what to tel l  you . The 
U . N .  leadership is blaming my lcousin . They also say that he 
had received a Turkish delegafon ,  and that the Serbians did 
not like that . It is worse than n nsense . 

The Bosnia government i independent and sovereign 
and it receives any delegatio from any government that 
wants to meet us .  The U .  N .  does not say that the delegation 
was supposed to meet Turajlic! in the Presidential Palace in 
Sarajevo , but because of the S rbian opposition-the U . N .  
had informed the Serbians-the meeting had to take place at 
the airport , and that made pos1sible the Chetnik ambush of 
my cousin while he was comin� back to Sarajevo . How can 
the U . N .  decide who can visit our government? I ask: "Why I 
the Turks , no; and President [Fran<;ois] Mitterrand ,  yes?" 
What ' s  the difference betwee� Turkey and France? This is 
the line : I blame you , so you carnot blame me . Because they 
are responsible for that murde�, and the U . N .  must be held 
responsible to his wife and chiHlren . 

The Bosnian government I has rejected the results of 
the U . N .  investigation and it is pursuing its own investiga
tion , but I cannot say anythirlg right now , probably very 
soon . I 
EIR: An observer in Zagreb Jas telling me a few days ago 
that the Vance-Owen plan-an� of course the update of that 
plan with Secretary of State �arren Christopher--can only 
be understood as a plot to stimulate more war, and to provoke 
bitterness in the Bosnians , ana conflict between Bosnians 
and Croatians .  I Corkovic: I can ' t  understand how the whole world is buying 
this kind of a plan . We have la clear position . We had in 
Bosnia a democratic referendum where the Bosnian people 
declared they wanted a sovereign state , and therefore the 
Bosnia government has a clear mandate to establish a sover
eign state , but they have never been given a chance . And 
now all of a sudden, there corAes somebody like the U . N . , 
to whom nobody clearly has given any mandate , especially 
not a mandate to divide a sovd eign state . . . and they are 
brazenly and openly pushing ajainst their own principles . It 
is unbelievable ! 
Veledar Campara: I would l ike to ask a few questions to 
the supporters of the vance-9wen , and now Christopher, 
plan . One you have divided Bosnia into 10 separated provinc
es,  or whatever you want to c II them, does anybody think 
that a Muslim could circulate ftom one province to another, 
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crossing into a Serbian province? No ! They would be killed , 
jailed , tortured-
Corkovic: This is an impractical plan and it does not have 
any purpose other than to create a state of total chaos and 
unrest , to create a region where you could have a war anytime 
you want . 
Veledar Campara: The war will continue either way . 

EIR: We have now this Christopher plan-
Veledar Campara: There is no difference . This reminds me 
of 1938-39, when Britain sacrificed Czechoslovakia thinking 
that Hitler would be satisfied . Now they think that Serbia 
will be satisfied if they can grab all these pieces and create 
Greater Serbia. But they won't  because the leaders they have 
are real Nazis , and these Nazis will create other Nazis in 
other countries . This is even possible in Croatia and Bosnia, 
because there people are angry and nobody is talking about 
this . This is action and reaction . People are losing the idea 
of justice , they see the West ready to sacrifice a small country 
to Belgrade . They see the Greater Serbians threatening the 
whole world , and the whole world says , "Okay . "  This is 
what none of us can understand . 
Corkovic: Even simple people can see that these criminals 
are not punished , justice is not done . Quite the opposite : It 
is rewarded . We have here in Ottawa a group of concentration 
camp survivors from Bosnia. They feel psychologically that 
they will never have peace until the criminals are brought to 
justice . They could never continue with their normal lives 
until that is done . And I am sure that the world community 
is aware of that, but it seems they do not care , they do not 
care about human beings . 

EIR: This process of reaction you are talking about , the 
toleration of aggression , is working also in another way . The 
Greater Serbians are hoping that the more this process will 
go on , the more likely that the Russians-they call them "our 
Orthodox brothers"-at a certain point will intervene on their 
behalf. And there you have the recipe for World War III . 
Corkovic: Exactly ! That ' s  why it is important to clearly 
identify who is at fault .  As I always say , the U . N .  and the 
other international bodies contemplate , in their charts and 
final acts , "resolute actions" against this kind of thing , 
against genocide and those who commit it . All the govern
ments now say they are impotent to do anything , but their 
charts clearly state the opposite . 

EIR: Vance said in an interview with the New York Times 
that nobody should approach the situation in former Yugosla
via from a moral standpoint . Your approach is the opposite : 
A moral standpoint is the only way . I think your example 
could reestablish a moment of sanity before more people , 
also in Croatia and Bosnia, are swallowed by the moral insan
ity fueled by the toleration of evil . 
Corkovic: Yes . One could look at the case of . . .  Boban 
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[the Croatian leader in Bosnia ca I ing for a Croatian area 
independent from the Bosnian go I ernment--ed . ] .  Even if 
patriotism is understandable , Boban is making a bad situation 
worse by not stating clearly that J,hat is he fighting for is 
Bosnia. Because [ethnic] Croatians klso voted for a sovereign 
Bosnia-and that position would h�lp a lot . The position he 
is taking now is just creating more lchaos and uncertainty in 
an area that certainly does not need it .  

Yes , we in Ottawa want to be n example of collabora
tion . We must look to a two-ye<ll1-old experience fighting 
together against the aggressor, anti that ' s  what both sides 
stated. Once they have fought together it is impossible to 
push Catholics and Muslims one against the other. 

I EIR: How do you see the role p ayed by the Schiller In-
stitute? 
Corkovic: I came across the Schiller Institute when the war 
in Croatia started. I got involved ite a lot trying to inform 
the media,  I thought that they d not understand because 
they did not have the facts . And I I hard , but was getting 
nowhere . I couldn' t  understand . Then I came across the 
Schiller Institute and I noticed position was firm and 
clear from the start , they never 'v, " '� "f;� � ' they have been 
consistent all the way . They for tmth when tmth was 
not fashionable . They were what I and many oth-
ers stood for . I was really when Amelia Robinson , 
a great fighter for American civil spoke on behalf of 
Croatia. I just couldn ' t  believe it .  what the Schiller Insti-
tute did was a great help . 
understood many of the " "'�"' ''''''''{'''' 

Mostar, one of Bosnia' s  most fJle,tUn'sm'L/" cities, where Muslims 
and Catholics lived side by side for , in a view from 
1 985 . Now it has been subjected to "ethnic cleansing. "  
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EIR: Let me read for you a quote from an interview with 
Lyndon LaRouche yesterday. "We should say clearly what 
is the truth, that Vance and Owen, and Lord Carrington 
before, are worse criminals than Neville Chamberlain and 
Edouard Daladier at Munich in 1938 . We should treat them 
with contempt. The U.S. government and the Europeans 
should simply say that whatever Boutros-Ghali and his crew 
think they are doing in setting up a U.N. world empire, we 
are not going to tolerate it." 
Veledar Campara: I agreed completely. Actually, we must 
say that Warren Christopher took the opposite position. I have 
been saying for quite some time that when many countries 
realize what the U.N. is all about, they are going to pull out. 

I want just to remind you about the expUlsion of the Pales
tinians lately and how the U.N. dealt with it. But more in 
general, what have they done with the Palestinians? They have 
created terrorists out of them. Their lands were taken. The 
U . N. was supposed to protect them and go after these people 
who occupied their lands. But they did not do anything. This 
reminds me closely of the case of Bosnia. They want to create 
terrorists out of us. We are already like the Palestinians-we 
have no place to go back to, no home, no homeland. Actually, 
they came out with the story that the Palestinians are all terror
ists because they fight for their land. You see? And that's what 
they are doing to us. So why does the U.N. exist? What did 
they do with Iraq, with Kuwait? Tell me that the situation 
couldn't be solved in a peaceful way. But they didn't even 
try. Yes, these people are worse than Chamberlain. I agree 
completely with Lyndon LaRouche. 
Corkovic: I also cannot but agree completely with Mr. 
LaRouche, especially considering that before World War II 
there was no television, no possibility of press reporting 
like now. After the Nuremberg trial, these western powers 
solemnly stated: never again. And at the. first opportunity 
they had, when the genocide was reported in detail on the 
TV screens and they had all the evidence and proof, what did 
they do? They behaved worse than Chamberlain. Yes, these 
people are worse than him. And let me say that the position 
of Warren Christopher is the continuation of the same thing. 
Veledar Campara: I did not really expect something. Dur
ing the presidential campaign, we thought that what Clinton 
was promising was propaganda to get more votes, but stil� 
we had some hope that maybe he would do something. And 
now we must say that either he was a liar all along or he 
did not really understand the situation in Bosnia, he had no 
preparation. You must understand how people feel now, after 
the illusion of any help from the United States has been 
crushed again. But at the same time, this makes things clear, 
and we must have an alternative. We cannot be stuck with 
an illusion. Our government needs a lot of help , we are going 
to give it. 
Corkovic: Although we feel bad about the position taken by 
Christopher, we are not surprised. We will try our best, to 
do what we think is right. 
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Interview: Dr. Ibraij.im Rugova 

Serbian war machine 
is threat to �urope 
The following is part of an excU,sive interview given to Ray
nald Rouleau of Nouvelle Soijdarite, by the President of 
Kosova, Dr. Ibrahim Rugova . The interview was conducted 
in French on Feb . 16 at the Ca�itol Building in Washington, 
D .C .  It has been translated and, made available to EIR. 

Q: In view of the inaction o� the western countries like 
France, the United States, C�ada, Germany, etc .,  in the 
face of this genocide by the Serbs, what would be the world 
impact if dictator Slobodan Mil�sevic decided to do to Koso
va what his regime did to Bosni�? 
Rugova: If they decide to atta�k Kosova, to open an armed 
front in Kosova, the impact wo*ld be much greater, because 
we are a little country with a �eat density of population, 
without any protection. We do inot have any local police or 
defense forces, no self-defense. i On the other hand, the Serbs 
already have a large number o� troops stationed in Kosova. 
If something like that happens, it would be much more of a 
catastrophe than Bosnia or Crbatia. Meanwhile, we have 
this continuing daily repression:1 weapons searches, arrests of 
[ethnic] Albanians, repression, ,mprisonment, etc . 

i 
Q: Why do you think that the w�stern countries haven't done 
anything significant to stop this genocide in the Balkans? Are 
we reliving the era of Neville Chamberlain? 
Rugova: There are many factQrs . Among other things, ex
Yugoslavia is a country that w�sn't known. It was seen as 
one of the eastern European countries, but more moderate. 
Europe has learned slowly wh�t was happening, what the 
problems were there in this ex-country . . . .  The European 
Community, the United States, Ithe international community 
must stop this war machine. B¢cause if it continues, it will 
also destabilize Europe. 

Q: This leads to my last question. Do you think that the 
present situation could lead to World War III? 
Rugova: If this Serbian war $achine continues, this Na
tional Communist [machine], itl will also destabilize Russia . 
Because the opposition forces,1 hidden beneath the surface 
in Russia, will feed themselves With this Serbian nationalism 
and one day, do crazy things tQ the [former] Soviet Union. 
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Interview: Dr. Bujar Bukoshi 

I 
I 

People must not look on idl� as 
another people is extennina�ed 

, 

Dr. Bujar Bukoshi, M.D . ,  Ph .D . ,  prime minister o/the Re
public 0/ Kosova, was interviewed/or EIR by Mark Burdman 
and Ortrun Cramer on Jan . 16. 1t has been translated/rom 
German. 

EIR: To start out, could you give us a brief historical over
view of the conflict in Kosova? 
Bukoshi: Without having the historical background, it is 
impossible to understand certain developments today . Koso
va is one of the most grievous wounds of former Yugoslavia, 
and one of Europe' s  greatest problems . 

It all began when the London Conference of 1 9 1 3  prom
ised Kosova and other [ethnic] Albanian areas to Serbia, in 
order to block the progress of "pan-Germanism" into the 
Middle East. Following the Balkan Wars ( 1 9 12- 1 3) ,  thanks 
to the Serbian occupation of Kosova, one-half of all Albanian 
territory and half of all Albanians ended up in the "Kingdom 
of the Serbs, Croats , and Slovenes . "  This happened after the 
Albanians had liberated their territory in the course of battles 
against the Turks , an effort which left the Albanians so weak
ened that they were unable to hold out against the Allied
backed Serbian troops . 

Without any exaggeration , Yugoslav policy toward the 
Albanians during the inter-war period deserves the descrip
tion "genocide ."  

During World War II , a large portion of  this Albanian 
territory was incorporated into the Albanian state. At the 
Bunjaj Conference, it was decided that following the war 
this region would be attached to Albania. But when the war 
ended, Kosova was put under martial law . Under the pretext 
of a threatened "counter-revolution," thousands of Albanians 
were liquidated. Without any plebiscite , Kosova was incor
porated into the federal Yugoslavian state . 

Up to 1966 , the Albanians in Kosova were subjected to 
heavy police persecution, and approximately 400,000 Koso
vans were expelled to Turkey . Serbia attempted to alter Ko
sova' s  ethnic structure , using brutal methods of colonization, 
assimilation , and explusion of Albanians. But all these ef
forts failed. Albanians' resistance continued to grow , such 
that in 1 968 Tito decided to grant Kosova considerable auton-
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omy . For the first time, AlbaniaI).s had some limited legal 
rights . According to the 1 974 fed¢ral Constitution, Kosova 
had the de facto status of a republic� it had its own parliament, 
government, and other authoritie& which were independent 
of Serbia and were tied directly to the federation . But when 
[Slobodan] Milosevic came to �er, all these rights were 
declared unconstitutional and we� abolished by force . Koso-
va was annexed to Serbia . I 

Already back in 1 98 1 ,  the Albanians were demanding a 
republic with equal rights in the flJlIIlework of the Yugoslav 
Federation. The 1 98 1  student dempnstrations were very con
venient for the Serbian government; a state of emergency was 
declared, and that was the beginning of the end of Kosovan 
autonomy. 

The repression became unbearable: Since 1 98 1  we can 
count over 100 deaths, and many ihundreds of injuries; over 
650 ,000 Albanians were put on tHal , arrested (with prison 
terms ranging from 30 days to 20 tears) , or mistreated. With 
their daily fare of terror, the Serbslhoped they could provoke 
an Albanian uprising . But so far, �ey have not succeeded. 

Since July 5 ,  1 990, when Se�bia forcibly dissolved the 
Kosovan parliament, the Albaniaqs ,  with the help of a whole 
slew of legal , democratic measulljs,  were once again able to 
prove that they are capable of s�eking peaceful pathways 
even in the most serious crisis sitlIations , and of sticking to 
them despite the great sacrifices illvolved . 

In late September 1 99 1 ,  the �osovan parliament held a 
referendum, in which 87% of thF population participated, 
resulting in a 99% vote in favor of an independent state . On 
Oct . 19 ,  1 99 1 ,  on the basis of thi� referendum, Kosova was 
declared a sovereign , independeqt state , and a transitional 
government was formed.  On May 24, 1 992, the first multi
party elections for parliament and President of the Republic 
of Kosova took place . But on Jqne 23 , 1 992 , the Serbian 
police used armed vehicles to prev!:mt the seating of the newly 
elected Kosovan parliament . 

EIR: What happened in 1 98 1 ?  
Bukoshi: The unrest, the student: demonstrations in Kosova 
in 1 98 1 ,  were a welcome oPport4nity for the Serbian secret 
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service KOS and the Serbian ideologues ,  the Serbian Acade
my of Sciences, and the Serbian [communist] Central Com
mittee . The demonstrations were crushed brutally , people 
were killed , and there was a wave of mass arrests and perse
cutions . 

In addition , another powerful weapon of modem civiliza
tion was employed: the mass media. It was an indescribable 
offensive , especially coming from Nin in Belgrade, the liter
ary paper Kntizevne Novine, and Politika, which can only be 
compared with the [German Nazi daily] Volkischer Beo
bachter. The aim was to demonize the Albanians so as to 
provide a pretext for the onslaught against Kosova. One 
member of the Serbian Academy of Sciences wrote more or 
less the following in an article: "We Serbians have a holy 
mission: We must civilize the Albanians !"  This fascistoid 
propaganda was distributed year-in , year-out, as a prepara
tion for further measures being prepared by the Serbian Cen
tral Committee . Before the actual war, came the war of 
words . This propaganda----evening after evening on the tele
vision, and 10-20 articles each day in the newspapers-was 
not without result. The Serbian population was ideologically 
indoctrinated and manipulated. 

EIR: Is there a Serbian center for psychological warfare? 
Bukoshi: The spiritual mentors of this campaign were the 
Serbian Academy of Sciences , and also, secretly, the Serbian 
Orthodox Church. Within the church there was also a moder
ate wing , but over time the extremists gained the upper hand . 
And behind all that were the state structures-the Central 
Committee, military circles, certain experts , and the Serbian 
secret service KOS . 

The nub of the problem was the fact that the state
Serbia-yearns to dominate the others and to enlarge its 
own territory . Underlying this is the medieval ideology of 
reviving the kingdom of Czar Dusan Lasar. Belgrade consid
ers Kosova to be the cradle of the Serbs , as the land of the 
Amselfeld [site of a battle in 1 389 in which the Turks defeated 
the Serbs; now called Gracanica----ed. ] .  They've made up a 
myth about it-a myth that goes counter to reality and which 
asserts the rights of those who died there 500 years ago over 
and above the rights of those living there now. This medieval 
ultra-nationalism went together perfectly with communism. 
Wherever Serbs live , should also be part of Serbia' s  territory . 

Various factors came on top of this: Yugoslavia was lo
cated between two political blocs .  From the West it obtained 
credit and currency; from the Soviet Union came weapons , 
but also its ideology and mentality , which was transferred to 
Yugoslavia. Yugoslavia became a laboratory experiment, a 
mini-Soviet Union . And Serbia knew how to make clever 
use of this situation. 

EIR: But Yugoslavia was also a leading member of the Non
Aligned Movement. 
Bukoshi: In my opinion , Yugoslavia's  role in the Non-
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Aligned Movement was a fictibnal construct. The Ameri
cans , and the West as a whole, �eded a mediator like Yugo
slavia which would enable theili to achieve certain aims in 
the Third World, while at the same time it would serve as a 
buffer against the Soviet Union . Tito had played his role 
brilliantly-a classic double role in the exchange of informa
tion between East and West . At the time, Istanbul was the 
center of espionage activities ,  comparable to Casablanca in 
earlier times . In this way, he se�ured the West 's  support, in 
the form of credit, technology.  'the impression given was of 
a country open to the world , cOSmopolitan. Of course, there 
was a planned economy, and Tito was a dictator; but he knew 
how to compensate for that. It was a big put-on . 

Serbia has adopted much of tito' s system-its economic 
potential , its diplomatic relations . And they continue to play 
this card: Serbia,  the stabilizing ifactor among the peoples of 
the Balkans , which must continue to exist, because otherwise 
the dangerous fundamentalists �ould take power. 

Yet another tactic is the tbreat that behind Serbia, is 
probably the Russians . They COUld even threaten to use nu
clear weapons , which there' s  now no problem purchasing on 
the international arms market. ADd then comes the blackmail: 
If Serbia goes under, Europe willl go under with it. The well
known author Milan Komnenic formulated it just that way. 

EIR: It is our view that the War was encouraged by the 
United States , France,  and England, in order to destabilize 
Germany . We remember well that immediately after the fall 
of the Berlin Wall , the press of tlhese three countries warned 
about a "Fourth Reich . "  And now Karadzic and others are 
saying the same thing. What do you think about these geopo
litical aims? 
Bukoshi:  The Serbs have alwa)ls maintained that "pan-Ger
manism" in Europe must be halted, so that it does not expand 
all the way to the Bosporus . In World War I, Serbia offered 
itself as a partner against pan-Germanism, and had the sup
port of czarist Russia. Today ie s the same opera, only the 
singers are new. 

Germany is a serious country which is interested in peace 
in Europe . People are speculating with the "German mort
gage" and the "old Nazis ,"  and that is why German foreign 
policy is so completely paralyzed today. Germany does not 
dare do anything . In the parliament they are debating about 
their constitution [Le. , whether i it allows German troops to 
participate in military actions abroad----ed . ] , but all this is 
basically only an alibi in order to do nothing . And yet all of 
Europe is at stake . Quite soon . we could be calling it the 
"European powder-keg ," instead of only the "Balkan pow
der-keg. "  

These developments are very dangerous .  To put it i n  the 
language of the daily tabloids: It!smells like World War III . 

EIR: Do you believe that it wHI come to outside military 
action? 
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Bukoshi: Only when people realize that peace and security 
are endangered throughout Europe, will anything happen. 
As long as German or English television or French newspa
pers only scream about it, nothing will happen; hundreds 
could continue to die each day in Bosnia. It is, after all, 
part of man's nature to always take the path of least 
resistance. 

EIR: Right, but there are also people who are putting up 
resistance and are fighting for the good . They're human be
ings, too. 
Bukoshi: But that is only the one side; the other side is the 
system, the establishment. And the establishment has no 
sense of humor; you must follow specific rules. The foreign 
minister has to say this and that, and that's the end of it-all 
of Germany can go up in flames, but that's what he has to 
say . And then there is also the bureaucracy, a Babylon of 
international game-rules: Everything is programmed in . A 
functionary or a foreign minister who acted unconventionally 
would make himself a laughingstock. What about public 
opinion? Politics uses only that part of public opinion which 
it wants to . 

We are living through a deep moral crisis. Somehow, the 
European has fallen down, and he must get back on his feet . 
This has long ceased to be just a question of policy, but of 
people's morality . 

EIR: What is the greatest danger facing Kosova at this 
point? 
Bukoshi: Perhaps a political solution will be found, though 
I don't believe that that will happen . But if Serbia actually 
leads aggression against Kosova, it will get really bad
perhaps worse than in Bosnia-Hercegovina . But Serbia can't 
kill 2 million people. 

The Albanians have done everything, and have made 
great sacrifices, in order to avoid this catastrophe. But under 
the present circumstances, we Albanians are no longer an 
active factor; we don't hold any of the cards-we can only 
wait. 

EIR: Do you believe that the Serbs will open a new front? 
Bukoshi: I fear that Serbia will continue to intensify its 
repression in Serbia, and will then cook up a pretext in order 
to intervene militarily . 

EIR: You have told the press that 40,000 Serbian troops are 
stationed in Kosova. 
Bukoshi: We don't have access to accurate data . Right now 
it is probably more like 30 ,000.  But according to our informa
tion, within a few hours Serbia could have 80,000 armed 
Serbs deployed into Kosova. That includes paramilitary 
units . All around just outside Kosova there are strong troop 
contingents which are very mobile and could come into Ko
sova within a few hours. They have artillery and bombers . 
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EIR: And the people from ser!' ian paramilitary gangster 
Arkan and Chetnik leader Vojisla Seselj are there . 
Bukoshi: Yes, their units are pr voking the population ev
ery day . Especially tragic are th Serbian civilians-Serbs 
who had lived side-by-side in to , rance with Albanians for 
centuries. There were never inttt-ethnic conflicts between 
Albanians and Serbs . But now th� Serbs are armed, indoctri
nated, and manipulated by Serbi� propaganda. Practically 
every Serbian household is a3· s depot . In broad daylight 
you can see box after box of unition and arms from the 
regime . Or you can go to the pol ce station to get weapons. 
We've documented this in detail . �he civilian Serbs, worked 
up into a frenzy, are provoking tAlbanians . The Serbian 
paramilitary units are doing the s e, of course, along with 
the Serbian militia and the Ser an Army, which also in
cludes Chetniks . But the most da9gerous element is the civil
ian Serbs . The Serbian Army ne�ds to wait for orders, and 
has a commander in Belgrade w�o must first give them; but 
at any moment, the civilian Ser�s can provoke an incident 
which could set off an explosion . .  

! 
EIR: Are you seeking to establis,h an independent state? 
Bukoshi: Yes, we have declare� Kosova as an independent 
state . j 

I 
EIR: Allied with Albania? I 
Bukoshi: No. It would be unreal(stic, dangerous, and politi
cally unwise to call for joining w�th Albania at this time. 

! 
EIR: How do you evaluate the danger that the conflict will 
be internationalized? i 
Bukoshi: The problem of Kosota is already international
ized . The situation is extremely I dangerous�n this , both 
intelligent and stupid politicians I are at least in agreement. 
The population of Kosova, who 4re over 90% non-Serb, are 
living in a state of colonial oppression which is unique is 
Europe. The Albanians are complFtely oppressed-political
ly, socially, economically, educ*ionally, culturally, and in 
their ability to speak out . A rei*n of state terror has been 
practiced, which has escalated ip waves. Life has become 
unbearable for the Albanians . An �stimated 20% of the Alba
nian population has already left Kbsova. This is called "silent 
ethnic cleansing"-a euphemis� for the expulsion of Alba-
nians . I 

There will probably be furthe� repression and mass expul
sions of the Albanian people . Thi! expulsion is already under 
way. Serbia has gone politically nsane. In the Serbian mass 
media, public statements from th . Serbian President and oth
er leading Serbian politicians, pa4iamentarians, and intellec
tuals are repeated over and over, PIat the "holy soil" must be 
"cleansed" and must belong to S�rbia alone. It will get very 
bad, unless effective action is tak�n "from the outside . "  Peo
ple must not look on idly, as yet �nother European people is 
exterminated . i 
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Brazil rebels against 
televised immorality 
by Silvia Palacios 

On Jan. 1 3 ,  influential Cardinal Lucas Moreira Neves , the 
archbishop of Salvador (Bahia) and primate of Brazil , issued 
one of the most courageous and violent attacks that have ever 
been made against the imbecility fostered in the Brazilian 
people by Brazil ' s  television programming . 

In particular, he slammed the broadcasts of the 0 Globo 
chain, owned by communications magnate and loyal Anglo
American ally Roberto Marinho . The cardinal ' s  powerful 
denunciations helped to channel the outrage the country has 
felt since last month' s  satanic assassination of Daniella Per
ez, a popular star in one of 0 Globo' s  most famous soap 
operas . Perez's  assassins were fellow soap-opera star Guilh
erme de Padua and his wife .  

The cardinal ' s  courageous stance and moral authority 
served as much-needed oxygen for a people which urgently 
needs to free itself from the rot served up 24 hours a day 
by Brazilian television, whose programmed pornography, 
violence, and hedonism appeal to pure evil and target the 
most precious values of the nation-state , such as love of 
family and country . 

Thousands of copies of the cardinal ' s  article , J' accuse! 
which was published in Jornal do Brasil (see below) are 
now circulating among civic and political organizations , and 
within the Armed Forces .  The editors of Jornal, as well as 
other newspapers , continue to receive thousands of letters 
praising the courageous stand of the influential cleric . Arti
cles continue to appear daily in various newspapers referring 
to the now-famous article . 

At the same time, an anonymous leaflet with an epitaph 
for 0 Globo director Roberto Marinho has begun to circulate 
throughout the country. Before this revolt, Marinho, along 
with other Ibero-American television iinpresarios , was con
sidered "untouchable"; an all-powerful shaper of public opin-
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ion who could decide the political fate of any public figure 
he chose; his most scandalous i�tervention was the manufac
ture of the multimillion-dollar candidacy of corrupt ex-Presi
dent Fernando Collor de Mello. 

Media moguls on the defensive 
But his time has come, an" now Marinho and company 

are on the defensive . During tbe last week of January, 1 20 
executives of the 0 Globo network held an extraordinary 
meeting to reevaluate their programming, for the purpose of 
"moderating" the transmission of pornographic or extremely 
violent scenes , which most programs usually intensify on the 
eve of the degenerate Carnival of Rio de Janeiro. So far, not 
one voice has been raised in puplic defense of 0 Globo. 

By unleashing a rebellion �gainst the immoral power of 
television , Cardinal Lucas Moreira Neves has taken up the 
battle cry that St. Irenaeus , one !of the Fathers of the Catholic 
Church, issued during his feroqious battle with the powerful 
gnostic-satanic movement of the fourth century: "When a 
beast hides in the undergrowth, from which it attacks and 
plunders , whoever clears away that undergrowth and reveals 
the beast eases the job of those who seek to trap it . . . .  We 
are not content to unmask it; it is necessary to harass the beast 
on every flank ."  

J'accuse! 
Dom Lucas Moreira Neve�' s article follows in a full 

translationfrom the Portugues¢ original: 

From Emile Zola' s  public polemic I am only plagiarizing the 
title-and, if possible , the vehemence . Beyond that, I am not 
trying to revive the scandalous Dreyfus case . My J' accuse is 
against Brazilian television. Anp I launch my accusation both 
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as a Brazilian concerned for my country and as a bishop 
responsible for a great number of the faithful . 

I do not wish , in any way , to generalize . I am prepared 
to separate from my accusation the channel dedicated to edu
cation and culture and the programs which, on different chan
nels ,  contribute to the growth and to the cultural and human 
elevation of the population . That said , and with Brazilian 
society in general and with parents and educators , and partic
ularly pastors and religious leaders as my witness ,  I accuse 
Brazilian television of its many crimes.  

I accuse it  of systematically and deliberately failing to 
carry out the functions for which it obtained a concession 
from the government: to inform, to educate , to cultivate , to 
make aware , and to entertain .  Instead of this , greedy only 
for its popularity ratings and its advertising income , it doesn 't  
hesitate to appeal to man's  basest instincts . Its most serious 
sin is in regard to education , which is the most fundamental 
need and demand of our country . With rare and laudable 
exceptions, Brazilian television not only fails to educate but , 
with a tinge of perversity , de-educates . Abusing its technical 
resources ,  its power of persuasion and of penetration into the 
homes of the entire country , it destroys what other pedagogi
cal and educational efforts seek to build . 

I accuse Brazilian television of dosing its clientele with 
two ingredients which , curiously , always go together: vio
lence and pornography . The first is offered in movies for 
all ages . The second reigns in every genre : soap operas , 
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interviews, so-called comedies , 
clips . Some three years ago , in an 
editor and journalist Sergio 
flood of pornography , Brazilian 
ation of voyeurs . 

"/ accuse Brazilian 
television of corrupting 
minors through 
programs of the lowest 
moral caliber, through 
scenes and vocabulary 
used during the hours in 
which children are in 
front of the magic 
box" -Cardinal 

Brazilian street children 
often band together in 
gangs for mutual 
support, as a substitute 
for the families they 
don't have. 

and propaganda 
in Jornal do Brasil, 

charged that , with its 
is creating a gener-

I accuse the television of our of using complicat-
ed technology and equipment for purpose of turning entire 
sectors of the population into into a generation of 
mental weaklings . The process especially dis-
turbing when , under the pretext of , television is trans-
formed into an instrument of mis-education , where bad taste , 
idiocy,  and ridicule are showered upon children and adoles
cents . Regarding humor in television , few have done as pro
found an analysis as Moacyr Werneck de Castro, who consid
ers it a true regression to infancy ,  b y  means o f  " a  repertoire 
of vulgarities" (Humor na televisiib, Jornal do Brasil, 7/6/ 
9 1 ) .  I 

I accuse Brazilian television o� being destructive of the 
most genuine and inalienable moral values , be they personal 
or social , familial , ethical , religioJs and spiritual . Destruc
tive not only because it makes fun of these [values] ,  but 
because they are dissolved in the conscience of the television 
viewer . In their place are proposed the worst counter-values . 
In this sense , the daily business of d � molishing the family and 
the highest of family values-love , fidelity , mutual respect, 
selflessness-is frightening . In th�ir place we are offered 
Iibertinism and dissolution , adulterY and incest . 
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I accuse Brazilian television of corrupting minors through 
programs of the lowest moral caliber, through scenes and 
vocabulary used during the hours in which children are in 
front of the magic box . 

I accuse it of assaulting the most sacred thing of all , life .  
Not many days ago , in a rebroadcast of a dialogue between 
the announcer and a 20-year-old girl , thousands of spectators 
saw and heard the most explicit apology for abortion and 
incitement for the suppression of human life at birth. 

I accuse it of disseminating, through different programs ,  
ideas , beliefs , practices and rites linked to the strangest cults . 
It becomes ,  in this way , a vehicle for spreading magic , in
cluding black magic , Satanism, and rituals harmful to psy
chic balance . 

I accuse television of infiltrating into its programming 
and inducing in television viewers-including youth and ad
olescents-a concept of life lacking in any ethics :  a triumph 
of malice , theft, easy money , fraud. In this sense , Brazil ' s  
soap operas merit a separate analysis from the psychosocial , 
moral , and religious point of view . When was the last time 
that a Brazilian soap opera addressed themes like the street 

In memory of 
Daniella Perez 

The following "Epitaph for the Director ofGlobo Organi
zations, Roberto Marinho" has been circulating anony
mously in Brazil, and reflects the vehemence of the popu
lar rage now turning against the media: 

Roberto Marinho 
Damn you 

For the immense good 
you might have done , but didn't .  

Damn you 
for the sea of filth , pus , and blood 
you have poured over these poor generations ,  
invading and profaning 
the sanctity of their homes 
and the intimacy of their consciences ! 

All those whom you dragged into hell , 
in this and in the other life ,  
through the poison of your programs 
shall await you at the entrance of the abyss .  
The unconsolable tears 
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children who have no roof ovtt their heads , or work; the 
marginalized, in general? Whiqh soap opera has proposed 
noble ideas of service to one ' s f�llow man and of building a 
better community? Instead of t�is ,  the soap operas offer an 
impoverished population the a�actively packaged adven
tures of a decomposing bourgeolsie as a model and ideal . 

Finally ,  I accuse Brazilian tplevision of instigating vio
lence: "Brazilian television will have to seek within itself the 
causes of the violence which it iunleashed, and of which it 
was victim" (Editorial Estrelas �adentes, Jornal do Brasil, 
1/6/93) .  "It has already been pointed out that the growth of the 
television monopoly coincides "'lith the growth of violence in 
the country , and we' ll never get to the crux of the issue as 
long as television itself refuses to accept its responsibility" 
(Editorial Limites da dor, J ornalldo Brasil, 1/8/93) .  It cannot 
look for an alibi when that vi�lence produces bitter fruit. 
Who killed a young actress a few days ago? It would be 
ingenuous not to send Brazilian �levision to the dock of the 
accused. The 8 o'clock soap opera. And-I feel I must say 
it-specifically the soap opera I De cuerpo y alma ("With 
Body and Soul") . 

of countless mothers . 
The belated shame 
of so many lost youth . 

The irremediable putrefaction I 
of countless bodies and soul�,  

Go with you , 
reprobate , 
to the final damnation you deserve ! 

Now go ! 
Disinfect the world I 
of your nauseating slaughter� 
of your sordid cynicism, 
of your cheerful depravity , ; 
and your satanic hatred for . 
all that is beautiful, great and pure 
in the human heart! 

"It were better that you had not �een born!"  
(PITY ! 
God's  mercy is far greater than all your crimes ! )  

* * * 

I 
The same thing could be writte� on the graves of Bloch 
(TV Manchete and Edi�6es Bloch) , CIVIT A (Editora Ab
ril) ,  Silvio Santos , and others . 
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Shining Path, State 
Dept. assatlit Penu 
by Valerie Rush 

Last September' s  capture of Shining Path chieftain Abimael 
Guzman by Peruvian security forces , and the subsequent 
arrests of large numbers of his followers , including most 
of the organization' s  leadership, should have marked the 
beginning of the end of that synthetic narco-terrorist mon
strosity. And yet, thanks to the deliberate sabotage of the 
U .S .  State Department, the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) , and the international human rights lobby , Shining 
Path is still sowing terror and devastation in impoverished 
Peru, which is forced to deploy its shrunken resources in 
continuing warfare with the narco-terrorists while fending 
off an escalating pressure campaign from Washington . 

Setting the priorities 
The immediate wartime tasks facing the Alberto Fujimori 

administration in the aftermath of Guzman' s  arrest were es
sentially two: 1) to mop up the logistical and political support 
apparatus sustaining Shining Path , including its "fifth colum
nists" in the press , legal arena, and "human rights" lobby; 
and 2) to decree a unilateral break with the IMF, thereby 
putting an end to IMF-dictated austerity which has devastated 
the nation and which is destroying the very institutions , in
cluding the military, which are critical to the task of defeating 
Shining Path . 

As 1992 came to a close , President Fujimori was showing 
signs of understanding that he had to move on these two 
fronts . He sacked Finance Minister and IMF ally Carlos Bo
logna, and hinted that a new economic direction was under 
consideration. He simultaneously launched a series of hard
line initiatives , including proposing a bill before the new 
Congress making "apology for terrorism" by the press a pun
ishable crime. Shining Path 's  stable of "defense lawyers ," 
including Guzman's  personal lawyer Alfredo Crespo, was 
busted when evidence was uncovered proving that they were 
directly involved in terrorist activity. Crespo was recently 
sentenced to a life term alongside his boss . 

The crippled Shining Path nonetheless gathered its re
maining cadre for a show of force ,  targetting Peru's  Jan . 29 
municipal elections , which were being looked to by President 
Fujimori as a demonstration to the international community 
that his policies stemmed from the people' s  will . Shining 
Path called one of its so-called "armed strikes" for Jan. 28 
and 29 , promising death to anyone who ventured out to either 
work or vote. In the weeks leading up to the elections , Shin-
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ing Path murdered over 17 mayotal candidates across Peru . 
Another 100 candidates quit the ; race after receiving death 
threats , and many others were fo�ced to take nightly refuge 
on military bases . A series of borttbings and assaults against 
such American companies as Am�rican Airlines,  Coca-Cola, 
and IBM were carried out . 

And yet Peru' s  voters were n�t to be daunted. A deploy
ment in Lima of 100,000 police ' and military succeeded in 
allowing the elections to be held in relative calm. Exemplary 
of the voters ' optimism is that in Huamanaga,  Ayacucho, the 
birthplace of Shining Path , more than a score of electoral 
slates were presented where in 1 989 there had been only 
three . I 

State Department intervention 
And that 's  when Washington went into action-yet 

again-to defend Shining Path' sl networks , in the name of 
"preserving democracy . "  AcconJing to an Agence France 
Presse news report , the U . S .  StatelDepartment sent a commu
nique to President Fujimori on lan . 25 demanding that he 
guarantee freedom of the press a�d abstain from "intimidat
ing" or "restricting" the communlications media.  In particu
lar, it expressed concern over the President' s  announcement 
that Peru ' s  intelligence service would be monitoring press 
reports to prevent use of the meaia on behalf of terrorism. 
Fujimori responded in a Jan.  3 1  television interview that 
while the Peruvian press can , ajnd does,  "say anything it 
wants ," he would not tolerate "the free circulation of newspa
pers such as [Shining Path ' s] El Diario or Cambio, " the 
newspaper of Peru's  other narco-�errorist group , the MRTA. 

Joining Clinton' s  State Department in this unabashed de
fense of Shining Path' s  propagandists was the so-called hu
man rights organization Americ� Watch, whose Feb . 5 re
port charged that the Fujimori government was "eroding" 
freedom of the press by seeking tp jail journalists . Americas 
Watch is especially upset that "v gue charges of apology for 
terrorism" were being used to per ecute "political opponents , 
human rights defenders , and la yers defending prisoners 
accused of belonging to Shining Path . "  This ,  after Shining 
Path 's  lawyers had been caught red-handed serving as the 
couriers for Guzman' s  orders the terrorist liquidation 
squads ! 

At the same time, explicit w ings are emanating from 
the Clinton administration that re ewal or resumption of anti
drug aid to Peru will be "condi ioned" on a human rights 
policy considered acceptable to V{ ashington . Similarly , con
tinued adherence to the IMF's  f�e-market austerity dictates 
is the "condition" for a release of credit from the international 
financial agencies .  Under this ki�d of pressure , the Fujimori 
administration has done some �ckpedalling , including at 
least temporary abandonment of his "apology for terrorism" 
crime bill and death penalty pr�posal , and a pledge from 
Fujimori that Peru would contibue to play by the IMF's 
rules-for now . 

' 
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Multinational force 
violates OAS charter 
by Ana M. Phau 

Military officers from a number of countries in Ibero
America are now being trained at Fort Benning , Georgia, to 
operate as a multinational military force in Central America 
under the sponsorhip of the Organization of American States . 
This action , the first ever of its kind , is in violation of the 
Charter of the OAS , but corresponds to Washington ' s  long
standing policy of using such supranational forces to impose 
limited sovereignty and debt collection throughout the Third 
World. 

This illegal training operation is occurring as a national 
uproar has exploded in Venezuela over what Venezuelan 
nationalist Air Force Gen . Francisco Visconti Osorio , leader 
of the Nov . 27 civil-military insurrection against President 
Carlos Andres Perez , told EIR in an exclusive interview pub
lished in our last issue: that Washington ' s  official policy is 
the demilitarization of Ibero-America and the establishment 
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of a supranational OAS militaI{' force . This policy , charged 
Visconti , is supported by the yenezuelan government and 
Foreign Minister Gen . Fernands. Ochoa Antich, in particular.  

Documents obtained by l!(R show that in September 
1991, the Nicaraguan governm nt requested OAS assistance 
in training its army to remove mines left over from the Sand
inista-Contra war .  In response , bAS Secretary General Joao 
Baena Soares asked the Defense Board 
(IDB) ,  by charter an advisory body to the OAS , 
to draw up a plan for the , and to put together a list 
of qualified military officers each of the area's  countries 
who would be trained to carry 
Costa Rica, EI Salvador, and � "I U''''''U'U 

lar assistance . 
Although most countries along with the illegal pro-

posal , three delegations , ..... , ...... ,,'''' that of Mexico , protested 
strongly . "The Inter-American se Board has no author
ity to carry out this kind of nn .. 'ro, h rm , since its consultative 
character does not allow for or logistical activi-
ties ,"  read an official Mexican document . Mexi-
co will not participate because view is that "the IDB has 
no authority to carry out this of operation; nor does the 
OAS secretary general have authority to ask for it . "  

The creation o f  such military forces under 
the OAS and the IDB is eX)Jec(ed to be "legalized" ex post 
Jacto in June , when the OAS Assembly meets in 
Managua, Nicaragua. It is that the U . S .  government, 

These Salvadoran 
soldiers undergoing 
combat training at Ft . 
Benning. Georgia in 
J 982 . would have 
deployed under their 
national command at 
home, Today. U . S .  
policy i s  t o  obliterate 
national militaries and 
replace them with 
illegal. supranational 
forces , 
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with support from the Argentine and Venezuelan govern
ments , and hardly any opposition, will move to refonn the 
OAS Charter and fonnalize the lOB as a supranational OAS 
military force . Back in April 199 1 ,  u . s .  ambassador to the 
OAS Luigi Einauidi was explicit: "It is clearly time that we 
translate the democratic solidarity that we have achieved in 
the hemisphere into a new definition and role for the mili
tary," adding that the concept of sovereignty had to be modi
fied, even if this "sends many people away reeling, looking 
for the protective veil of non-intervention ."  

Significantly , the OAS Central American operation has 
been blacked out of the U .S .  and Ibero-American press , 
clearly because its patrons are nervous about a nationalist 
backlash against it. For example, William Perry , Kissinger's 
pal and Georgetown University Latin American "expert," 
warned the U . S .  House Foreign Affairs Committee on Feb . 
3 about the danger of "the emergence of new messianic ultra
nationalist political forces below the nominally democratic 
surface" in lbero-America. 

Visconti widely covered 
What Kissinger et al . fear is the kind of uproar going on 

in Venezuela over the recent remarks of General Visconti , 
which over the first two weeks of February were covered by 
at least seven Venezuelan newspapers . "Imperialism's Plan 
to Convert lbero-America's Annies into Police Forces , 
Charges Visconti ," was the banner headline of Ultimas Noti
cias on Feb . 16 .  "Nationalist Resistance Is Growing in Latin 
America," was the headline in the widely read daily El Cara
bobeno on Feb . 1 1 .  El Universal, El Nacional, and other 
newspapers have also covered Visconti' s  charges . 

The policy battle began on Feb. 3 when the Venezuelan 
daily El Nuevo Pais published an interview with Visconti 
where he accused Venezuelan Foreign Minister Fernando 
Ochoa Antich of supporting a supranational plan to eliminate 
the military in Ibero-America.  In the interview , Visconti 
attacked President Perez for serving as a toady for the Interna
tional Monetary Fund and this plot. 

By Feb . 5 ,  Ochoa Antich had to publicly deny the exis
tence of such a plan. Meanwhile, EIR issued a press release 
on the Visconti interview in Lima on Jan. 29, quoting the 
general that the ongoing campaign to destroy the armed forc
es of Ibero-America "is very delicate . . . because sovereign
ty in our countries will be limited. . . . Even more delicate 
is the following: with the reduction of our armed forces . . . 
the budgets of our armed forces will go to finance the suprana
tional armed forces led by the OAS ." 

A six -page bulletin documenting the existence of the plot, 
starting with the plans drawn up in 1 982 to transfonn the 
U .N.  into the center of the "new world order," was then 
issued by Visconti in response to Ochoa' s  denial of such 
a plan. Visconti there calls for a full investigation of his 
government' s  sell-out policy . The Perez government has yet 
to respond. 
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New world or[Ier's 
crimes in Anhenia 

I 
I 

by Hovhanes Galaj ian 

I 
This article was received by faxftom Armenia on Feb . 1 7, 
after 25 days during which it was �mpossible to make a tele
phone connection with Yerevan d�e to the electricity black
out. It has been translated from If.ussian. The full original 
title is "Consequences of the Cri"inal Policy of the Apolo
gists of the New World Order, i� the Transcaucasus: the 
Destruction of Armenia' s Econo� . "  The author is with the 
Union of Constitutional Rights of .f.rmenia . 

I 
The winter of 1 992- 1 993 has tumqd out to be extraordinarily 
grave in Annenia. The reason is aQ. almost total transport and 
energy blockade . 

It is not surprising , that all transport and energy arteries 
have been cut from the Azerbaij�i side , since that state is 
waging an expansionist war agaiqst Annenia, with the goal 
of annexation of parts of its tertitory and annihilation or 
deportation of the population of th+se territories . Supply lines 
that cross the territory of GeorgiBj. meanwhile , do not func
tion reliably ,  because of the inter-�thnic and civil wars there . 
It is extremely difficult to use suPpJy routes that cross Turkey , 
in view of the unacceptable con�itionalities demanded by 
that country, which amount to accj}uiescence to Azerbaijan's  
expansionist ambitions. , 

As for the import of fuels an� raw materials from Iran , 
this is quite problematic because �f the intense pressure from 
the U . S .  on Annenian authorities; lthe aim of this Transcauca
sus policy of the apologists of thei new world order is ,  on the 
one hand, the isolation of Iran rujld Europe from each other 
by means of ruining Iran' s  econ,my, and also the creation 
of a constant factor of instabilit)! in countries which might 
serve in the future as a link �ween Iran and Europe
Annenia and Georgia. On the oQ:ter hand, this policy helps 
isolate Russia from the Middle E.st region . 

In addition , these forces are �betting the buildup of Tur
key' s  position in the region and �e integration of the Turkic 
states of the Middle East and � estern Asia into a single 
economic and political system, w�ich could lead in the future 
to the emergence of a gigantic Tujrkic empire from the Medi
terranean Sea to the Great Wall df China. This would create 
a pennanent hotbed of tension IlIld the danger of military 
conflicts for powers such as Rus�ia and China, as well as for 
the European Community. i 

The prospect of such a cour�e of events could only suit 
those forces who are behind the �nsane idea of a new world 
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order, insofar as this will lead to the total isolation of Europe , 
Russia , and China from the regions of the Middle East and 
Western Asia, thereby isolating them from the corresponding 
energy and raw materials markets . The consequences of this 
criminal policy are very serious in Armenia. 

Since November 1992 , industrial production has almost 
completely stopped , so that power could be used for residen
tial buildings and basic services .  But not even this extreme 
measure could provide for uninterrupted electricity supplies .  
For most of each day , there i s  no electricity because of  the 
chronic shortage of fuel . 

Fuel shortages led to the complete shutdown oftransport. 
Even ambulances and police cars often cannot get to the 
scene of an accident. Since there is no fuel for the garbage 
trucks , there is a pile-up of garbage in the cities , which 
threatens to breed epidemics .  

The blockade i s  also causing serious difficulties with the 
food supply to the population . Because of an acute shortage 
of flour, bread ration cards , at the level of250 grams [slightly 
over half a pound] of bread for each person, were introduced 
as early as the fall of 1992. Considering the chronic shortage 

Declaration in support of 
Armenia and Karabakh 

The statement which follows was issued by the Interna
tional Civil Rights Movement-Solidarity from its head
quarters in Wiesbaden. Germany: 

Feb. 20, 1 993 marks the fifth anniversary of the decision 
by the Armenian regional council of Nagorno-Karabakh 
to declare the independence of Karabakh from Azerbai
jan , and its entry into the structure of the Republic of 
Armenia. The decision was taken as the only possible 
response by an Armenian population that had become the 
victim of Azerbaijan 's  policy of "creeping ethnic cleans
ing ."  Azerbaijan 's  policy goal , analogous to that of Serbia 
against Albanian-inhabited Kosova, was and remains the 
forcible expulsion of the Armenian population , and the 
resettlement of Azeris in their vacated towns and villages. 
Karabakh itself had always been , both under Czarism and 
in the first years of Bolshevik rule, an integral part of 
Armenia. Its detachment was an arbitrary decree by Lenin 
and Stalin in 192 1 .  

The Azerbaijan war of aggression and total economic 
blockade against Armenia and Karabakh has been con
ducted with the full support ofthe western powers , notably 
the United States and Britain , directing NATO ally Tur-
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of other foodstuffs , this quantity is clearly inadequate . 
These problems all becarlte acutely worse on Jan. 23 , 

when the only natural gas pipeline supplying Armenia was 
blown up by sabotage. Consequently all thermal electric 
power stations halted production . 

The electric power generated by hydroelectric power sta
tions suffices only for the needs of the army, which is in 
combat against the Azerbaijani aggressor, and for a few offi
cial buildings . Due to the lack of electricity, the telephone 
system is practically shut down. 

It has become extremely cold in residential buildings, since 
in the absence of heating fuel , �lectricity was the only source 
of residential heat. In order not ttl> freeze to death, the population 
of Yerevan and other cities has bad to cut down the trees on the 
streets , city parks, and squares ror firewood. People are using 
anything that will bum for fuel) The complete lack of gas and 
electricity has made it extremely problematic to bake bread. 
Even hospitals and clinics cannot function normally. 

So far, the Armenian people have found the strength 
within themselves to defend the country and to bear the mon
strous hardships of the blockade. 

key as the overt military backer of Azerbaijan .  Immense 
human suffering , thousands killed on both sides,  and hun
dreds of thousands of refugees on both sides,  have been 
the toll of the war, designed to establish an ethnically 
"pure" "Greater Azerbaijan,"  a NATO-Turkish satrap in 
the Transcaucasus . . . . 

With the same urgency with which we have called for 
decisive international action td stop the genocide in the 
Balkans , the International Civil Rights Movement-Soli
darity demands now, on the oc¢asion of the fifth anniver
sary of the date on which Atinenia said "No" to Nazi 
"ethnic cleansing ," that the people , leaders , and govern
ments of the western world arise to take drastic actions to 
stop the ongoing genocide winter in Armenia and Kara
bakh, and end the war on the basis of the status quo ante 
before Azerbaijan began its war of aggression. In the 
Balkans , if Serbian aggression i$ not stopped, then a future 
Balkan-wide war is inevitable , ¢reating the conditions for 
a world war. The same terrible threat is endemic in the 
Armenia-Azerbaijan war. The , Anglo-American leader
ship sees this war as "only" the opening to a series of wars 
on the territory of the former Soviet Union , wars intended 
to promote their geopolitical goal of convulsing all of 
Eurasia in continual destabilization , chaos , and slaughter. 

The International Civil Rights Movement-Solidarity 
demands an international mobilization to stop the geno
cide in Bosnia and in Armenia� to finally , once and for 
all , overturn the geopolitical axioms that have caused 
these wars , before it is too late fur all of us . 
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Mumcu assassination 
destabilizes Turkey 
by Joseph Brewda 

The assassination of prominent Turkish investigative journal
ist Ugur Mumcu on Jan. 24 has had a major effect on the 
region. Not only has Turkey been internally destabilized, but 
Iran has also been blamed. Mumcu, who was considered 
one of the leading secular voices in the country, was killed 
instantly by a bomb placed in his car as he left his home in 
Ankara for his newspaper Cumhuriyet. Within hours, callers 
to the media, identifying themselves as representing two pre
viously unknown Islamic organizations, claimed responsibil
ity for the murder. Four days later, purported Islamic assail
ants also allegedly attempted to kill Jak Kamhi, the head 
of the Turkish branch of B'nai B'rith, the Jewish masonic 
organization. A similar bomb killed the Israeli embassy's 
security chief last March, also allegedly planted by an Islamic 
group. 

Mumcu was well known throughout Turkey and Europe 
for his articles on the Kurdish separatist movement, the Irani
an revolution, and the narcotics trade. A leading critic of 
Turkey's involvement in the 1 99 1  war on Iraq, Mumcu was 
reportedly investigating the relationship between the Kurdish 
Workers Party terrorist organization (the PKK) and U.S. 
intelligence at the time of his death. In his last known inter
view, with the Italian magazine Il Sabato in December, 
Mumcu reiterated an assertion with which he had long been 
associated: that the 1 98 1  attempted assassination of Pope 
John Paul II by the Turkish national, Mehmet Ali Agca, was 
jointly sponsored by the U.S. and Soviet secret services, and 
not, as many have it, merely by either one side or the other. 

Was Iran responsible . . . 
Within two days of the killing, Turkish authorities de

tained at least 1 6  people said to be members of a Iranian
linked "Islamic movement" which they said was probably 
responsible for the killing. Partially as a result of such claims, 
Mumcu's funeral, attended by 500 ,000 people, became an 
anti-Iranian demonstration. "Down With Fascism," "Turkey 
Will Not Be Another Iran," and "Down With Sharia, "  were 
the slogans. Hundreds of thousands of people participated 
in similar demonstrations in several cities throughout the 
country. 

Speaking at a news conference on Feb. 4, Turkish Interior 
Minister Ismet Sezgin asserted that his ministry's investiga-
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tions had determined that the group which killed Mumcu had 
also killed other journalists and security officials over recent 
years. "The perpetrators of the mutders ," he asserted, "have 
connections with Iran." Although careful not to accuse the 
Iranian government directly of responsibility, he added that 
the group had received military anqi theoretical training at an 
installation near Teheran. This " he said, "is food for 
thought." On the same day, Prime ¥inister Suleyman Demir
el's council of ministers met to review the findings. Demirel 
had earlier publicly cautioned ag�inst claims that Iran was 
responsible. "We realize that certain incidents might have 
been staged simply to hurt our rela/tions," he said. 

The Iranian government has protested Sezgin's state
ments as "political propaganda" a�d denied the accusations. 
Iranian officials, speaking confidentially, have added: 
"Mumcu was killed when our interior minister was in Ankara 
on a state visit, following months iof deteriorating relations. I 
What country would do this underlthese circumstances?" 

. . .  or the United States? 
According to well-placed Turkish officials, the assassins 

of Mumcu were trained in Iran, as has been claimed, but, 
these sources also emphasize, "tihe orders for the murder 
came from the United States." R¢portedly, the murder was 
orchestrated out of a special operations section of U . S. intelli
gence based in Cairo, Egypt. Tl)e group employed in the 
murder was jointly controlled b)\ U.S. and Iranian intelli
gence, it is said. Some Turkish �ources have also reported 
that a special NATO intelligence �nit based in "Poised Ham
mer" headquarters in Diyarbakit, the center of Turkey's 
Kurdish region, may have been inivolved. Poised Hammer is 
the Anglo-American-Ied force �legedly involved in pro
tecting the Kurds of northern Iraq, 

The murder, according to thi� analysis, had three main 
objectives. First, it was intendedi to destabilize Turkey and 
worsen Turkish relations with Iran, which it has accom
plished. "It is no secret," one figpre in the region reported, 
"that the U . S. would like to see a turkish-Iranian war." Such 
a war would further the disintegra�ion of the region, and help 
prepare a North-South, Christia�-Muslim conflict-which 
has long been Anglo-American flolicy, and which will pre
sumably remain U. S. policy des1l'ite the change in adminis
tration. 

The second objective was simply to be a show of force, 
to display American (and British) jCapabilities within Turkey. 
"We can do anything we want to po, so you'd better comply 
with our demands," was the inteqded message. 

And the third was to eliminat¢ Mumcu, whose investiga
tions, and role as a mouthpiece �or a section of the Turkish 
elite, have hindered U.S. operati�ns in the region. Mumcu's 
investigations into the origin o� the Khomeini revolution, 
narcotics smuggling, and terroriSjITI tended to show that such 
purported adversaries as the Unit�d States and Iran may have 
some strange alliances. 
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Foreign tinkering continues, as Afghan 
iITlbroglio reaches a new watershed 
by Susan Maitra and Ramtanu Maitra 

A temporary cease-fire between the Hizb-i-Islami , led by 
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, and the Kabul government under 
President Burhanuddin Rabbani , head of the Jamiat-e
Islami , was signed on Feb . 14 to facilitate negotiation of a 
permanent truce . From all accounts , the truce is a temporary 
one , and there are already reports of extensive looting being 
carried out during the truce period. Meanwhile, there are 
rumors that foreign commandos have landed in Pakistan , 
near the Afghanistan borders , with a specific mission to carry 
out selective assassinations of Mujahideen leaders . 

The temporary truce came about following a Saudi Arabi
an-Pakistani initiative to assemble the Afghan Mujahideen 
leaders at the Saudi capital Riyadh to work out a negotiated 
peaceful settlement. Lt. Gen . Hamid Gul (ret . ) ,  former Paki
stani Inter-Services Intelligence (lSI) chief and noted archi
tect of the "Afghan Jihad" (holy war) against the invading 
Soviet Army and the pro-Soviet Communist regimes in Ka
bul , was in Kabul recently, ostensibly in order to invite the 
warring factions to Pakistan ' s  capital Islamabad for prelimi
nary talks . He was accompanied by some Arabs and Afghan 
war veterans , and met with President Rabbani . 

Foreign commandos 
While General Gul was in Kabul , the chief of Pakistan' s  

Jamaat-e-Islami, Qazi Hussain Ahmed, who i s  pro-Hek
matyar, alleged that 60-odd commandos had landed to liqui
date Afghan Mujahideen leaders and sought clarification on 
the issue from Islamabad. Although Pakistan ' s  new Chief of 
Army Staff Gen . Abdul Waheed Kakkar refuted the allega
tion , calling it "totally incorrect," the English-language daily 
The News has quoted a high-ranking Pakistani official saying 
that "the power-hungry Mujahideen leaders would not hesi
tate to eliminate their rivals in the game ."  There is no indica
tion , however, that the official was referring to foreign com
mandos . 

The "rumor" nonetheless received extensive coverage in 
the wake of a bomb explosion in Gardez , capital of Paktia 
province , on Feb . 1 2 ,  which claimed the lives of the Paktia 
province governor and the Logar province deputy gover-
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nor-both allies of President Rabbani . These were the first 
top Afghan Mujahideen leader� to be killed since the start of 
the 14-year-Iong resistance against the pro-Soviet regime in 
Kabul . Meanwhile , Hekmatyat1 seconded the Jamaat allega
tion , and said that the foreign icommandos are heading to
wards Charsyab , the headquart�rs of the Hizb-i-Islami . 

Another news item which h�s raised observers ' curiosity 
appeared in the Islamabad-based English daily The Muslim 
Feb. 6. The report said that American diplomats , including 
the ambassador, have begun extensive travelling throughout 
the length and breadth of Pakistan, visiting leaders of various 
political and religious parties .  Itwas also pointed out that this 
was the first instance of its kind in Pakistan , where American 
diplomats were on an unannOl,lnced mission to meet with 
people at the political level from Khyber Pass in the north to 
Karachi in the south . 

Whatever may be the motive behind these unannounced 
visits and rumors about foreign commandos , it hardly en
hances Pakistan' s  credibility whh the Afghan Mujahideen. 
Moreover, the situation in KabuJ , as well as the northern part 
of Afghanistan , has come to stIch a pass that it would be 
naive to assume that the same �ld attempts at a "quick fix" 
by the same old outsiders has ttny future . Kabul has been 
undergoing intense rocket and mortar shelling since the be
ginning of the year when the controversial Shoora-e-Hal-O 
Aqd was held , which gave President Rabbani yet another 
two-year term. Afghanistan' s  c�ital has practically no fresh 
water or power supply available to its citizens , and food 
prices have soared to an unprecedented high , bringing 
foodstocks to a dangerously low' level . 

The Saudi initiative 
The latest rush of peace efforui followed a five-point formu

la proposed by Saudi Arabia. The formula called for cessation 
of hostilities immediately, respect for Afghanistan's territorial 
integrity, discouragement of all moves to divide up the country, 
involvement of all parties in Afgharustan for a peaceful negotiat
ed settlement and recognition of the composition of the Shoora
e-Hal-O Aqd, and formation of th¢ Kabul government through 
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a process of consensus among the warring factions. Prince Fahd 
bin Sultan bin Abdul Aziz, governor of Tabuk, came to Pakistan 
with the proposal in mid-January. Pakistan's  Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif visited Riyadh, and subsequently Pakistani For
eign Secretary M. Shahryar Khan went to Teheran to seek 
Iran's  approval. 

The Saudi initiative , which has been solidly backed by 
Pakistan, but so far had only won lukewarm support from 
Iran, was triggered by the fast-deteriorating and seemingly 
irreversible process unleashed in Kabul . Riyadh had earlier 
backed the Hizb-i-Islami to the hilt , when the Afghan Mujah
ideen were fighting the Soviets and Soviet-sponsored regimes 
in Kabul , but, of late , it has shown signs of uneasiness over 
the shifting stances of Hekmatyar. The sham of a Shoora, in 
which only 1 ,350-odd Afghan leaders showed up and almost 
25% of those present did not vote , gave President Rabbani 
the two-year term he was looking for. But, the process has 
drawn untold wrath from five of the nine major Sunni Afghan 
Mujahideen groups . Of the five , the most vocal and most 
militant is that of Hekmatyar. Hekmatyar has been shelling 
the Afghan capital incessantly , since then , killing thousands 
and turning the city into a rubble heap . The Kabul govern
ment, on the other hand, under a tenuous alliance of ethnic 
Uzbek and Tajik Afghans , has tried to isolate the Pushtoons 
completely , but has failed in this effort. What perhaps worri
es the Saudis most is the recently formed alliance between 
Hekmatyar and the Teheran-dictated Hizb-i-Wahadat, a 
group of Shia Mujahideen. 

On the ground, the situation has evolved according to the 
worst fears of nationalist Afghans . Since the fall of the pro
Soviet Afghan President Dr. Najibullah almost eight months 
ago, Afghanistan has practically divided itself up into unac
counted parts . Small local rulers in the Pushtoon-dominated 
areas of the east and southeast are collecting taxes wherever 
they can , and are receiving financial and military help from 
outsiders . Despite all this, however, it is among the Push
toons that some still aspire to keep Afghanistan undivided . 

Unstable equations 
The most intense pressure for the division of Afghanistan 

has come from the north, where Gen. Rashid Dostum, an 
Uzbek Afghan based in Mazar-e Sharif, controls a powerful 
and well-equipped militia. Having benefitted from his close 
association with former pro-Soviet communists , including 
former Afghan President Babrak Karmal , General Dostum 
began his political movement, Junbashe Milli , with the sole 
purpose of separating northern Afghanistan from the Push
toon-dominated areas . He has threatened to topple the Kabul 
government if his movement is not given recognition. When 
Hekmatyar increased the pressure by stepping up rocket and 
mortar shelling into Kabul , President Rabbani , an ethnic 
Tajik, made General Dostum the deputy defense minister 
under Ahmed Shah Massoud, President Rabbani' s  strong-
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man in the Jamiat-e-Islami and a fellow Tajik-Afghan. It was 
evident that if General Dostum had joined Hekmatyar, or 
made himself unavailable to deferid Kabul , the Kabul gov
ernment would collapse . 

But ,  the Tajik-Uzbek equation, which plays such a sig
nificant role in shaping policies in Afghanistan , is not a firm 
equation either. The influx of at lea.st 60 ,000 pro-Iran Tajiks 
into Afghanistan , and Russia' s  dej!per involvement in Taji
kistan' s  internal affairs , may tilt t�e balance in the near fu
ture . It is evident , at least for now, that Teheran is quite 
content at the way things are sha�.ng up . The cool reaction 
of Iran to the Saudi proposal is noteworthy even though 
there are indications that the Iranians are otherwise willing to 
improve their relations with Saudi ,Arabia. 

Like Afghanistan, Pakistan has worked itself into a no
win situation. The long umbilical, cord between the Jamaat 
of Pakistan and Hizb is under stra.n , and Islamabad has rea
sons to be concerned about it . At �ast three top Mujahideen 
leaders have accused Islamabad C!>f allowing the Jamaat to 
interfere in Afghanistan' s  affairs through supplying arms and 
training to Mujahideens . Qazi H4ssain Ahmed has himself 
noted that the Afghan jihad is o'ler, and what is going on 
now is the fratricidal war. Hekmatyar' s growing mistrust of 
Islamabad' s  future intention wa� made clear in January , 
when the Pakistani embassy staff!had to leave Kabul under 
an intense rocket shelling by the I-lizb. 

But , it would also be naive to �ssume that pressures from 
outside , or even the five-point pe�e formula, will make any 
serious impact on the Majahideeq leaders . Iran, a potential 
Islamic ally of Pakistan , has maeJe it clear on a number of 
occasions that it does not see eye �o eye with Pakistan on the 
Afghan issue . Observers note th� the Iranian President Ali 
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani made! it a point, while visiting 
Pakistan last September, to empllasize that Teheran abhors 
the power plan in Afghanistan. !What he was referring to 
is Pakistan' s  continuing honeym�on with Hekmatyar. That 
Teheran' s  views on this have not <thanged was made clear by 
the ultra-radical daily The Saium" which said recently that 
Iran is in a position to play its rol� in Afghanistan. The daily 
also criticized Saudi Arabia for i furthering U .  S .  interests . 
Iran had told Islamabad more th�n once that it was for the 
Afghans to decide whether Pres�ent Najibullah should be 
associated with any power-sharing in Kabul after the end of 
Soviet occupation, but Islamabaq adopted a contrary policy 
and worked through Hekmatyar t� oust Najibullah . 

Now, it is evident to the Saudi� that the situation in Kabul 
is slipping through their fingers . lferhaps , it is for this reason 
why Lt. Gen. Hamid Gul ,  as tlle lSI chief and a staunch 
backer of Hekmatyar, has been sent to Kabul to convey to 
President Rabbani Pakistan' s  haJ.1dened stance against Hek
matyar. Maybe it is a simple ru�,  and perhaps the ground 
is being laid for a new process! to emerge-a process of 
elimination of Mujahideen leader$ through assassins ' bullets . 
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Pope in Mrica, seeks 
dialogue with Islam 
The/ollowing story was compiled/rom reports/rom the Vati
can Information Service . 

On his way to Benin Feb . 3 ,  for his tenth pastoral visit to 
Africa, Pope John Paul II spoke with some of the 50 reporters 
who accompanied him on the trip. One topic touched on was 
the motives for dialogue with Islam: 

"I would say that for me , the motives are , above all , 
religious. We should start here, because both Christians and 
Muslims are monotheistic . . . .  St. Paul says , and so do the 
latter, that Abraham is the father of our faith, our earthly 
father. Then we are dealing with the same God of Abraham, 
but there is a problem. Between Abraham and the later devel
opment of the monotheistic revelation . . .  up to Jesus ' reve
lation, that is, the revelation of God's Son . . .  which is the 
revelation which reaches furthest into God's  intimate life .  
. . . The deepest and most important change . . . regarding 
God's  revelation is the coming of Christ. Thus , the monothe
ism of Islam looks toward pre-Christian monotheism, and 
this is a big problem. . . . 

"The historical , political problem is a little secondary , 
but is important especially for us westerners who are under 
the influence of Christ' s  statement about God and Caesar. 
For them, on the other hand, Caesar means the state , always 
subjected to the Islamic religion. And it is also the subject 
and the means to propagate , to maintain , and to safeguard 
faith . We have remained as poor fishermen and no more . . .  
and we must evangelize like this . Jesus told the Twelve: Go 
to the whole world, do not limit yourselves to only one people 
or one ethnic group, but go to the whole world ."  

The pope was asked whether his trip to Sudan would be 
exploited by the leaders there . "There is always a risk . . . .  
For me the thing seems . . . providentially linked to a small 
figure of a slave named Josephine Bakhita , a Sudanese slave 
who was beatified-perhaps a scandal for many-together 
with Escriva de Balaguer, the same day, the same celebration 
and thanks to that, had an extraordinary audience of 300,000 
people, who also came for her beatification and they applaud
ed above all the words which spoke of her. " 

'Roll up your sleeves together' 
On Feb . 4 he met with representatives of Benin 's  Muslim 

community and said the two must work together in the search 
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for peace and the elimination of poverty . Later he met with 
representatives of the traditiohal African religion Voodoo, 
and told them the Catholic Church is favorable to dialogue . 
He stressed: "Benin , to develolP itself, needs the participation 
of all its children and no one ' must withdraw into himself. 
Christians , members of this traditional religion , and Muslims 
are all called to roll up their sleeves to work together for 
the good of their country. "  On Feb . 8 the pope spoke with 
members of the diplomatic cQrps in Uganda. He urged the 
international community to "spare no effort to ensure imme
diate relief to the victims of war,  famine , and displacement" 
in Africa. 

"My thoughts tum to the next stage of my pilgrimage , 
which will take me to Sudan. Conditions do not allow a full 
pastoral visit to the Catholic i community in that country. 
Nevertheless in visiting the capital city I wish to raise my 
voice in support of peace and justice for all the Sudanese 
people and to comfort my brothers and sisters in the faith, so 
many of whom are affected by the conflict going on in the 
south . " 

'Quest for nationhood' 
"That dispute is largely the iresult of the quest for nation

hood in a country where there are great differences between 
north and south-racial , cultttal , linguistic , and religious 
differences which cannot be ignored and which must be taken 
into account . "  He stressed that 1'sincere dialogue" is the only 
way to achieve real justice and added: "I pray that in some 
way my visit may contribute to such a dialogue . "  

"African problems must have African solutions ," he 
declared, adding that Africa could "never accept a new 
colonialism" or subjugation in! the guise of assistance . For 
Africa to be truly effective , "it must reflect a relationship 
not of subjection but of interdependence. "  He said that the 
"foundation and guiding principle of this vast enterprise" is 
"the transcendent worth of every human person" which 
leaves "no place" for explojtation , discrimination , and 
"schemes which seek to fabricate national unity by forcing 
minorities to assimilate the culture or religion of the 
majority . " 

Upon his arrival Feb . lO i at Khartoum' s airport, the 
pope was greeted by civil and! religious authorities whom 
he reminded that "justice and peace are the necessary 
premises of development and I progress . . . .  Individuals, 
families , and groups must be tmabled to contribute to their 
own advancement , and that th�refore society must become 
more democratic , more respec�ul of legitimate difference, 
more stable through the rule of law , reflecting universally 
recognized human rights . . . .  i All the Church asks for is 
the freedom to pursue her teligious and humanitarian 
mission . This freedom is her ! right , for it is everyone's  
duty , the duty of individuals and the state, to respect the 
conscience of every human bting . . . .  " 

In his meeting later with priests and other religious fig-
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ures , he said , "I am well aware of the sad circumstances of 
your country , tormented by a civil war that has brought untold 
misery , suffering , and death to the Sudanese people , espe
cially in the South . The life of your communities is deeply 
affected by the breakdown in the good relations that should 
exist between Christians and Muslims . . . .  Still in this part 
of Africa, I see clearly a particular reproduction of the mys
tery of Calvary in the lives of the majority of the Christian 
people . . . .  " 

Dignity of human person, unity of human race 
The pope paid a courtesy visit to President Omar Hassan 

Ahmed el Bashir, and said he came to offer "the message of 
reconciliation and hope which is at the heart of Catholicism. "  
He  said he hopes that seeking a constitutional formula "will 
make it possible to overcome contradictions and struggles , 
with proper respect paid to the specific characteristics of 
each community ."  He stressed two principles: "First, the 
inalienable dignity of every human person, irrespective of 
racial, ethnic, cultural or national origin, or religious belief, 
means that when people coalesce in groups they have a right 
to enjoy a collective identity . Second, the fundamental unity 
of the human race . . . requires that no group should consider 
itself superior to another. In such perspectives ,  the freedom 
of individuals and communities to profess and practice their 
religion is an essential element for peaceful human coexis
tence . Freedom of conscience and freedom to seek the truth 
and to act according to one' s  personal religious beliefs are so 
fundamentally human, that any effort to restrict them almost 
inevitably leads to bitter conflict. "  

At a meeting at the apostolic nunciature in  Khartoum 
Feb. 10 with leaders of the various religions, he voiced hope 
that "all the citizens of the Sudan, irrespective of the differ
ence between them, will live in harmony and in mutual coop
eration for the common good . . . .  Here in Sudan I cannot 
fail to emphasize once more the Catholic Church's  high re
gard for the followers ofIslam. Sudanese Catholics recognize 
that their Muslim neighbors prize the moral life and worship 
of the One God . . . .  They acknowledge that there are very 
solid reasons for greater mutual understanding and they are 
eager to work with you to restore peace and prosperity to the 
nation. " 

At a mass celebrated for 100,000 faithful near Green 
Square, the pope held up Sudan's Blessed Bakhita as a mod
el , saying she is "one of the people to whom the lesson of 
the Cross brought incomparable strength amid all kinds of 
sufferings . "  He added, "The immense suffering of millions 
of innocent victims impels me to voice my solidarity with 
the weak and defenseless , who cry out to God for help, 
for justice, for respect of their God-given dignity as human 
beings, for their basic human rights , for the freedom to be
lieve and practice their faith without fear or 
discrimination . . .  I earnestly hope that my voice will reach 
you, brothers and sisters of the South ."  
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Profile : Dr. Jovan Ra�kovic 

New light on Serbia's 
Nazi psychiatric mafia 
by Mark Burdman 

Leading European publications have begun to provide writ
ten confirmation of EIR' s contenti(llD that the Serbian war of 
aggression has been conducted aSi a form of psycho-social 
engineering, with Serbian psychiatrists playing a leading role 
in the conduct and strategy of the }Var, including the imple
mentation of such policies as "etbnic cleansing" and mass 
rapes of Bosnian women. This s�bject was the feature of 
the cover story of the Feb . 1 2  EIR, entitled "The Tavistock 
Psychiatrists Behind the Rape of B�snia . "  

The most widely known case of the Serbian psycho-mafia 
is Radovan Karadzic , leader of �he Bosnian Serbs and a 
psychiatrist trained in group theraj>y techniques . Less well
known, is the seminal role of the late Dr. Jovan Raskovic, a 
senior psychiatrist at the neuropsychiatric clinic at Sibenik 
who founded the Serbian Democr!ltic Party of Croatia in the 
period preceding the outbreak of WJaf in the summer of 1990. 
It was Raskovic ' s  party which initiated the slaughter against 
Croatia, beginning with staged prqvocations in August 1990 
that were carried out in full coordination with the Milosevic 
regime in Belgrade . Raskovic waS! a political-psychiatric in-
spiration for Karadzic . I 

In its Feb. 1 1  edition, the Fren�h weekly L' Express pub
lished a feature entitled "The Braips of Purification," focus
sing on Raskovic as "the theoretician of Serb ideology ."  
L' Express claimed that Raskoviq' s  activities were "much 
more perverse" than even the aQuses of psychiatry under 
Stalin . In the latter case, the psychiatrists were only "the 
instruments of power," but in Ras�ovic' s case , it was psychi
atry that shaped the ideology , withi"the psychiatrist interven
ing directly on events by making qimself a political man ."  

L' Express echoed EIR ' s  char!lcterization of  the Serbian 
psycho-mafia's  ideas as Nazi-lik�, writing that Raskovic ' s  
Freudian-modelled theories "evoke the apology for race su
periority of Hitler's Mein Kampf, [and] the theories of Dar
win on natural selection. "  

It quoted from his 1986 boolq Luda Zemjla (Crazy Na
tion) , in which Raskovic put fOfWIard a "psychiatric" justifi
cation for Serbian rule over the oth�r peoples offormer Yugo
slavia: "The Croats , feminized "y the Catholic religion, 
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suffer from a castration complex that submits them to a total 
incapacity to exercise the slightest authority . Humiliation 
that they compensate for by their great culture . As to the 
Muslims of Bosnia-Hercegovina and neighboring regions , 
they are victims , as Freud might have said, of anal frustra
tions which incite them to amass wealth and to seek refuge 
in fanatic attitudes . Finally, the Serbs , Orthodox , an oedipal 
people which tends to liberate itself from the authority of the 
father. "  This "resistance ," according to Raskovic , embodies 
the courage of warriors , making them the only people "capa
ble of exercising real authority over the other peoples of 
Yugoslavia . "  

The book's  preface was written by  Dobrica Cosic , cur
rently president of the rump "Yugoslavia" (actually Serbia
Montenegro) and earlier the senior ideologue in the Serbian 
Academy of Arts and Sciences . In 1 986, Cosic authored his 
famous "Memorandum" for the Serbian Academy, elaborat
ing how the "Yugoslav" identity of the past years should be 
replaced by a "Greater Serbian" identity . L' Express quoted 
Cosic from the preface: "Thanks to the metaphysical commu
nication that [Raskovic] established with the Serbs , he awak
ened this people that had been put to sleep by the Tito regime . 
He led it to reclaim its identity . "  

'I prepared this war' 
According to European sources ,  Raskovic ' s  theories be

came "popularized" when he began to be featured in the 
Serbian media, which portrayed him as the number-one psy
chiatrist and scientist of his time, and as the natural leader of 
the Serbs in the years to come. AsL' Express quoted Raskovic 
himself telling the Belgrade-based television chain "Yutel" 
in January 1992 , six months after the launching of the full
scale armed offensive in Croatia: "I feel myself responsible 
because I prepared this war, although it was not a matter of 
military preparations . Had I not provoked this emotional 
tension inside the Serbian people, nothing would have hap
pened. My party and myself lit the fuse of Serbian national
ism, not only in Croatia,  but everywhere else, in Bosnia
Hercegovina notably . We guided this people , by giving it 
its identity . "  (Some months later, Raskovic died of a heart 
attack. )  

L '  Express commented that Raskovic and fellow psychia
trist Radovan Karadzic must bear the responsibility for hav
ing created and circulated the ideology that "banalizes hate 
by giving it a professed scientific basis . The rapes and the 
massacres committed in the name of 'ethnic cleansing ' flow 
from this sinister logic , which [Raskovic] did not bring with 
him to the grave. "  

A government of psychiatrists and patients 
Complementary information received by EIR from Euro

pean researchers indicates that Raskovic developed his psy
chiatric theories in practice , in his work at the neuropsychiat
ric clinic in Sibenik. According to a former colleague of 
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his , now a bitter opponent, Rasikovic practiced electroshock 
therapy and other "sadistic" psychotherapeutic techniques, 
while claiming to be a proponeht of the existentialist school 
of "anti-psychiatry . "  

Raskovic regularly recrui¢d his own patients to his 
Greater Serbian political goals l According to the cited for
mer colleague of Raskovic , the three party leaders who 
brought the Serbian Democratic Party into war in Croatia 
were former patients of Rasko�ic at Sibenik ! One of these, 
Milan Martic , is presently the interior minister of the self
proclaimed "Serb Republic of l<rajina," who has deployed 
a network of underlings to run the rape camps in areas under 
Serbian control . 

Informed sources further report that Raskovic was the 
political recruiter of Radovan lKaradzic . Asked in a May 
1990 interview whom he loo�ed to as his philosophical 
model , Karadzic answered , "�bove all , Jovan Raskovic . "  
It was on the model of Raskovic 1 s Serbian Democratic Party , 
that Karadzic set up his own "Serbian Democratic Party" in 
Bosnia-Hercegovina. The soUItes also report that Serbian 
dictator Slobodan Milosevic wa$ once the psychiatric patient 
of Karadzic ! 

One well-informed Balkan insider told EIR: "The Serbi
an regime, actually , is a com�ination of psychiatrists and 
patients . " I 

Et tu, Owen? 
Other bits and pieces of thei story have begun to appear 

elsewhere in Europe . In its edidon for Feb . 1 5 ,  the German 
weekly Der Spiegel pointed the I finger at two other key pro
tagonists from the inner Milosevic circle , Svetozar Stojanov
ic and Mihailo Markovic . As EIR documented, Stojanovic 
and Markovic are two of the key figures in shaping an ideo
logical-philosophical-psychological rationalization for Ser-
bian brutality . i 

Der Spiegel revealed that Stqjanovic returned to Belgrade 
one year ago from the United St;Ues and , since that time, has 
taken control of Serbian propa$anda against Germany and 
the Islamic countries . Anti-Milt>sevic Serbians with whom 
Spiegel' s correspondents spoke , !  further assert that Stojanov
ic is,  nonetheless ,  a relative moderate in comparison to Mar
kovic , who had formerly been i a senior figure in the left
radical "Praxis" group . It was Markovic , these Serbs report, . 
who was the first leading Serbiah figure to welcome the Au
gust 199 1  putsch in Moscow . 

Another curious fact has beeJn pointed to by the German 
doctors ' publication Deutsche A,rtzteblatt, which notes that 
not only Karadzic , but also Britadn' s  Lord Owen, is a trained 
psychiatrist. The magazine ' s  rflference about Owen might 
shed some additional light on th¢ former British foreign sec
retary' s  antics in Geneva, where! he has worked with former 
U . S .  Secretary of State Cyrus V�ce to concoct the plan for 
carving up Bosnia and rewardi� Serbian mass murder and 
aggression . 
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Is lsi Leibler becoming a liabilfty? 
His shady dealings are proving embarrassingJor Israel. Part 3 oj a report by 
an EIR Investigative Team. I 

Despite the wide spectrum of shady dealings perpetrated by 
the Leibler brothers , lsi Leibler, as co-chairman of the World 
Jewish Congress , and Mark Leibler, as head of the Zionist 
Federation of Australia (ZFA) , have been at the forefront of 
the Zionist lobby in Australia, and, in lsi ' s  case, in Asia. lsi 
Leibler, as reported in the first article in this series (see EIR, 
Feb. 5 and Feb . 1 2) ,  has even gone so far as to openly 
carry out diplomatic activities in the region on behalf of the 
government of Israel . While the mantle of Zionism helps 
protect the Leibler brothers from scrutiny , lsi Leibler' s diplo
matic forays on Israel ' s  behalf have also helped open up new 
avenues for financial exploitation. 

But the gig might be up. The Australian Jewish News 
reported in its January edition that Israeli Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin "wants Australian Jewish community organi
zations to drop the quasi-diplomatic role they have adopted 
in Australian-Israeli affairs of state. He has told Executive 
Council of Australia Jewry president lsi Leibler that, while he 
appreciates the Australian Jewish community ' s  past efforts , 
govemment-to-government relations should be left to Is
rael' s  embassy . . . .  Mr. Rabin' s  approach adds a further 
dimension to the question of how Mr. lsi Leibler and Zionist 
Federation of Australia president Mark Leibler will develop 
their working relationship in their dealings with the Austra
lian government and to what extent they will scale back their 
quasi-diplomatic public relations activities . "  

In fact , the Leiblers are largely responsible for the fact 
that a Zionist lobby in Australia even exists . In their efforts 
since the early 1970s , they have worked in concert mostly 
with Zionist lobby organizations in the United States , not 
Israel . In these cases as well , the Zionist lobby organizations 
have operated as covers for suspicious financial dealings be
lieved to center around the dope trade . This puts them in the 
company of: 

• Kenneth Bialkin , chairman of the Anti-Defamation 
League (ADL) from 1982-86. A Wall Street attorney, Hial
kin ' s  most notorious client is Robert Vesco, the head of the 
international drug combine operating out of Cuba. Bialkin is 
known to have made the financial and other arrangements to 
set up his client Robert Vesco in business with Colombian 
cocaine cartel leader Carlos Lehder Rivas . The ADL's bank, 
from earliest days until now, was Sterling National Bank in 
New York, set up by organized crime boss Meyer Lansky' s  
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chief lieutenant, Frank Erickson . 
• Edgar Bronfman, head of t�e Anti-Defamation New 

York Appeal and an ADL national j::ommissioner. Bronfman 
is also co-chairman, with lsi Leiqler, of the World Jewish 
Congress (WJC).  Chief executive iof Seagram's ,  Bronfman 
is the heir to the vast organized frime empire established 
by his grandfather during Prohibition, when the "Bronfman 
gang ," as they were then known, ! supplied the liquor, then 
prohibited in the United States , tP Meyer Lansky and his 
associates . Many decades later, �andson Edgar had an ex
clusive contract to supply booze tO lthe East German commu
nist party, whose chief, Erich Honecker, honored him with 
the country' s  highest civilian hOllor just weeks before the 
Berlin Wall fell in 1989.  Bronfm� had promised the com
munist boss that he would use all tlis political muscle to stop 
the reunification of Germany, whifh he dubbed a "sellout of 
socialism. " 

Another institution that the Leiblers maintain ties to is 
the American-Israel Public Affair$ Committee (AlPAC) .  In 
1974 , Leibler pushed for the establiishment of the Australian
Israel Publications Office, which later became the Australia
Israel Review magazine . Accordi� to one of the magazine' s  
main columnists , Michael Danby� "We model ourselves on 
AlPAC, the legendary Jewish lobl)y in Washington which is 
an American organization . "  The I first head of Australian
Israel Publications was Sam Lipski!, a well-known newspaper 
columnist and a member of the ;Smorgon family of Mel
bourne. The Smorgon family w�s worth a reported $700 
million , and members were clientlS of Mark Leibler. Lipski 
would later become vice preside�t of Leibler' s  Australian 
Institute of Jewish Affairs (AIJA) 1 

In the United States , AIPAC J1naintains a choke-hold on 
the U . S .  Congress . Particularly �ared is its "policy unit," 
which maintains dossiers on ten� of thousands of political 
activists , many of them Jewish. Many of these Jewish activ
ists , who disagree with AIPAC Cpr one reason or another, 
have been treated to the same viol�nce and vicious smearing 
by AlP AC that is meted out to Pal�tine Liberation Organiza
tion (PLO) officials . 

LaRouche is their numbertone target 
The Leiblers ' activities as all arm of the international 

Zionist lobby has made Amepcan statesman Lyndon 
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LaRouche their number-one target in Australia, along with 
the Citizens Electoral Councils , which are organizing around 
LaRouche' s  ideas to clean up the international drug trade and 
reorganize the world economy for development, not "free 
market" looting. 

The modus operandi is standard: Anyone who opposes 
the Leiblers ' nefarious activities is branded an "anti-Semitic 
Nazi . "  In December, the Leiblers set into motion an array of 
slanders against LaRouche in Australia. In the wide-circula
tion Sydney Sunday Telegraph of Dec . 20 , Don Chipp, 
founder of the Australia Democrat Party , hysterically pointed 
to LaRouche' s  growing influence in Australia. After dis
cussing the appearance of neo-Nazism in Europe , Chipp got 
to his real point: "The significance to Australians of these 
developments is not limited to a concern about the rebirth of 
Nazism in Europe and its effect on world peace . Respected 
Jewish leaders have alleged the existence [in Australia] of a 
foreign-funded, U .S . -based extremist right-wing organiza
tion led by erstwhile presidential candidate and recent jail 
inmate Lyndon LaRouche . His group reportedly has raised 
more than $200 million for its activities and is planning an 
international conference in Melbourne next March ."  

According to Chipp, "The Jewish community has asked 
the government to refuse entry" to the "sad (but dangerous) 
misanthrope , LaRouche. "  In his hysteria, Chipp neglected 
to mention that LaRouche remains a political prisoner incar
cerated in a U .S .  federal jail ! 

The same line against LaRouche appeared in the Austra
lian Jewish News of Nov . 27: "LaRouche and his followers 
seem to be in step with the ugly recrudescence of the right
wing extremist neo-Nazism which has recently manifested 
itself in Germany. " 

Thuggery , lies , and provocation have been the standard 
Leibler tools since he began building up the Australian Zion
ist lobby in the early 1970s . 

Early efforts 
In September 1974, lsi Leibler, then the head of the 

Executive Council of Australian Jewry, issued a call for a 
dramatic step-up in pro-Israel activity by Australia' s Jewish 
community . Alarmed at the pro-Palestinian sentiment on uni
versity campuses and in the Labor Party , Leibler called for 
the creation of new, pro-Israel publications such as the Aus
tralia-Israel Publications Office . 

Said Leibler, "I maintain that our principal task must be 
to generate an awareness within our own Jewish community 
of the threats confronting us and above all creating well
informed cadres of Jews who will contribute the desperately 
needed manpower to neutralize these anti-Jewish forces on a 
grass roots level . " 

Through deployment of agents provocateurs , thug tac
tics , manipulation of public opinion , and secret collaboration 
with elements of domestic and foreign intelligence agencies , 
Leibler set out to reshape Australia's political landscape . 
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On May 30, 1 974, the M4boume Age reported on some 
of his dirty tricks . "A Jewis� intelligence organization op
erating in Melbourne has cOqlpiled . . . files on about 200 
people and organizations con*ected with anti-Semitism and 
right-wing extremist movemepts . "  The Age went on to say 
that the group was called "Re�earch Services ," and reported 
to Leibler personally ,  as pres_dent of the Victorian Jewish 
Board of Deputies .  The Age turther reported that Research 
Services "liaise [sic] with Je"lish intelligence organizations 
overseas" and that "the group l�ases with State and Common-
wealth police . "  

. 

The presence of the Mossa� in Australia is notorious ,  and 
even the subject of newspaper �icles , as in The Sun on May 
24, 1977 . "Mossad agents llftve been responsible for the 
Australian government bann�g visits of PLO delegates
even those sponsored by the pnited Nations . . . .  Mossad 
advises Australian security of a PLO agent' s  secret visit 
here-if it suits them to do sof-only after their own surveil-
lance of his activities . "  I 

Political clout 
In 1983 ,  lsi moved to set up a "research arm" of the 

WJC for Australia, the Austral,an Institute of Jewish Affairs , 
which , says its literature , "is � research-based organization 
modeled on the internationall� renowned Institute of Jewish 
Affairs in London. "  

. 

In November 1984, Dr. Paul Gardner, then chairman 
of the B 'nai B ' rith Anti-Def�ation Commission (ADC) , 
returned from visiting the AOL in the United States to de
clare: "I do not believe anti-Setnitism will ever die out. Cen
turies from now we will nee� an ADC to combat it . "  The 
ADC began to distribute ADL literature to schools and ethnic 
groups .  In 1992 , Gardner would become a board member of 
lsi Leibler' s  ADA. i 

This apparatus developed immense political clout. Bob 
Hawke, prime minister from 1 /)83-9 1 ,  was widely acknowl
edged as a puppet of Sir Pete� Abeles-who, as the ADA 
virtually admitted in the coUrse of an article slandering 
LaRouche , had been investigated for organized crime 
links-and of others in the Ziohist lobby, especially Leibler. 
Leibler in 1978 had negotiated iwith Hawke, then head of the 
Australian Council of Trade U.ions (ACTU),  a joint venture 
between the ACTU and Jetsqt Tours called ACTU Jetset 
Travel .  

In  May 1988 , WJC President Edgar Bronfman, on his 
first official visit to Australia, jgave Hawke the ADA's  first 
Human Rights Award. When ! Mark Leibler opened a lob
bying office for the ZFA in 1 98� in Canberra, Prime Minister 
Hawke showed up . Later, wh¢n Arnold Bloch Leibler held 
a reception to open its new ofl&ces , Gov . Gen . Bill Hayden 
and Second Commissioner of 1faxation Brian Nolan graced 
the premises . To cap it off, when President George Bush 
visited Australia briefly in late i l99 1 -early 1992 , he met per
sonally with Mark Leibler-a ! stunning coup for Leibler-
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and issued a statement of gratitude for Mark 's  work repealing 
the U . N .  "Zionism is racism" resolution . 

One intelligence operation in which lsi Leibler played a 
key role was the establishment in Australia of the Special 
Investigations Unit of the attorney general ' s  office , modeled 
on the Office of Special Investigations (OSI) in the U . S .  
Department of Justice , to hunt "Nazi war criminals . "  A s  in 
the United States , the idea was to use spurious investigations 
in order to attack anti-communist or politically independent 
ethnic groups . As part of his propagandizing for the Austra
lian unit , Leibler authored the foreword to a 1 989 book, 
Sanctuary: Nazi Fugitives in Australia , by Mark Aarons , a 
member of the clan often called "the royal family of the 
Communist Party of Australia . "  Aarons had taken "long ser
vice leave" in Yugoslavia several years before and returned 
to direct a two-part series on the Australian Broadcasting 
Corp . on alleged Nazi war criminals .  

The KGB-provided evidence used in the few cases which 
came to trial was proven to be forged , or in some cases 
the prosecution collapsed for lack of evidence. Though the 
"Nazi-hunting" unit , which failed to convict even one "Nazi 
war criminal ," has lapsed, the terror operation against inde
pendent political forces continues under the rubric of "racial 
vilification" laws passed in several states , and introduced 
into the federal parliament in late 1 992.  

Agents provocateurs 
In 1 974, lsi Leibler called for the creation of "well in

formed cadres of Jews who will neutralize" Leibler 's  oppo
nents . Two of these cadre are David Greason and Michael 
Danby . Their careers trace the right-left zigzags of the Zionist 
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lobby ' s  agents provocateurs . 

A joint demonstration 
between the Schiller 
Institute and the Citizens 
Electoral Councils in 
1 992 in Melbourne. 
Lyndon LaRouche' s  
growing influence in 
Australia has terrified 
the Leiblers into a hectic 
campaign of "anti
Semitic" name-calling . 

Already in his early teens , the British-born Greason was 
active in the virulently anti-Semitic

l
League of Rights . How

ever, unconfirmed reports .place him as a columnist for the 
Australian Jewish News in the lat 1 970s , after which he 
went off in the early 1 980s to found the neo-Nazi National 
Action Party , some of whose supporters have been instigators 
of violent incidents . Shortly after \hat venture , he popped 
up as a member of the extreme-left International Socialists 
organization , having undergone a /Damascus-road conver
sion from anti-Semitism.  In the late 1 980s , he worked as an 
adviser to the deputy leader of the dpposition party in Papua 
New Guinea, and was also employed for a time as a columnist 
for the South China Morning Post of Hong Kong . He also 
wrote for two of Australia ' s  major apers , the Sydney Morn
ing-Herald and the Age of Melbourne . Also in the 1 980s , 
Greason joined the Scientology organization , when it was 
under investigation by the Australian police . By the early 
1 990s , Greason was working as a "senior contributing editor" 
for the Australian version of Play80y magazine , a pillar of 
the drug-pornography lobby . I 

In the late 1 980s , Greason began a series of written at
tacks against the LaRouche movemtnt ,  including in  Britain ' s  
Searchlight magazine , a notorious front for British intelli
gence which has close ties to the fohner East German intelli-I 
gence service , the Stasi . These eflorts culminated with his 
17 -page slander piece in lsi Leibler'ls Without Prejudice mag
azine in November 1 992 . There Greason attacked LaRouche 
as a neo-Nazi and 'anti-Semitic , yet lat the same time he wrote 
an article for a leftist publication, ,-hich opened , "LaRouche 
often brags about his connections with the Zionist bandit 
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state of Israel ," and concluded , "Progressive masses from 
around the world must recognize this U .  S .  -Zionist dagger 
[the LaRouche movement] at the heart of our movement. We 
must strike fear into their hearts for daring to degrade our 
noble cause ."  

Danby has earned a reputation for his scribblings in  Lei
bier' s Australia-Israel Review. According to Axis, the news
paper of the Australian Union of Students , of May 24, 1976 , 
"The president of the Students Representative Council at 
Melbourne University has been acting as an informer for the 
Commonwealth Police . The president, Michael Danby, has 
admitted to having five contacts with the police since Febru
ary." Among other things , Danby provided a profile of a 
PLO-connected student who was then applying to study at 
Melbourne University , a profile used to deny the student 
entry into Australia. He also reported to the police on a 
planned student mobilization against the visit to Australia of 
one of the Rockefeller family . 

Danby joined the Labor Party during or after his universi
ty days , and though a Labor Party member, held numerous 
secret meetings with leading figures in the Liberal Party to 
plan a purge of Labor' s  pro-Palestinian left wing . One such 
meeting took place in the headquarters of Western Mining 
Corp. , an anti-union , pro-free trade outfit which is a major 
financier of the Liberals .  

Danby maintained some intelligence ties in  other direc
tions . In the late 1980s , his wife worked in the library of the 
U .S .  consulate in Melbourne, while Danby himself orga
nized intimate Friday night soirees at the consulate where 
Australians could come and rub shoulders with the leading 
lights of America's neo-conservative movement, such as 
longtime CIA official Vernon Walters . Reflective of these 
connections , Danby spent time in the United States on a State 
Department scholarship . 

Investigation of whom? 
The November issue of Without Prejudice featured a 1 7-

page diatribe against LaRouche as "anti-Semitic" and "ex
treme right wing. "  The article complained that a major pur
pose of what they called LaRouche' s  "intelligence network" 
in Australia, is to "spy on . . . Melbourne Jewish community 
figure lsi Leibler and businessman Sir Peter Abeles . "  It fur
ther contended that the major purpose of the rapidly ex
panding LaRouche movement in Australia is to conduct espi
onage, and that this "makes a thorough investigation of this 
group, and its plans for Australia , imperative . "  

A preliminary look at the Leiblers , i n  fact,  points to the 
opposite conclusion. The evidence of the Leiblers' reportedly 
corrupt dealings on behalf of foreign governments in Austra
lia, and their tax-evasion schemes from which they and their 
friends have earned considerable pecuniary reward, more 
than merit a parliamentary investigation of the Leiblers and 
company . 
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S.E. Asia cements 
I 

Subcontin�ntal ties f' 

by Lydia Cheny 

I 
The nations of South Asia (thq Indian subcontinent) and the 
Southeast Asian countries ha�e historically operated very 
much in their respective orbiq; . However, now there is an 
effort to narrow the gap .  Mu¢h of the rapid-fire economic 
and military diplomacy involvts new-found ties between In
dia and the various countries that make up the Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations (f\SEAN)-in particular with 
Indonesia, Thailand, Singapo� , and Malaysia, but not ex
clusively so. At the time of �is writing, Malaysian Prime 
Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohantad is in Pakistan , having just 
come from Bangladesh , discussing the ASEAN consensus 
that there is a desperate need for "greater unity and coopera
tion" between the Asian regiodal groupings . 

India, Malaysia sign defense pact 
In the first week of Februalry, much press attention was 

given to the signing of a memorandum of understanding 
by India and Malaysia involvihg military cooperation. The 
agreement was signed during Indian Defense Minister Sharad 
Pawar's four-day official visit to Malaysia, the first ever by 
an Indian defense minister. AlII-India Radio Network quoted 
Malaysian Defense Minister J1>atuk Seri Najib Tun Razak 
saying that India and Malaysia can in the future think of 
joint development of parts , logistical support, and in-country 
servicing of common equipmerlt and aircraft of the two coun
tries . Najib added that the neW memorandum provides the 
basic umbrella of political cotnmitment. Najib added that 
Malaysia viewed the MOU as an effort to enhance coopera
tion in techdnical training and logistics support for, in partic
ular, the Royal Malaysian Air Fbrce . Indian press also report
ed that Malaysia announced l it was willing to share its 
expertise in countering insurgency, while India would assist 
Malaysia in the transformation iOf a largely counterinsurgen
cy force into a modem conventional army. 

Indian Defense Minister Sharad Pawar also offered to 
train Malaysian pilots on the R,ssian-built MiG-29 jet fight
ers which Malaysia may buy from Russia, the Indian press 
reported. Malaysia is consideriJng buying 30 MiG-29s from 
the Russians , which have been offered at US$24 million 
each, and has been looking tq India to provide parts and 
service for the fighters . 

(The United States had offered Malaysia F- 16  and F/A-
1 8  Hornet fighters , but Malaysian defense officials say their 
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prices are almost double that of the MiG-29 . )  
Press coverage from the Indian side has been upbeat, 

describing the agreement as a milestone , not only in New 
Delhi ' s  relations with Kuala Lumpur but with the entire 
ASEAN group . Indian commentator T. G. Nallamuthu noted 
on Feb . 3 :  "Though India' s eastern sentinel , the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands, are just a stone's  throw away from 
Malaysia and Indonesia and not far from Thailand and Singa
pore , we have been keeping a safe distance from each other, 
also in defense . "  He added, however, that "India has now 
started looking east . " 

In the Cold War days , a significant distance was main
tained between the U . S . -linked Southeast Asian countries 
and Japan on the one side , and India on the other. But the 
hall game has changed, Indian sources insist , for numerous 
reasons: 

1) From the standpoint of strategy , Southeast Asia strong
ly hopes that China will not become adventurous .  However, 
were that to happen , the countries of Southeast Asia would 
benefit greatly from having India as a close ally . 

2) India has construction and infrastructural capabilities 
that could benefit Southeast Asia. There is also the factor that 
some of the Southeast Asian countries have not been able to 
keep up the fast pace of Japanese technological development. 
Here , India represents a middle level of available technology , 
that in some cases has been phased out in Japan. 

3) Though still heavily dependent on the Arab world for 
oil , India has wearied of the political complexity of the Arab 
world and is drawn to the more economically oriented 
ASEAN diplomacy . 

4) The Southeast Asian countries with predominantly 
Muslim populations have been careful not to create any more 
problems for India than it already has in the Hindu-Muslim 
conflict that is being fueled by Britain and other western 
countries .  

On  Feb . 10,  India commenced a four-day naval exercise 
with the Singapore Navy . India is also expected to hold a 
naval exercise , the first of its kind , together with Thailand 
and Malaysia sometime in the spring or early fall . 4;)imilarly , 
a naval exercise , the second, has been scheduled with Indo
nesia for later this year. 

In early February , India also sent high-level diplomats to 
Indonesia and Thailand to upgrade relations and to propose 
enhancing trade and industrial cooperation. The Bangkok 
press reported on Feb . 9 that India has proposed the expan
sion of fishing cooperation between the two countries ;  coop
eration in Southeast Asian and Buddhist studies between 
Thai and Indian academics ;  and has communicated that India 
wishes to increase trade and investment cooperation . 

The India-Pakistan rub 
Within a week and a half of the announcement of the 

signing of the memorandum of understanding with India, 
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Prime Minister Mahathir was in Islbabad, Pakistan, and to 
no great surprise was grilled by joUrnalists about the "mili
tary pact with India . "  According tp the Bernama wire ser
vice , Mahathir countered the query by going into the spe
cifics of why his country needed to purchase component and 
spare parts from India-that some Qf these are available only 
in India. For example , he noted th� the Allouete helicopters 
are no longer manufactured by France ,  and in fact the license 
to produce spare parts for such weapons has been given to 
India. He mentioned that Malaysia had always welcomed 
Indian and Pakistani military officers to attend courses in the 
defense college in Malaysia , and that he hoped officers from 
both countries would continue t� come. Referencing the 
Pakistan Aeronautical Complex df't he visited the day be
fore , he noted that the complex !was very similar to the 
Airod complex in Kuala Lumpur, and suggested that the 
two facilities could cooperate so �s not to duplicate their 
activities .  He added that Malaysi� would like to use Paki
stan 's  air, sea, and road links as a �ateway with the Central 
Asian republics .  I 

In Pakistan, Mahathir apparently was also asked about 
what ean be done when there is , Muslim minority in an 
Asian country that is being discriminated against. According 
to Bernama, his response was that! his country stood for the 
rights of the minority to be treat+d fairly , but not for the 
group in question to secede . . 

Three regional organizations 
In his banquet speech in Islaqtabad on Feb. 14,  Prime 

Minister Mahathir suggested thatl in the upcoming period 
there must be. close collaboration I between the three Asian 
regional organizations-ASEAN; I  the Economic Coopera
tion Organization (ECO) , recently joined by the Central 
Asian nations of the former Soviet Union; and the South 
Asian Association of Regional · Cooperation (SAARC) , I 
which groups the nations on the $bcontinent-to stabilize 
and develop Asia as a whole . He proposed that such collabo
ration could enhance the economles of these regions. Dis
cussing ECO, he noted that the i inclusion of seven more 
countries of central Asia has creatW an important economic 
nexus that will be crucial in guaraIlteeing the future develop
ment and stability of the Central aJIld South Asian regions. 

In Bangladesh, Mahathir enu�ciated the ASEAN posi
tion on the need for the United Nations to be restructured and 
the veto powers of the Security Co�ncil members terminated. 
"The veto powers of the five Secu�ty Council members must 
go . As long as such power is there. the U .N .  shall not be able 
to wipe off its autocratic face," h, said, speaking at a news 
conference in Dhaka. 

In both Pakistan and India, s�urces say, there is much 
discussion and a fair amount of ce>nsensus that the Security 
Council should be scrapped and that the U .N .  General As
sembly be the basis for making decisions . 
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Andean Report by Javier Almario 

Religious war in Colombia 
President Gaviria has launched a war on the Catholic Church 

designed to de-Christianize Colombia . 

With every intention of eliminat
ing Christian morality and replacing it 
with a "lay ethic ,"  the Cesar Gaviria 
government-with the help of institu
tions recently created under the new 
masonic constitution of 1 99 1 -has 
launched war against the Catholic 
Church in Colombia. The church is 
simultaneously under violent attack 
by narco-terrorists who continue to 
operate with impunity . 

Priests , seminarians , and church 
collaborators in the southern depart
ments of Sucre and Bolivar were 
forced to abandon their parishes in 
early February in the face of threats 
against their lives by terrorists of the 
Simon Bolivar Guerrilla Coordinating 
Group . In the department of Huila, 
the pews and confessionals of the 
church in one town were burned on 
Feb . 10 .  

The legal assault entered a new 
phase on Feb . 5 ,  when the Constitu
tional Court-a creation of Gaviria' s  
new Constitution--declared that the 
Concordat, the international treaty 
that has guided relations between the 
Vatican and the Colombian govern
ment for more than a century , is now 
null and void . The ruling not only 
determined that more than one-half of 
the international agreement is uncon
stitutional , but also established a new 
doctrine that prohibits the Catholic 
Church from, among other things , 
proselytizing among Indians or 
blacks , founding or running primary, 
secondary, or university-level centers 
of education , and having a military 
vicar's  office . 

The court defended this prohibi-
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tion by claiming that Gaviria' s Con
stitution orders the state to protect 
"the ethnic and cultural diversity of 
the Colombian nation ,"  and that if the 
church participates in the education 
of youth , it is violating "freedom of 
worship . "  

Reactions to the court 's  decision 
have been varied . Several legal ex
perts have expressed concern because 
it is one of the rare times that Colom
bia has unilaterally declared an inter
national treaty unconstitutional . If 
this precedent were applied to ex
isting treaties with Nicaragua or Ven
ezuela ,  it could revive dangerous ter
ritorial conflicts . Others , such as 
Carlos Corsi Otalora, senator for the 
Lay Movement for Colombia, insist 
that the court decision "directly vio
lates the human rights of Catholics 
and discriminates against Colombians 
who profess our faith , making them 
second-class citizens by not being 
able-among other things-to estab
lish schools nor offer moral nor reli
gious teaching . "  

"It is a lie to maintain that the 
Indians and black communities are 
atheist or pagan ," insisted Msgr. Da
rio Castrillon , bishop of Bucaraman
gao "I ,  personally , have baptized 
broad segments of these popula
tions," and they have expressed sup
port for the church. Polls show that 
92% of all Colombians are Catholic . 

Although the reactions of the 
bishops have been measured , mouth
pieces for the country' s  ruling elite 
are threatening to denounce the 
church for provoking religious war. 
Enrique Santos Calderon, stockhold-

er in the dailly El Tiempo and member 
of the Sant�s family , which has long 
believed th,t it owns Colombia, de
manded in . Feb . 14 column that the 
church shmdd not be "belligerent" or 
threaten to i form a Catholic party , 
since it wo�ld then be accused of "in
flaming" tlke popUlation and pro
voking a w4r of "religious passions . "  

Although President Gaviria has 
publicly expressed his desire for re
lations bet,*,een the Vatican and the 
Colombian �overnment to be guided 
by a concorcilat, his real intentions can 
be understo¢ with a look at history. 
Gaviria con$iders himelf a member of 
the so-called Radical Olympus , 
which was � political party of the last 
century , mafle up of usurious bankers 
and merchapts who took that name 
because they believed themselves to 
be gods l ike !those of Mount Olympus.  

The R�dical Olympians spon
sored the physical elimination of 
priests and t{elievers and the expropri
ation of ch4rch property , to prevent 
the country from remaining Catholic . 
At the sam� time , they took up the 
banner of fIfe trade and the free mar
ket , and ph)1sically eliminated groups 
of proto-industrial artisans which ex
isted in the country then . 

Gaviria'� constitution is identical 
to those wh�ch were imposed by the 
Radicals in i 1 853 , 1 85 8 ,  and 1 863 . 
Those constitutions ,  not surprisingly,  
led to 70 ciVil wars in a short period 
of time , until Rafael Nunez succeeded 
in defeating! the Radical Olympians 
both politicJllly and militarily . To
gether with : Miguel Antonio Caro, 
Nunez wrot� the Constitution of 1 886 
and signed ,the Concordat with the 
Church. . 

Today , , the Radical Olympus 
thinks it ha� finally defeated Nunez . 
As the daily El Espectador editorial
ized Feb . 8 , :  "The radical l iberals ,  in 
their happily secular Olympus , have 
won the battle 100 years later. "  
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Dateline Mexico by Carlos Cota Meza 

Kissinger in Mexico 
Is Henry the K offering to clean up the Salinas government' s 

image in time for the 1 994 elections ? 

In a terse communique issued Feb . 
9 by the Interior Ministry , it was re
vealed that Henry Kissinger had just 
met with the head of that ministry , 
Patrocinio Gonzalez Garrido . What 
immediately drew one ' s  attention was 
the fact that Kissinger had advanced 
his traditional visit to Acapulco 
where , for more than a decade , he has 
revelled in the pagan celebrations of 
Carnival preceding Lent . 

In statements to the television 
news show 24 Horas. Kissinger de
clared from Acapulco that his visit 
was as traditional as all the preceding 
years ' visits , and that he was spending 
his time in writing and research. Re
searching whom? was the question 
asked by political cartoonists and 
newspaper columnists . There i s ,  in 
fact ,  little doubt that what Kissinger 
is investigating is the 1 994 Mexican 
presidential succession . 

Despite the brevity of the govern
ment communique , Minister Gonza
lez Garrido ended up revealing the 
agenda he had discussed with Henry 
Kissinger, in an extensive interview 
with the official daily El Nacional. 
published Feb. 1 1 .  Asked if he could 
guarantee clean elections in 1 994 , 
Gonzalez Garrido answered: "No, 
what the Interior Ministry can guaran
tee is that we will , as government , 
make every effort to make our part in 
the process transparent , clean , impar
tial . . . .  " The impossibility of truly 
clean elections is attributed by Gonza
lez Garrido to "the behavior of politi
cal parties and of the citizenry , 
[which] we cannot guarantee . "  

I n  other words , the government 
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will not allow any questioning of 
"electoral purity ,"  as occurred in 1 988 
when Carlos Salinas de Gortari stole 
the presidency with a minority of 
votes and faced furious challenges 
from the other political parties , which 
claimed a victory for National Demo
cratic Front candidate Cuauhtemoc 
Cardenas . 

The conflict was "resolved" by 
George Bush and his "Spirit of Hous
ton" meeting with Salinas de Gortari , 
which granted Salinas virtual recogni
tion as Mexico' s  President-elect .  Ever 
since then , it has been an established 
fact that Mexico' s  electoral results 
would be certified in Washington . 

The other matter presumably dis
cussed with Kissinger was what the 
minister called "speculation" over re
lations between the state and the rul
ing PRI party . Gonzalez Garrido 
claimed in his interview with El Na
cional that "this is what we hope to be 
able to clean up , to clarify , because we 
are very worried-as we have said
that people are convinced that the PRI 
is at an [electoral] advantage in rela
tion to the other parties . . . . "  

Clean up? Clarify? To whom? At 
least twice in the space of a month , 
the U . S . -based Inter-American Dia
logue , which has substantial influence 
over the new Clinton administration, 
has insisted that the Mexican govern
ment must do away with electoral 
fraud and show full respect for human 
rights . It is naturally presumed that 
this will be the line of the Clinton gov
ernment toward Mexico , to be used 
to pressure Mexico into continuing to 
make all the economic and political 

concessions that ;Wall Street considers 
convenient . Did Kissinger perhaps of
fer to "help" clean up the Mexican 
government' s  image in the eyes of the 
White House? 

The third matter of importance 
which Gonzalez Garrido touched 
upon in his El Nacional interview is 
the concern that, "some parties are re
ceiving financing from drug money 
laundering at ttie regional and local 
levels . . . .  To �void these problems , 
what we must dq is make the financing 
of the parties transparent . "  

To the average Mexican , Gonza
lez Garrido' s  statements are incredi
bly cynical , since it is a known fact 
that it is the PRI'administration , at the 
national and local levels ,  which coex
ists in a vast network of mutual com
plicity with d�g traffickers . One of 
the more glarina examples is the 1 985 
case of the EI Bufalo ranch and of the 
assassination of U .  S .  Drug Enforce
ment Administration agent Enrique 
Camarena, whdse investigations had 
touched upon P�I banker Arcadio Va
lenzuela and former Interior Ministry 
Manuel Bartlett. 

More recently , we have the case 
of Sostenes V�lenzuela Miller, the 
former mayor of Ciudad Obreg6n, So
nora and a foqner state prosecutor, 
who is today a fugitive from Mexican 
justice living �n Tucson , Arizona.  
There are also the cases of the recent 
governments of Sinaloa, Chihuahua, 
and Tamaulipa� , among others . 

It is from such sources as these 
that the illegal fi.nancing of opposition 
parties comes . pearly,  Interior Min
ister Gonzalez <parrido is not planning 
to conduct an iqvestigation of his own 
party and gove�ment. Quite the con
trary . The Mexican government, 
through Gonzalez, is announcing that 
it will use the a4cusation of "drug traf
ficker" and "mdney launderer" against 
any enemy , r¢al or potential , who 
crosses its pathr 
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International Intelligence 

Big shakeup in 
China 's Armed Forces 
The leadership of the Chinese People 's Lib
eration Army has just been put through the 
biggest reorganization since it was founded , 
with over 300 of the highest-level officers 
retired , promoted, or transferred to other 
military districts , the Swiss daily Neue 
Zurcher Zeitung reported on Jan . 27. 

The shuffle involved the General Staff, 
its political and logistical departments , the 
powerful Commission for Science , Tech
nology, and Industry, the commanders of 
the Navy, Air Force , and Artillery, the lead
ers of the seven Military Districts , as well 
as the National Defense University and 
Academy of Military Science . 

The reorganization was carried out in 
the wake of the demotion of President Yang 
Shangkun and especially his clansman Yang 
Baibing after the 14th Communist Party 
Congress last October, the newspaper re
ported. All the known Yang followers were 
systematically retired or demoted , on the 
initiative of Deng Xiaoping , who wanted 
the Yangs out in order to reshape China's 
peasant army into a technologically modem 
force . 

Older officers from areas which are less 
technologically advanced were also retired , 
and officers from the more modernized areas 
were promoted.  

Dutch Parliament 
approves euthanasia 
The Dutch parliament on Feb . 9 legalized 
the same euthanasia policies that the Nazis 
used to exterminate hundreds of thousands 
of mentally or physically ill patients deemed 
to have a life "not worth living ." 

The Netherlands has condoned killing 
by doctors , but , it was officially a criminal 
offense , carrying a maximum 12-year jail 
sentence , for doctors to perform it without 
the consent of the victim. 

The new law allows doctors to give le
thal injections under "tightly controlled con
ditions." They are guaranteed virtual immu-
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nity from prosecution if they follow a 28-
point checklist showing that patients are ter
minally ill , in unbearable pain, and have 
repeatedly asked to die . These rules don't  
mean much, however. Under the old law, 
surveys of doctors found that thousands of 
patients were killed without their consent; 
thousands more were denied life-saving 
treatment, even though they checked into 
hospitals or requested medical treatment; 
and thousands of other patients were starved 
to death without their consent . Dutch physi
cians admitted to making medical decisions 
that hastened the end of life in 38% of all 
deaths .  

The new law, which takes effect i n  early 
1994 , requires doctors to report every case 
of euthanasia . .  Justice Minister Ernst 
Hirsch-Ballin says the law will now bring 
euthanasia into the open to be "regulated ." 

Since physician-inflicted death has been 
accepted by the Dutch courts since 1973 , 
proponents have continually lobbied for 
killing broader and broader groups of indi
viduals ,  from chronically ill children to 
handicapped newborns to mentally ill pa
tients who suffer "mental" pain. 

Chinese democratic 
groups in exile merge 
The two largest Chinese democratic groups 
in exile merged at the end of January, at 
a conference in Washington . The Chinese 
Alliance of Democracy (CAD) and the Fed
eration for Democratic China (FDC) decid
ed to unite to continue their fight for human 
rights in China. 

The CAD was the first exile group to 
be formed, after the 1979 Democracy Wall 
movement was brought down by the govern
ment, while the FDC was primarily orga
nized by students , union leaders , and schol
ars from the Tiananmen Square protest in 
the spring of 1989 . 

Participants at the conference told EIR 
that they were hopeful that the newly elected 
leadership will work for radical changes in 
the Chinese political system, despite the fact 
that the communist government sent agents 
in to disrupt the conference . The grouping 

I 

I 
that was d�eated advocated "peaceful evo
lution" an� gradual changes that would 
leave comrltunist rule intact. 

Bangkl?k paper: U.N. 
failed in Cambodia 
The Unite1NatiOnS should concede that it 
has failed n Cambodia ,  editorialized the 
Bangkok d 'Iy The Nation on Feb . 4. Titled 
"Time for (he U .N .  to Concede Its Khmer 
Peace Plan I Has Failed ," the editorial con
cluded tha� "the partitioning of Cambodia 
now seems �nevitable ." 

"Look * what's  happened now by virtue 
of accommbdating the Khmer Rouge ," the 
paper wrot� . "Firstly, the United Nations 
has given � certain degree of legitimacy to 
the existen�e of the guerrilla group by not 
forcibly disarming its troops and allowing 
them to takle part in the elections . This by 
itself is a dlear contravention of the Paris 
Peace Ag,*ment . Secondly, Phnom Penh 
government troops , by virtue of the fact that 
one-third of them have been disarmed and 
put into U .N . -controlled cantonments ,  are 
virtually sitting ducks for the Khmer Rouge 
in its bid to �eize as much territory as possi
ble in Camijodia." 

The edi�orial concluded that time is run
ning out fOr'Cambodia and it is time that the 
U. N .  "swallow its pride and accept the fact 
that the peafe accords agreed upon in Octo
ber 1991 arcj not working ." 

I 
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Top Setl,bian general 
blames !Germany, Vatican 
General ZhiJvota Panic , the chief of the Gen
eral Staff oif the Armed Forces of the so
called Soc�alist Republic of Yugoslavia 
(S . R .  Y. ) ,  bIbmed Germany and the Vatican 
for the war �n the Balkans , in an interview 
with the ne",spaper of the Russian military, 
Krasnaya Zrezda, early in February. When 
asked why the West was supposedly "one
sided" in e forcing sanctions against Ser
bia, he repl ed: "If we were to speak about 
Germany, i( has always been an enemy of 
the united ahd strong Yugoslavia. And . . . 
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none other than Germany, jointly with the 
Vatican , were the initiators of the acute ag
gravation of nationalism and separatism in 
Croatia and Slovenia ." 

Panic added, "It was in conformity with 
their scenario that the collapse of the former 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
began ." He also claimed that the United 
States viewed the collapse of Yugoslavia as 
the collapse of its communist system and as 
a state which "failed to become compatible 
with the new world order." 

"God forbid," warned Panic , "but if a 
possible military intervention on the part of 
the West and of certain Islamic states fol
lows, we will have to regard it as a flagrant 
act of armed aggression against Serbs and 
Montenegrins , against Slavs in general . In 
that case , in line with the decision of the 
S .R .Y. leaders , the Army will make use of 
its entire potential . We are prepared to make 
the greatest possible sacrifices in the inter
ests of the defense of the independence and 
sovereignty of the S .R .Y. ,  the territory of 
Serbia and Montenegro ." 

War in Balkans 
'a western catastrophe ' 
A commentary in the major Danish daily 
lyllands-Posten on Feb . 9 attacked the 
bankruptcy of western policy in the Balkan 
war, and called for giving immediate air 
support to Bosnia . Vienna correspondent 
Per Nyholm's article was titled "Balkans
a Western Catastrophe ." 

"The drama in the Balkans which has 
lasted for almost two years , has been a catas
trophe both for the nations directly involved 
and for the West," he wrote . "Croatia and 
Bosnia lie in ruins, smashed to pieces by 
Serbia, which itself is peering into the abyss 
of national bankruptcy. At the same time, 
important western and international institu
tions are falling apart, because they are not 
effectively handling the southern Slavic 
conflict. . . .  " 

All of the promises made by the West to 
Bosnia and Croatia "seem like sick reading. 
Not one of them has been upheld .  They were 
just as empty as the reprisals with which 
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the western politicians threatened the Serbs,  
without scaring anyone other than them
selves . 

"On the western side , people like [Serbi
an leaders] Milosevic and Karadzic are 
branded as war criminals ,  who ought to 
stand before an international tribunal . At the 
same time , we negotiate with them as if they 
were honorable men . . . .  

"One thing for sure is that the Serbians 
will not behave correctly. They never do . 
. . .  [European negotiator Lord] Owen 
clutches his abortion of a peace-and threat
ens the Muslims with Security Council sanc
tions . This is a capitulation unparalleled 
since Munich 1938. And as such will they 
be remembered, Vance and Owen . . .  as 
Munich-politicians . 

"Serbia is not Germany before World 
War lI-{)r the Soviet Union after World 
War II . Serbia is a nation of 10 million peo
ple and an army which has known better 
days,  an impoverished, demoralized , and 
aggressive nation with no friends worth 
mentioning, but nonetheless a nation which 
has chased the West into a mousehole.  If our 
free institutions cannot stop this mixed bag 
of communists , fascists , war hysterics ,  and 
real gangsters who control Belgrade and 
now threaten to start a war from the Alps to 
the Aegean Sea, then we are in danger." 

Turkey: 'Back us against 
Islamic fundamentalism ' 
The West should support the role of Turkey 
as a "bulwark against Islamic fundamental
ism," in economic as well as in military 
terms , declared Thrkish Economics Minis
ter Tansu Ciller in a speech in Bonn, Germa
ny on Feb . 8 .  

The minister portrayed Turkey a s  a 
frontline state against the spreading west
ward of radical and aggressive Islamic cur
rents , as witnessed in the Caucasian tinder
box , and said that the Turkish government 
had already spent $2 billion for economic 
initiatives and cultural programs aiming at 
the neutralization of this threat. More was 
required, and the West, especially Germa
ny, should contribute much more to assist 
the Turks , he said. 

• THE WEST must make Russia a 
partner in al� important policy deci
sions,  said «ans-Dietrich Genscher, 
the former German foreign minister, 
in an intervi¢w with the daily Stutt
garter Zeitung published Feb . 1 2 .  He 
mentioned specifically the crisis in 
the Balkans lind other problems that 
affect the s¢curity of Europe , the 
Group of Seven talks on economic 
matters, and the extension to the east 
of the Europ¢an Community , 

• THE ARGENTINE daily La 
Nacion reported a demonstration at 
the White House on Jan . 27 by sup
porters of Lyndon LaRouche , under 
the headline, "A Political Prisoner in 
the Superp�er?" The newspaper, 
which is lin�ed to the Army , men
tioned that among 1 ,000 dignitaries 
who had sigqed a petition to President 
Clinton dem�nding LaRouche' s  free
dom, was fbrmer Argentine Presi
dent Arturo Frondizi . 

• JORDANIAN Prime Minister 
Shafrif Zeid :Bin Shaker called for an 
end to the embargo against Iraq , and 
told parliament that Jordan would 
spare no effprt in backing Iraq with 
diplomacy . '�We have to intensify our 
efforts to b$ak Iraq' s  isolation and 
we are sincerely seeking that ,"  he 
said on Feb . ! 7 .  

• ALGERlIA'S military junta ex
tended the �tate of emergency in
definitely . ;t.lthough the move was 
expected , tile extension of emergen
cy rule undhscores the inability of 
the government to put down the mili
tant Islamic ppposition after a year of 
military rult1. The country ' s  econom
ic crisis is a ipajor factor in the contin
uing unrest. : 

• THE IRAQI newspaper At-Iraqi 
serialized ErR ' s  book George Bush: 
The Unau*orized Biography, by 
Anton Chai�kin and Webster G .  Tar
pley . The bdok appeared in 1 2  install
ments , endihg on U . S .  election day, 
Nov . 3 ,  1 992 . 
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I t is time to rediscov¢r 
Renaissance perspeqtive 
by Warren A.J.  Hamerman 

The Heritage of Giotto's Geometry: Art and 
Science on the Eve of the Scientific 
Revolution 
by Samuel Y. Edgerton. Jr . .  
Cornell University Press . Ithaca. N.Y . •  1 99 1  
3 1 9  pages . hardbound. $39 . 95 

The greatest disproof of the Enlightenment' s  assertion that 
Christianity , science , and art are incompatible-an assertion 
fallen to the level of cynical slogans among cultural relativ
ists , modernists , and the "political correctness" mafia to
day-is the creative discovery and application of Renais
sance perspective from Giotto through Leonardo and 
Raphael . Renaissance perspective , the happy child of classi
cal geometry and Christian theology , has the proven power 
to inspire and transform individual human beings through 
their interaction with beauty . 

According to one of the world' s  leading Renaissance art 
historians , the Christian artist-scientist has become one of 
the prime targets of the political correctness crowd:  

"In the current debate about critical theory and methodol
ogy there is increasing insistence that linear perspective and 
chiaroscuro be understood only as artificial symbols with a 
linguistic-like sign system expressing the peculiar values of 
Western civilization . Radical supporters of this latest relativ
ism ( , multiculturists , '  as they now like to call themselves) 
argue that during the renaissance , upper-class patrons cham
pioned linear perspective because it affirmed their exclusive 
political power. Single-viewpoint perspective , after all , en
courages the 'male gaze , '  thus voyeurism and the denigration 
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of women , police-state surveilllince , and imperialist ' margin-
alizing of the other . ' " I 

The hoax of those who re�ect Christian civilization as 
the product of "dead white E,ropean males ,"  is that they 
overlook the fact that the two greatest shapers of Christian 
culture were two converts-St l  Paul , an Asian Jew , and St. 
Augustine , an African , born in 1what is today Algeria. 

Why do the champions of � primitivism and disorder so 
tremble at the achievement of �enaissance perspective? 

First and foremost, it is bej;ause it brings man closer to 
the God . Just as God creates "all that is seen and unseen" out 
of the void and emptiness , so the artist-scientist can create a 
believable receding space , where created figures interact and 
dialogue in what was once only an empty , blank plane . 
Thr?ugh perspec�i�e man perc�;ves creat�d space in appro�i
matton of the "vlSlon of God . 1 Perspectzva, from the Latm 
perspicere means "to see throu$h . "  

Secondly, i t  i s  universal . "fhile the discovery and appli
cation of Renaissance perspective is not part of the art of 
China, Islam, or other culturesi, pictures created with it can 
be read and understood by men �d women of every race and 
creed. The great discoveries df western civilization , to be 
sure , are inconceivable without the rich cultural inputs from 
other cultures , yet the fact remains , that it was on the Europe
an Christian artistic palette that lthe different paints mixed. 

Thirdly , the perspective "rt:!volution" in painting, sculp
ture , and architecture begun in the time of Giotto ( 1 300) and 
completed in 1 5th-century Flo$nce , based on the rediscov
ery of Euclidean geometry , Ar¢himedean optics ,  etc . , dem
onstrated that there was no contradiction between Classical 
learning and Christian humanispt. 

Johannes Kepler later expre$sed the underlying theologi
cal significance of man ' s  truth-seeking through geometry in 
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the following way (as quoted by Edgerton) : 
"The Creator, the true first cause of geometry . . . as 

Plato says , always geometrizes . . . .  [His] laws lie within 
the power of understanding of the human mind; God wanted 
us to perceive them when He created us in His image in order 
that we may take part in His own thoughts . "  

Renaissance painters were the first to challenge the fixed 
assumptions of the celestial spheres . Artist-scientists from 
Giotto ' s  frescoes in the Basilica in Assisi through Raphael ' s  
incomparable, spherically curved perspective in  the theologi
cal D isputa fresco in the Vatican demonstrated that all space , 
heavenly and earthly ,  is perceived as obeying the same physi
cal properties and geometric rules . Furthermore , the founders 
of modern science later born in the late 16th century-Wil
liam Gilbert, Tycho Brahe , Johannes Kepler, among oth
ers-were among the first Europeans to be exposed to the 
illustrated scientific text . 

By the mid- 1 5th century Renaissance artists considered 
the mastery of geometry and optics as essential to their train
ing . The two most important scientific instruments which are 
our inheritance from the principles of Renaissance perspec
tive were the microscope and the telescope . 

Thus , it is in the study and application of perspective , 
where the aesthetic aspects of geometry and optics are em
phasized, that the discoverer and viewer achieve a complete 
union overcoming the false dichotomies between art and sci
ence , and faith and reason. 

Franciscan optics 
There is ancient literary evidence that "backdrops" and 

sets in perspective were first employed by the stage designer 
for Aeschylus (525-456 B .C . ) .  Euclid' s  Optica had pre
sented the first geometric constructions of the visual ray and 
cone of vision , yet optical "perspective" is quite a different 
matter from "pictorial perspective . "  Certainly , the writings 
on geometry and optics from Euclid (ca. 300 B .C . ) ,  Archi
medes (282-2 1 2  B .C . ) ,  through Ptolemy in the second centu
ry A .D . , demonstrate man's  attempts to conceptualize and 
explore the way in which three-dimensional space is pro
jected onto a two-dimensional surface . Ptolemy's  Geograph
ica, for instance, presented a projection of the spherical form 
of the Earth onto a two-dimensional surface . This is the 
earliest known linear perspective construction of the globe . 
Yet the surviving art and illuminations from the Middle Ages 
display primitive difficulties in depicting a convincing 
geometrization of pictorial space . 

So the situation remained through the 1 3th century when 
the followers of St. Francis of Assisi at the time of Dante 
(himself likely a member of the lay or Third Order Francis
cans) , discovered the power of art for making mysterious 
and complex Christian religious conceptions more readily 
accessible . Around 1 300 Dante called perspective the "hand
maiden of geometry ."  

The Franciscan story begins with Roger Bacon ( 1 2 14-
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94) , an English Franciscan friar, who adapted the optics of 
Euclid and Ptolemy to the Christian i�ea of how God spreads 
His divine grace through the universe .  Bacon believed that 
the Christian effort to retake the HolyLand from the Saracens 
had collapsed in 1 254 because of insufficient mastery by the 
Christians of optics and geometry . In 1 267 Bacon sent his 
Opus majus to Pope Clement IV , writing: 

"Oh , how the ineffable beauty of the divine wisdom 
would shine and infinite benefit would overflow, if these 
matters relating to geometry , which are contained in Scrip
ture , should be placed before our eyes in corporeal figura
tions ! For thus the evil of the world would be destroyed by a 
deluge of grace . "  

The fusing of geometry and pictUjfe making first took root 
in the art adorning the new basili¢a being built to honor 
St. Francis at Assisi . The frescoes depicted the dramatic 
episodes of St. Francis ' s  life as well as stories from the 
Old and New Testament . In 1 288 Girolamo of Ascoli , the 
Minister General of the Franciscan Order, was elected pope 
(Nicholas IV) . 

Then in 1 306 the great artist of the Franciscans, Giotto 
( 1 266- 1 337) , a student of another Franciscan-linked painter 
Cimabue (active ca. 1 272- 1 302) , paioted 38 Biblical frescoes 
in the Scrovegni (Arena) Chapel ini Padua. Giotto makes a 
revolution in the concept of space by showing people actually 
within landscape and architecture settings,  not just in front 
of them as if they were painted backprops . 

Above the frescoes in the Upp¢r Church in Assisi , the 
Francisan artists painted in imagin<}ry framing borders and 
architectural modillions in convinc�ng perspective . Within 
the frames the figurative scenes oti St. Francis ' s  life were 
depicted for the first time in perspective--crowd scenes , 
dialogues , and interaction among qgures in complex archi
tectural spaces .  

At the Arena Chapel in  Padua (� city which was , by  the 
way , the greatest European center lof the Franciscan order 
after Assisi) Giotto created one perspective masterpiece after 
another. In an Annunciation scene spanning both sides of the 
triumphal arch before the apse in tI1.Je divergent perspective, 
the two depicted buildings in whi¢h the Virgin Mary and 
Gabriel kneel are overlapped below by a painted frame, creat
ing the illusion that these structure� are outside , beyond the 
wall of the Arena Chapel . It was only through being able to 
place the interacting figures on a "p�rspective" ftoorplan that 
Giotto was able to depict such tender interactions among a 
number of figures as in the Lament�tion or the Epiphany . 

Only a few years after the death of Giotto , in 1 348 , the 
Black Death erupted. Despite the fact that Giotto had trained 
a new generation of artists , under the conditions of a holo
caust of disease , mass deaths ,  and ¢ultural pessimism, there 
were no fundamental developments in the art and science of 
perspective . 

When the subsequent generati�n recovered around the 
turn of the 1 5th century , as the fol�owing contemporary ac-
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Brunelleschi viewing the mirror reflection of his first perspective 
picture, of the Florentine baptistery;Jrom the sketch in Samuel 
Edgerton' s  book. 

count documents, the impact of Cimabue and Giotto was 
viewed as the birth of what became known as the Florentine 
Renaissance; or as Filippio Villani wrote ca. 1400 in De 
origine civitatis Florentiae et eiusdem famosis civibus (On 
the Origin of the City of Florence and on Its Famous Cit
izens) : 

"After Cimabue, with the road now laid on fresh founda
tions, Giotto . . .  restored painting to its pristine dignity and 
high reputation. For pictures formed by his brush follow 
nature's outlines so closely that they seem to the observer to 
live and breathe." 

Also in 1400, the first copy of Ptolemy's Geographica 
arrived in Florence, with its projection of the sphere onto two 
dimensions. 

Brunelleschi and Florentine perspective 
There are various versions to the timing and history of the 

extraordinary breakthrough achieved by Filippo Brunelleschi 
in perspective. 

One version is that in the year 1424, Paolo dal Pozzo 
Toscanelli ( 1 397 - 1 482) , the great mathematician, cosmogra
pher, and physician who later reportedly made the map used 
by Columbus on his 1492 voyage to America, returned from 
Padua to Florence. He is said to have written several books 
on perspective, now lost. Toscanelli had been a schoolmate 
of Nicolaus of Cusa at the University of Padua and his life
long friend and collaborator. Cusa dedicated his work on the 
Mathematical Complements to Theology to him. Toscanelli, 
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according to early biographc;jrs, became the mathematics 
teacher and adviser of Bruneheschi. In collaboration with 
Toscanelli, the great architeft Brunelleschi ( 1 377- 1446) , 
best known for his magnific4nt, octagonally ribbed dome 
over Florence Cathedral, demdnstrated the geometric-optical 
principles of perspective by p�inting a true facsimile of the 
Florentine Baptistry, in true $cale and perspective as seen 
from the door of the cathedral lacross the piazza. The viewer 
stood in the door of the cath�dral, held a mirror at arm's 
length, and looked through � peephole in the back of the 
painted Baptistry panel into th� mirror. In the mirror he saw 
the Baptistry exactly as if he Were looking at it directly. The 
top of the panel was silvered sP that the reflections of actual 
moving clouds moved above the imaginary baptistry. Other 
scholars argue that Brunellesc�i executed his Baptistry panel 
as early as 1 4 1 3  based upon al document of that year which 
specifically mentions Brunell�schi ' s interest in prespettivo 
(sic). I 

In either version, the year, 11425 , is given as the founding 
year of Renaissance perspectite in Art. Using the rules and 
principles of pictorial perspecjtive worked out and demon
strated by Brunelleschi, two oIf his students-the artist Ma
saccio and the sculptor · Don�tello--implemented his ap
proach. In that year Masaccid painted the Trinity fresco in 
the Church of Santa Maria No�ella using a magnificent sin
gle-point perspective. The Holy Trinity of Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit (depicted as a d�ve) are placed in a realistic 
architectural space. Below th¢ Trinity is a skeleton which 
has the inscription, "Where ydu are now, I once was; where 
I am now, you will soon be. " The centric point of the perspec
tive, below the feet of Christ, is at the exact eye level of the 
average Florentine citizen of the time, thereby working to 
pull the viewer into the painting. 

Obviously, the subject of Iman' s relation to the Trinity 
was not irrelevant to the artist�scientist since these were the 
very years in Florence that a f�tion was growing, shortly to 
succeed in the Council of Florejnce, in reunifying the Eastern 
and Western Churches around ! St. Augustine's emphasis on 
the notion that became embod,ed in the Filioque section of 
the Nicene creed. "Filioque," l-atin for "and from the Son," 
refers to the conception that tlte Holy Spirit proceeds both 
from the Father andfrom the Soh . As understood in Christian
ity, this idea was associated wiip the fact that man was imitat
ing Christ through his contribu�ons to his fellow man, partic
ularly through his artistic creatibns and scientific discoveries. 

During the roughly one certury which followed the 1425 
"founding year" of Renaissa*ce perspective, the master
pieces which culminated in tqe achievements of Leonardo 
and Raphael unfolded. In this fentury, various treatises and 
manuals on perspective were written. 

In 1434 in his famous wotk dedicated to Brunelleschi, 
Della Pittura, Leon Battista Alberti summarized the rules 
and principles of perspective as then known. He described 
the panel or canvas plane as a ( 'window" through which the 
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artist sees into the entire space he creates by following certain 
geometric rules :  "First of all , on the surface I am going to 
paint, I draw a rectangle of whatever size I want , which I 
regard as an open window through which the subject to be 
painted is seen ."  

The great painter Piero della Francesca ( 14 10/20-92) 
published works "On the Perspective of Painting" and in 
1485 a book on the five regular solids , an illustrated commen
tary on the Five Regular Solids which Plato had demonstrated 
fit in a sphere . Piero constructed elaborate perspective draw
ings of these complex faceted figures and their semi-regular 
variants . 

In 1 509 Fra Luca Pacioli ( 1 445- 1 5 17) ,  a Franciscan 
brother in Milan, published The Divine Proportion with 
woodcut illustrations based on original drawings by Leo
nardo da Vinci illustrating the way in which the regular and 
semi-regular solids behave in geometric space . 

However, the most advanced writings on perspective 
were not published at all , but only privately circulated. These 
were the famous Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci ( 1452-
1 5 19) .  In his notebooks On Perspective for Painters Leo
nardo developed the idea that there are three different inter
elated types of perspective: 

1) Linear perspective ,  or the perspective of diminution, 
which was the system developed by Brunelleschi, Alberti , 
and others , to create a geometry of receding space on the 
plane; by exact geometric laws the figure grew smaller as it 
was located further back in the space . 

2) Perspective of color, or the fact that hues closer to the 
foreground of the painting were brighter and fuller than the 
hues in the distance; 

3) Perspective of form, of the fact that as figures receded 
they were more geometrical in shape with less detail. 

Not only did Leonardo devise this threefold nature of 
perspective . He showed that the continuous space which re
ceded into the picture was divided at regular intervals just as 
the continuous "glissando" tones in an octave interval , are 
divided into the notes of a musical scale . Thus, Leonardo 
explored the common laws of harmonics that govern the 
visual and musical "scale . "  

Leonardo also discovered the perspective of "curvature" 
to correct certain anomalies in linear perspective . For in
stance, the outer and inner columns in a row are necessarily 
distorted if they are projected onto a fixed centric line on the 
plane . If, however, the perspective lines are projected onto 
a circle and then onto the plane the correct scale is created . 

Based upon his learning the "secrets" of perspective from 
the Italians, in the 16th century the German artist Albrecht 
Diirer published his famous Painter' s  Manual and Books on 
Human Proportion . 

The artist-engineer 
If Christian civilization is to be revived , it must redis

cover the central conception of the interrelationship among 
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art, science , technology , and economic development. Dur
ing the Renaissance men such as Brunelleschi and Leonardo 
da Vinci were the most accomplished iof a new class of "artist
engineers" who used their skill in geometry and the arts to 
lead technology projects for civilia� and military purposes , 
from moving rivers , to weaponry �md fortifications ; from 
great architectural achievements to jthe invention of labor-
saving machines . . ' 

Leonardo and Brunelleschi ' s achievements grew out of 
several centuries of study and development, which included 
the study of many Arab manuscrip�s . As early as the 1 2th 
century , heretofore unknown Gree� and Latin treatises on 
mechanics ,  architecture , aqueducts , /ind military technologi
es began to circulate in European cou�s .  After the 1 3th centu
ry a tradition developed among coutt engineers to test their 
ideas by drawing diagrams of militaJ/y and civilian machines 
on paper. Through the use of persttive , the Renaissance 
artist-engineers were able to transfo crude squashed view 
sketches into the modem precise "e ploded" views of engi-
neering drawing . I 

The two critical men in this devel�pment were Mariano di 
J acopo, called Taccola ( 1 3 8 1 - 1483) tnd Francisco di Giorgio 
Martini ( 1 439- 1 50 1 ) ,  both of Siena. Taccola,  whose mentor 
was Brunelleschi , was to become !known as the "Sienese 
Archimedes" through his two texts "On Engines" and "On 
Machines" which were accompanieq by 200 of his own draw
ings . He devised ways of showing the three-dimensional 
interior mechanics of complex pumps and machines with 
perspective foreshortening and chiaroscuro . Chiaroscuro is 
an Italian term that means "light/dark . "  Francesco di Giorgio 
wrote and illustrated the inner workings of fortifications , 
hydraulics,  military weaponry , gearing , and jacking for haul
ing , lifting , and milling , and manY' pumping devices. Leo
nardo da Vinci ' s  famous engineering drawings on these sub
jects represented , of course, a qualitative advance in these 
areas , because he was brilliantly able to elucidate the way in 
which power is transferred through 'the various mechanisms 
of his labor-saving machines and inventions .  

Negative spherical curvature of heavenly space 
Even more crucial to the survival of Christian civilization 

than practical engineering technology , w.as the way in which 
Renaissance artist-scientists were: able to represent the 
geometrization of the supernatural and heavenly space . Art
ist-scientists such as the Dominicans Fra Filippo Lippi and 
Fra Angelico were able to portray the most divine moments 
such as the Annunciation with such tenderness and universal
ity that they became accessible to the crudest viewer. In his 
Notebooks Leonardo asks his reader to judge which is more 
powerful-the words of Christ written as text on the wall of 
a chapel or an image of Christ ' s  life artfully depicted on the 
wall of the next chapel . 

No artist-scientist better solved this challenge than Ra
phael Sanzio of Urbino , who in 1 509 at the age of 26 came 
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An armillary sphere, used in the Renaissance for charting 
the heavens and for navigation . 

Raphael Sanzio: Astronomy , detail 
Stanza della Segnatura. 

to Rome and was given the assignment of Pope Julius II 
(Giuliano della Rovere) to fresco the walls of the new papal 
quarters . The first of the rooms is the famous Stanza della 
Segnatura , the "Signature Room ," a private l ibrary where 
the pope wished to keep his own collection of books in low 
cupboards , and subsequently used for the signing of impor
tant documents . 

During the very months that Raphael was painting the 
Stanza frescoes,  Luca Paciol i ' s  On Divine Proportion was 
published . 

The frescoed walls of the Signature Room glorify the 
themes of Truth , Good , and Beauty . Facing one another are 
the School of Athens and the Disputa or Discussion on the 

Blessed Sacrament, representing natural Truth and revealed 
Christian Truth . Each of these two masterpieces creates a per
spective such that the viewer is looking from the centerpoint 
of a sphere to the inner surface of a spherical quadrant . On 
the other walls the concept of Beauty , inspired by poetry , is 
depicted in Mount Parnassus facing the Good in the Theologi

cal and Cardinal Virtues and in Law, both ecclesiastical and 
civil . The ceiling decorations echo the same concepts . 

In his book Samuel Edgerton devotes an entire thrilling 
chapter to the perspective geometry of Raphael ' s  initial fres
co on Theology , the Disputa ,  and related works , which dem
onstrates that the artist created a geometry as if it were the 
inside of an armillary sphere . From the time of Ptolemy , the 
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armillary sphere placed the I iac constellations and was 
used for understanding the crPI�rnptr",' of the cosmos.  Edgerton 
proposes that the artist to lay out the Disputa along 
the curves where the metal ri forming the hollow sphere 
would be . 

There are a record number preparatory drawings , 45 in 
all , for this fresco . Raphael creates a perspective of negative 
curvature on the inside surfacel of a spherical quadrant . The 
viewer stands with his feet at me center of the sphere as he 
looks up and outward onto reeeding curved inner surface . 
From his earliest sketches , �aphael had the solution of 
arraying his figures in three sytnmetrical parallel horizontal 
tiers of curving clouds with op n sky space between . 

Along the points where the framing meridians of the 
armillary sphere intersected tBe long curves of the Arctic 
Circle and the Tropic of Cance I ' Raphael placed , respective
ly , the heads of six angels flying on either side of God the 
Father (the "horizon" of whic� passes above his halo) and 
the upper side of the cloud-bank dais on which the prophets , 
apostles ,  and martyrs were to sit below . 

In the painting he shows th . Father, Son , and Holy Spirit 
descending in a series of repdated circles . At the base of 
this heavenly radius there is aJ altar on which Jesus Christ 
presents himself as on earth tl1rough human h istory in the 
transubstantiated form of the ELcharist. The circular Host is 
displayed in a monstrance . Ra�hael places the centric van-
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ishing point at the precise point where the main equator hori
zon crosses the stem of the monstrance . The centric vanishing 
point on the main horizon is of course the point which governs 
the entire perspective of the depicted architecture . According 
to one of the basic principles of Florentine Renaissance per
spective , Raphael calculated this vanishing point to be at the 
same height as the intended viewer. Alberti , in fact, had 
written in his 1 434 Treatise: 

"The suitable position for this centric [vanishing] point 
is no higher from the base line than the height of the man to 
be represented in the painting , for in this way both the viewers 
and the objects in the painting will seem to be on the same 
plane . "  

Edgerton comments : "Despite the fact that the base line 
of the fresco is considerably above the floor of the Stanza 
della Segnatura, we are able to conceive ourselves standing in 
the fictive foreground of the picture , on the extended gridded 
pavement just halfway between two males in togas gesturing 
toward the altar at right and left . Once ' within' the painting , 
we see immediately the eyes of these figures,  like ours , are 
exactly level with the vanishing point . Moreover, Raphael 
intended this point , the radial center of the entire picture , to 
signify that God is the center of the universe; he descends 
from heaven to the circular earth , appearing to humankind 
in the form of the circular Host . "  

The geometrization of astronomical space 
Space does not allow us to do justice to the closing two 
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chapters of Edgerton' s  book. One p sents the application of 
Renaissance perspective to astron my around the focus of 
Galileo Galilei'  s work and contai s some very impressive 
wash drawings of the moon done y Galileo in 1 609 .  The 
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last chapter is a fascinating account of the way in which 
Father Matteo Ricci centered his attempts to evangelize the 
Chinese around demonstrating the power of Renaissance per
spective both in painting and because of its util ity in astrono
my . The study of astronomy and the heavens was recognized 
by Ricci and his colleagues as the intel lectual passion of 
the Chinese people.  Ricci and his Jesuit colleagues , basing 
themselves on the successes in New Spain , presented glori
ous perspective etchings of subjects such as the Nativity and 
Annunciation not only as teaching devices to those unable to 
read . More fundamentally ,  the beauty and power of perspec
tive paintings was "proof' that the Creator lived and can be 
imitated 'on earth in art and science . 

Today , as the world is wracked by incredible crises which 
threaten the very fabric of mankind, Renaissance perspective 
is the most under-utilized strategic asset of Christian civiliza
tion . It is not accidental that there is a correspondence in this 
century between incredible suffering for mankind through 
world war, starvation , and disease , and the fact that "modern 
art" is based upon a war on perspective . Whatever else one 
may say or think about the various zoological species of 
modern art , its essence is to destroy all moorings on the 
canvas . Without perspective there is no ordering relationship 
between the viewer and the created space . The very idea of 
the artist-scientist imitating the Creator is forgotten and man 
is left helpless and hopeless in a sea of endless anxieties and 
crises . 

The study and revival of the lost art-science of Renais-
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Raphael Sanzio: Disputa 
(Theology), the fresco 
facing the School of 
Athens (Natural 
Science) in the Stanza 
della Segnatura, 1509 . 
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Pmp"';" d;ag'= at "a, a,j am,nd ,he ,anh. 

"nee pmpective-thi, te,J method proven to uplift and 
comfort, inspire vision and cabse truth-seeking and creative 
solutions--is the key to the vibtory of the civilization of all 
cultures over barbarism. 
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Music Views and Reviews by Katby Wolfe 

Understanding 
Johannes Brahms 

Brahms String Quartets. New Bu
dapest Quartet. Hyperion 66651 -52 

Complete Brahms Violin Sonatas. 
Zino Francescatti and Robert Ca
sadesus. Library of Congress 74321 

Brahms Violinsonaten. Adolf 
Busch and Rudolf Serkin. EM1 64495 

Brahms Cello and Piano Sonatas 
Yo-Yo Ma and Emanuel Ax. Sony 
SK48191 

Brahms Handel Variations. 
Emanuel Ax. Sony SK48046 

Several new, CDs of Brabms' s cpam
ber works contain clues about why 
modern listeners have so much trouble 
listening to , let alone composing , 
classical music . Brahms , the last great 
classical composer (d . 1 897) , was try
ing to convey to the next generation 
of musicians the uniquely classical 
method of constructing his composi
tions from an idea conceived in the 
composer' s  mind as a unit, for which 
Lyndon LaRouche uses the term 
"thought object. " 

This process is described in Jo
hannes Brahms as a Man. Teacher, 
and Artist. by Brahms' s  student Gus
tav Jenner ( 1 865- 1920) , quoted in the 
Schiller Institute' s  1992 Manual on 
the Rudiments of Tuning and Regis
tration . 

Most Brahms listeners and per
formers today are attracted to what 
they call his "passion," heard as sheer 
sensuality , getting carried away by 
"lush" violin or piano sounds . Others 
may believe they dislike Brahms for 
being "heavy" or "gloomy," with 
"strange harmonies ."  In fact, 
Brahms's  emotional power flows 
from the rigorous unity of the idea be
hind each work which drives the par
ticular notes to the conclusion-just 
as we find in the music of Bach, Bee
thoven, and Mozart-but with 
Brahms' s  own creative personality . 
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Not a ' leitmotiv' 
The New Budapest String Quartet' s  
recent release of  Brahms string quar
tets are an exceptionally integrated 
performance, faithful to his intent to 
"maintain one fundamental mood 
throughout," as the liner notes put it . 
Zino Francescatti and Robert Casade
sus playing three violin and piano so
natas , one of the Library of Con
gress ' s  live recordings from 1949-52 , 
also achieve unity . 

Less successful is the 193 1 -33 re
cording of the violin-piano sonatas by 
Adolf Busch and Rudolf Serkin, who 
seem so much in a hurry that they. fail 
to draw out the internal voices . That 
is , even those who recognize 
"Brahms 's  principle of unification," 
as EMI's  notes say, often have no idea 
of the ordering principle by which it 
is produced. 

The unity here is not the mere rep
etition of a passage , as in the leitmotiv 
of Brahms' s  antagonist Richard 
Wagner, in which you know when the 
dwarf is coming by his theme song . 
Yo-Yo Ma and Emanuel Ax' s  expres
sive version of Brahms' s  cello-piano 
sonatas goes a bit off here , by only 
emphasizing the different passages in 
Op. 38 ,  for example, whose material 
is taken from J . S .  Bach's  "Art of the 
Fugue . "  

A s  Jenner's book makes clear, the 
unit concept is not a repetition , but 
rather a transformation of basic mate
rial , which itself is a unit. Brahms 
trained his students on theme and vari
ations , Jenner writes , because it de
mands that a composer take an entire 
poetic unit, the theme, inside his 
mind, and transform it: 

"In the variation form, that which 
is essential is given in the theme; in 
the preservation of this essence within 
the form, the mind is exercised and 
sharpened, and the imagination grows 
more profound, in that it becomes ac
customed to exhausting the content of 

an idea . . . .  
"It is certainly not enough to mere

ly ornament the iheme' s  melody with 
a few arabesque�; on the contrary , the 
object is to pen�ate deeply into the 
core of the them.e, and out of it , to 
invent new thing� ,  without, however, 
violating the fOI1J1 of the theme. . . . "  

Bass pedal point 
To ensure the transformation be never 
arbitrary, Brah� guided Jenner to fo
cus on the pedal !point of the bass line 
of the theme: "Here, too , the varia
tion , the develo�ment, must proceed 
from what is afready given, if the 
whole is not to �e on the impression 
of arbitrariness . 1 ' You must always 
keep your goal fixed before your eyes , 
and that is only pbssible when the bass 
line is firmly e$tablished; otherwise 
you're floating in the air . . . .  

" 'The bass is more important than 
the melody, '  Btahms said . Not that 
this bass line had to be preserved un
der all circums$ces; but through the 
complementary ,and explicatory me
lodic line of the, bass ,  the melody of 
the upper voices first takes on a defi
nite PhYSiOgno�' y, and a variation of 
the bass can mo ify the entire charac
ter of a melody ore strongly than a 
variation of this imelody itself." 

That power lof the pedal point is 
shown in Brahms ' s  piano "Variations 
on a Theme by Handel" Op. 24, which 
turns Handel ' s  opening three bass 
notes , B-flat-A-tB-flat, into the pedal 
point for all hi� extensive 24 varia
tions . Through �iminution and trans
position of this i�to the soprano voice , 
Brahms also cTejlltes from it the motif 
of all the variatiqns . But alter one note 
of those three, and the sonata-length 
whole is radically changed (see the 
Schiller Institute' s  A Manual on the 
Rudiments of ']luning and Registra
tion. pp. 23 1 -6, especially Figure 
12 .9) .  
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Clinton's economic Jl>lan 
'guaranteed to be a flop' 
by Kathleen Klenetsky 

It is difficult to imagine an economic policy orientation much 
worse than the one which President Bill Clinton outlined in 
his State of the Union address on Feb . 17 .  In the face of the 
deepest depression in recent history, Clinton offered next 
to nothing in the way of a positive program for economic 
reconstruction. He proposed instead a package of spending 
cuts and one of the largest tax hikes in U. S .  history ($500 
billion) , whose combined effect will be to further weaken the 
economy, and hurt most the very low- and middle-income 
segments of the population whose interests he claimed to 
represent during the campaign. 

Former Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon 
LaRouche identified the key flaw in Clinton' s  program in a 
radio interview on Feb . 1 8 .  "There are features of it which 
are possibly workable , and even represent emotions moving 
in the right direction , but the program overall is guaranteed 
to be a flop in its present form."  

He reiterated that there i s  a "misdiagnosis of  the problem 
by the Clinton administration . "  "As long as they do not touch 
the Federal Reserve System and its problems, there is no 
possibility-no matter how stringent or austere the mea
sure�f dealing with the growth of the total national debt 
or the growth of the fiscal bite of the debt into the operating 
budgets ," LaRouche stressed. 

"Let us assume that President Clinton is going to carry 
out the program of Ross Perot ," LaRouche added . "Ross 
Perot would assuredly be as big a failure on this count as 
Clinton. Obviously, we would expect that if Bush had been 
elected, he would have done pretty much the same. So any 
of the three leading candidates, which the voters voted for, 
would have done as badly as Clinton is doing right now . The 
thinking of any of them would have assured us a catastrophe . " 

LaRouche, who ran against Clinton , Perot, and Bush in 
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1 992 , has been a federal politiqal prisoner since 1 989 because 
he challenged the very econJmic powers which his rivals 
answer to . 

Forward! bravely over the clilT 
While praised by the U . $ .  establishment press for its 

"boldness" in proposing "paiI1ful measures ," Clinton' s  pro
gram set off alarm bells in mru)y foreign capitals (see article, 
p. 4) . In Tokyo, Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa 
told a news conference that Clinton' s  program could signal 
a new trade war on Japan . 

Dictated for all intents and purposes by the international 
financial markets , Clinton' s p�kage represents the antithesis 
of what is required to salvage the collapsing U . S .  economy. 
What the country needs is aQ aggressive growth program, 
based on nationalizing the Fe�eral Reserve, transforming it 
from a feeding-trough for the .,rivate commercial banks into 
a source of low-interest credit £or productive investments and 
job creation . 

But what the country got from Clinton is a program de
signed to keep the bankrupt financial system afloat for a little 
bit longer, by driving down cdnsumption and shortchanging 
what remains of the productivt economy . 

! 
Pain and agony 

Garbed in rhetoric about "equality of sacrifice" and 
"shifting from consumption tO ,investment," the Clinton eco
nomic package includes these key elements: 

• A tax increase on so-caljled "wealthy" senior citizens . 
Under this provision, retirees With incomes of $25 ,OOO-plus 
for individuals (or $32,000 for-couples) will be forced to pay 
an additional 35% tax on thei11 Social Security benefits , at a 
time when falling property values and interest rates have 
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already eroded the elderly' s  standard of living . 
• A BTU tax, i .e . , a tax on the heat content of energy, 

which will cost Americans an estimated $30 billion a year. 
One of the most highly regressive taxes imaginable , this levy 
will adversely affect the economy across the board, raising 
the cost of gasoline, heating oil , food, transportation, and so 
forth, while making all forms of industrial and agricultural 
processes more expensive . 

• Deep cuts in Medicare. Although Clinton took great 
pains in his State of the Union speech to insist that he was 
not asking Medicare beneficiaries ,  but only health-care pro
viders , to pay more, similar cutbacks in the past have had a 
devastating impact on the quality of health care, and have 
sent many hospitals into bankruptcy . 

• A freeze on federal workers ' salaries through 1994. 
• An end to all nuclear power research and develop

ment-which will deprive the United States of a cheap, reli
able power source . 

• Cuts in programs such as crop insurance and rural 
electrification. 

• An increase in corporate taxes and personal income 
taxes for those making over $ 1 80 ,000 . This gambit is sup
posed to convince the rest of the population that the burden 
of "sacrifice" is being equally applied. 

• A four-year, multibillion-dollar combination of tax in
centives and government spending , which falls woefully 
short of the investment required to revive the economy. 

• As-yet-unspecified defense cuts , possibly amounting 
to $80 billion or more . 

• Clinton also hinted at more "pain and agony" to come, 
talking repeatedly in his address about the need to rein in 
health care costs , through stringent cost controls . 

The markets talk, Clinton listens 
For all Clinton's  rhetoric about "sharing the pain," the 

policy initiatives he announced in his State of the Union 
represent an historic turning point: For the first time in recent 
history , the Democratic Party has publicly and formally 
turned against its traditional constituencies-labor, minorit
ies , the working and middle classes, small business-and 
enthusiastically embraced Wall Street' s  agenda. 

According to well-informed sources, the package was 
largely crafted by Robert Rubin, who heads the President' s  
National Economic Council and i s  about as  Wall Street as 
you can get. Until joining the Clinton camp, he served as co
chairman of the powerful investment bank Goldman Sachs , 
which is one of the leading players in the derivatives market, 
the global financial crap shoot responsible for much of the 
world' s  economic distress .  

Despite his populist rhetoric about fairness , with his eco
nomic package Clinton has made his administration a tool of 
those financial interests who have been responsible for the 
destruction of the U . S .  economy over the last 20 years , and 
who are now demanding that Americans tighten their belts 
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to keep these same financial interests fat and happy . 
Aside from breaking nearly everyjcampaign promise that 

he made regarding the economy, the !most obvious example 
being his decision to up taxes on the $iddle-class rather than 
cut them, the real problem with Clint,n' s  economic program 
is that it endorses the bogus view�purveyed by the mass 
media, Wall Street, and the econom.c "experts"-that aus
terity is the only feasible means for geitting the economy back 
on its feet. Clinton would have yoU! believe that measures 
such as slashing Grandma's  Social Sbcurity benefits , or rai
sing the price of fuel ,  will somehow "liberate billions for 
investment," as he put it in his speech . 

But the country' s  economic prcj)blems stem not from 
spending too much money on Social Security and the like , 
but from permitting the Federal Res�rve to loot the federal 
Treasury for the profit of private b!U'lks, and tolerating two 
decades' worth of speculation and uS\.lry . 

The history of Germany in the lat� 1920s and early 1930s 
provides graphic evidence that choqsing the austerity path 
will lead to killing off whole sectors �f the population , as so
called "useless eaters . " 

Will it sell? I 
Immediately after the State of the IUnion , Clinton and key 

members of his administration beg$1 to fan out across the 
country in an effort to sell his poor elcuse for a policy to the 
population . Despite instant opinion iPolls claiming to show 
overwhelming popular support for th� program, the adminis
tration is known to be extremely woj:ried about the public ' s  
reaction . That fear goes a long way itoward explaining why 
Clinton briefed Ross Perot on his plan before it was an
nounced, part of a frantic effort by �he Clinton team to line 
up Perot behind the program. (Perot pronounced the Clinton 
speech "very good" in an interviqw on the ABC News 
"Nightline" program immediately afterward, but coyly with
held full support, cautioning that "thq devil is in the details .") 

Getting the program through Con�ress in anything resem
bling its current form could well proye impossible . "There' s  
plenty in  this for everybody to ha�e ," Joel Prakken, vice 
president of the St. Louis-based con�ulting firm Laurence H.  
Meyer and Associates Ltd . , told ReQters . 

Republicans have slammed the program, lamenting the 
fact that it raises taxes , but doesn't intlude sufficiently draco
nian spending cuts . Many groups , !  such as the American 
Petroleum Institute , have blasted Cl�nton' s  energy tax . 

And while congressional Derpocrats have lavished 
praised on the program, a lot of tqe applause stems more 
from a desire to put up a show of unity , rather than enthusiasm 
for the program itself. Lobbies reptiesenting the eiderly are 
already bringing pressure to bear op. the White House and 
Democrats in Congress to soften the I attack on Social Securi
ty; Democrats from the Washington, jD . C .  metropolitan area, 
where many federal workers live , are already talking about 
eliminating Clinton' s  proposed free�e on federal salaries . 
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ADL caught spying 
on 12,000 Americans 
by Jeffrey Steinberg 

At a Feb. 1 1  hearing in California Superior Court before 
Judge Leonard Louie , a San Francisco District Attorney re
vealed that the raid last December on Anti-Defamation 
League offices in San Francisco and Los Angeles and the 
homes of two ADL-linked individuals had turned up files 
containing sensitive personal data on over 1 2 ,000 American 
citizens and organizations . The ADL, with longstanding ties 
to organized crime and to Israeli intelligence agencies , is 
ostensibly a tax-exempt civil rights group explicitly forbid
den from engaging in the kinds of activities it now stands 
accused of conducting . 

Assistant District Attorney Tom Dwyer further revealed 
in open court that among those under surveillance by the 
ADL network was an Arab-American from Chicago who was 
arrested by Israeli police on Jan . 25 , 1993 . 

That individual , naturalized American citizen Moham
med Jarad, is still being held by Israeli police on charges that 
he was a funder of the Islamicist group Hamas . Jarad' s  wife 
gave a press conference in Washington, D .C .  shortly after 
his arrest, denying that he had any ties to Hamas . A U . S .  
resident for over 20 years , Jarad owns a grocery store in 
Chicago . He was visitng relatives in the West Bank when he 
was grabbed by Israeli police . His arrest , along with another 
Chicago area man, prompted protests from the U . S .  Embassy 
in Israel , which was not informed about the detention of two 
American citizens for several days. 

These new revelations about illegal spying by the ADL 
and their suspected link to Israeli intelligence have sparked 
another round of loud protests from Arab-American groups .  
Audrey Shabbas , the head of  an Arab-American group in 
Berkeley, California, told the San Francisco Examiner that 
it "doesn't  surprise us at all" to find the San Francisco spy 
case intersecting the arrests in the West Bank. "With the 
arrest of Arab-Americans in Israel , we said it must be with 
information from the ADL." 

The Dec . 10  raids that produced the files came as  part of 
a probe into San Francisco Police Inspector Tom Gerard, 
who was accused of accepting more than $20,000 from "a 
South African agent" to pass on classified police files on 
Arab-Americans , members of the Nation of Islam, and a 
number of right-wing groups .  Those files were believed to 
have been laundered through the Bay Area office of the ADL. 

The so-called South African agent was later identified as 
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Roy Bullock, a San Francisc<ll-based unlicensed private eye 
and self-described art dealer . who has been on the ADL's 
payroll for a decade . According to sources close to the police 
probe , the bulk of the 1 2 ,000 dossiers seized in the raids was 
found in the search of Bullockl s  residence . The fact that some 
of the files seized deal with inmviduals outside the Bay Area 
conforms to Bullock' s  profile liS a nationally deployed under
cover operator for the ADL. According to several persons 
familiar with Bullock's  activities during the 1 980s , he peri
odically showed up in WashiMton, D . C .  to attend national 
Arab-American conventions land other events . He always 
carried a large wad of cash and regularly made the rounds of 
groups on the ADL's  "hate lis� ."  

ADL broke the law 
At the public hearing on FeIJ . 1 1 ,  the ADL's local attorney, 

Jerrold Ladar, implicitly admitted that the raids on the two ADL 
offices had turned up governrrtent records, including Depart
ment of Motor Vehicles data �t cannot be legally obtained by 
private groups. The hearing was convened by the DA after 
Arab-Americans voiced conceht that they might be arrested 
during an upcoming Christian boliday trip to Israel. 

In court papers filed at tlIle Feb. 1 1  hearing, the ADL 
"adamantly denied that it has ever acted as a conduit for 
information to any foreign gOvernment, or that information 
contained in its documents would jeopardize the personal 
safety of those seeking disclosure . Nor is there a basis for the 
implicit assertion that private ADL documents were commu
nicated to Israel and that as a result the lives of Arab-Ameri-
cans are threatened. "  ! 

Court records obtained by 'f,IR indicate that the ADL was 
lying outright in this sworn assertion . As early as July 7 ,  
1961 , then-ADL Executive Director Ben Epstein had written 
to B 'nai B 'rith official Saul JQftes: "As you know , the Anti
Defamation League for many years has maintained a very 
important, confidential investigative coverage of Arab activi
ties and propaganda. . . . In iorder to obtain complete and 
thorough data on these activi.ies ,  we must follow the Arab 
diplomatic corps in their politi�al efforts ,  lobbying activities , 
and propaganda programs . . . • .  Our information, in addition 
to being essential for our owni operations , has been of great 
value to both the United States State Department and the 
Israeli government. All data ihave been made available to 
both countries with full knowledge to each that we were the 
sources ."  ! 

Washington, D . C .  sourceS have alerted EIR to the current 
activities of Israeli Gen . Shim(>n Erem (ret . ) ,  who served for 
a period of time as the Israeli Chnsul General in Los Angeles , 
and who is now reportedly ill charge of monitoring Arab 
activities on the west coast; Erem just returned to Los 
Angeles from Israel , according to these sources ,  where he 
reportedly reviewed, among other things , the potential dam
age brought about by the San Francisco Gerard-Bullock
ADL scandal . 
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Virginia death row inmates sue 
to stop use of electric chair : 

by Katherine R. Notley 

For the first time since the electric chair was introduced in 
1 890, a U.S .  court scheduled an evidentiary hearing to deter
mine whether capital punishment by electrocution constitutes 
"cruel and unusual" punishment, in violation of the Eighth 
and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S .  Constitution . The 
suit was brought last December by Virginia death row inmate 
Syvasky L. Poyner as a class action "on behalf of himself 
and all others similarly situated," in federal court in Virginia. 
Poyner v. Murray, as the case is known, "seeks injunctive 
and declaratory relief against the unconstitutional practices 
of the defendants in executing prisoners sentenced to death in 
Virginia by electrocution," according to Poyner's complaint . 

The Virginia establishment has a lot riding on the sup
pression of this suit. In the eight years from 1 985-93 that 
Mary Sue Terry was attorney general, Virginia has become 
internationally notorious for its rush to executions, including 
the May 1 992 execution of Roger Keith Coleman, whose 
claim to innocence was very strong . Terry's last execution 
before resigning her post to run for governor was Charles 
Stamper, a man who had been confined to a wheelchair since 
he was crippled in a prison knifing . With this tradition of 
"Confederate justice," the U.S .  Fourth Circuit Court of Ap
peals dismissed the Poyner suit in January 1 993 , in the course 
of hearing an appeal from Terry's office regarding a ruling 
on discovery . Although no dismissal had been requested, the 
appeals court granted it notwithstanding, terming the suit as 
"entirely without merit . "  

A break in Loudoun County 
A break came on Feb. 1 1  in a capital murder case being 

heard in Loudoun County, in northern Virginia. Loudoun 
County Chief Circuit Judge James Chamblin agreed to hold 
a hearing on whether Virginia's electric chair violates the 
Eighth Amendment . The five-day pre-trial hearing was set 
for Feb. 22 in the case of Curtis White, who maintains he is 
innocent, and would have been the first time in the United 
States since 1 890 that a judge would hear expert testimony 
on whether the process of electrocution tortures the prisoner 
before killing him. Chamblin denied Commonwealth's At
torney William Burch's request to cancel the hearing because 
of the Fourth Circuit's dismissal of Poyner . According to 
the Richmond Times-Dispatch, Burch argued that the U.S .  
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Supreme Court "held more than 100 y�ars ago . . .  that death 
by electrocution is not unconstitution�l . The Supreme Court 
has never deviated from the holding� and, put simply, the 
constitutionality of execution is not open to debate ."  Burch's 
office was seeking $20,000 in state funds to argue on behalf 
of the electric chair . 

However, Chamblin said in his ruling: "There's just, for 
some reason, some sort of blind adh¢rence to this rule that 
came up from the decision of the U . S .  Supreme Court back 
in 1 890, that it's not cruel and unusual punishment for execu
tion by electrocution ."  That ruling �as reached, he contin
ued, before the electric chair had ev�r been used, "without 
any real findings of fact, without arly real factual basis to 
support it . And certainly science anp technology have ad
vanced an awful lot since 1 890 . An� I feel that somewhere 
a court has got to hear the evidence <>f what the state of the 
art is now on the effect of electrici�y on the human body 
during the course of execution by ele¢trocution in Virginia."  

Within 45 minutes of  Judge Chamblin's decision, prose
cutor Burch claimed to have discovered "new evidence" 
which led him to reduce the capital 'murder charge against 
Curtis White to first-degree murder, tijereby making the hear
ing moot . Burch refused to comment !on the new, mitigating 
evidence, except to say that he may Fharge another person. 
If mitigating evidence does exist, Bwch may have intended 
to suppress it to hang a capital conviction from his belt. 
Suppressing exculpatory evidence is Inot new to Burch: Ac
cording to former Loudoun County Sheriff's Deputy Doug 
Poppa, he presented evidence to Butch and to Sheriff John 
Isom showing that Middleburg resWent William Douglas 
Carter was innocent of "malicious w�nding" of his ex-wife. 
That evidence was never provided to tjhe defense or presented 
at trial, and Carter spent four years l in prison before being 
acquitted in a second trial, last year . : 

This is serious enough in a casb like Carter's, but in 
Virginia capital murder cases, i . e . ,  where the defendant is 
facing the death penalty, the defense only has 2 1  days after 
conviction to present new evidence [ that would merit a re
trial, a procedure that cost Roger Co.eman his life last May. 
Now the U.S .  Supreme Court has upheld such outrageous I 
"procedures," over and above claims �o innocence, no matter 
how compelling . 
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Back to the Fourth Circuit 
Lawyers for Poyner returned to press the Fourth Circuit 

Court of Appeals to reconsider its January dismissal of the 
class action suit . On Feb . 1 2 ,  attorney Harry M .  Johnson III 
informed the Fourth Circuit that the Loudoun court had ruled 
that such an evidentiary hearing was necessary and appro
priate . Said Johnson: "The court's ruling is especially sig
nificant because , only 45 minutes after . . .  [Judge Cham
blin] explained why he felt compelled to hear evidence about 
electrocution in Virginia," the prosecutor notified Chamblin 
that he "was 98% sure" he would be dropping the capital 
murder charge that had been pending for six months . By 
reducing the charge , Johnson wrote , "the Commonwealth 
. . .  avoided defending the constitutionality of Virginia' s  
electric chair. "  The Fourth Circuit denied the motion for 
reconsideration on Feb . 1 7 .  

Poyner, for whom no execution date had been set , is 
now scheduled to be executed in Virginia' s electric chair on 
March 1 8 .  

Documentation 

The following excerpts are from the federal class action suit 
Poyner v. Murray , filed on Dec. 10, 1992 in Richmond, 
Virginia . 

V .  Factual allegations 
Count I 
1 5 .  The Commonwealth of Virginia uses electrocution 

as its method of execution . Electrocution involves passing 
electrical current through the human body until the con
demned person is dead . Electrocution was heralded as pro
viding an instantaneous and hence humane and painless death 
when invented in the late 1 9th century , but modem medical 
and scientific evidence demonstrate that it provides neither. 
Execution by electrocution results in the wanton and unnec
essary infliction of pain: Death by electrocution is tantamount 
to being burned or cooked alive . . . .  

1 7 .  In general , if the voltage applied to a resistor is too 
great, the latter will bum out or explode . 

1 8 .  The objective of the Commonwealth in electrocuting 
the condemned person is to kill him without causing his body 
to explode and without allowing the witnesses to see indicia 
of suffering on his part. 

1 9 .  The defendants and the Commonwealth strap the 
condemned person into the chair at the arms , the trunk, and 
the legs. A mask is placed over his face so that the witnesses 
will not see the effects of the current reflected upon it . More
over, the Commonwealth equips him with a diaper to prevent 
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the witnesses from becoming aware of the effects of the 
electrical charge on his bladder and bowels . 

20 . The defendants and the Commonwealth apply one 
electrode to the condemned person' s  head, which has been 
shaved . Between the head anp the electrode , the defendants 
and the Commonwealth plaqe a sponge soaked in a briny 
solution . The electrode is to �ass current against the scalp of 
the subject, the sponge is to secure the contact and theoreti
cally to alleviate burning of the scalp , and the brine is to 
improve the conductivity of t�e sponge . 

2 1 . A second electrode (with brine-soaked sponge) is 
placed on one of the subject' � legs .  

22 . The defendants and the Commonwealth must recog
nize that the continuous and rtipeated application of electrici
ty to a conscious human body is extremely painful, and that 
to apply electricity in such il manner intentionally would 
constitute cruel and unusual punishment within the meaning 
of the Eighth Amendment . 

23 . Therefore , the avow¢d objective of the defendants 
and the Commonwealth is to �ass sufficient current through 
the body and brain of the co�demned person to render him 
brain dead or at least instantaneously unconscious without 
unduly disfiguring the body . : 

24 . However, no one knows the amount of voltage need
ed to render the condemned person instantaneously uncon
scious , and the law of the COllnmonwealth leaves it up to the 
Director or his designee to d�termine how much voltage to 
use . It provides him with no guidelines in this respect . 

25 . No testing is done to dbtermine resistance of the body 
of the person to be electrocu�d. Hence , the Director or his 
designee must guess at the �ount of voltage to apply to the 
condemned person . 

. 

26 . The human skull is a very poor conductor of electrici
ty . Human skin is also a poor conductor, but sweat on the 
outside of the skin is an excellent conductor, given that it is 
essentially salty water. 

27 . Most , if not all , persons strapped into the electric 
chair waiting execution , swe�t .  

28 . Electrical current seeks the path of least resistance . 
Therefore , a far greater portibn of electrical current passes 
along the prisoner' s  skin thah through his skull ,  body and 
brain as it travels to the electrOde on his leg . 

29 . Hence, in spite of the voltage applied, relatively little 
current goes through the prisoner' s  brain. 

30. The effect is to bum the condemned person' s  skin at 
extreme temperatures while be is awake and conscious for 
an indeterminate period . Copies of photographs of the body 
of Robert Wayne Williams , e�ecuted in Louisiana, attached 
hereto as Exhibit 1 ,  provide sqme understanding of the bums 
that can be inflicted by the elel;tric chair. . . . 

3 1 .  The heat generated by the passage of current across 
the body eventually brings tht blood to a boil and results in 
the brain being cooked. 

32 .  The prisoner ultimately dies from asphyxia and 
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cardiac arrest. 
3 3 .  Sufficient current can be applied to a human being to 

kill him instantaneously . However, the amount of current 
would be so great that the body would be very badly burnt 
and might well explode . 

34 . The Director or his designee therefore essentially 
guesses at the voltage that should be applied to kill the con
demned person without creating a mess . Generally,  the Di
rector or his designee errs on the side of avoiding the latter. 

35 . The pain experienced by the condemned person is 
evidenced by: 

(a) third-degree bums to the flesh ; 
(b) drooling and vomiting; 
(c) defecation and urination ; 
(d) convulsions; 
(e) grimaces and dilated pupils . 
36.  The painful effects of electrocution described above 

are concealed from spectators by the mask , diaper and re
straints on the prisoner. 

37 . Because the nervous and motor systems of the body 
are separate , the muscles can be rendered immobile while 
the nervous system retains its ability to register pain. During 
the application of electricity , the condemned person ' s  ner
vous system and brain remain relatively intact, allowing him 
to feel pain . His muscles , however, are fully contracted by 
the electrical shock. The involuntary contraction of the con
demned person ' s  muscles itself causes intense pain. After he 
lurches forward with the initial jolt of electricity (a phenome
non almost invariably noted by witnesses) , he cannot move 
but can still feel the indescribable pain inflicted by the electri
cal current travelling over and through his body . . . .  

Count II 
. . . 39 .  The defendants and the Commonwealth are de

liberately indifferent to the fact that they are torturing the 
Commonwealth' s  condemned prisoners , as they are aware 
or must be deemed to be aware of the facts set forth herein and 
have not even attempted to alleviate the resulting problems . 

40 . The technology of executing people by administering 
jolts of electricity externally to the head is antiquated . The 
defendants and the Commonwealth are aware of a large num
ber of botched executions , both within and without Virginia. 

4 1 . The defendants and the Commonwealth are aware 
that the use of Virginia's  chair has resulted in several grue
some executions .  Flame and smoke erupted from the head of 
Frank J .  Coppola when he was executed. More recently the 
executions of Wilbert Lee Evans and Derick L .  Peterson 
were botched . Both men died prolonged , lingering , agoniz
ing deaths,  as observed by eyewitnesses and reflected by 
physical evidence . Blood and other bodily fluids gushed out 
from under Evans ' mask during his execution , and his autop
sy revealed bums not only at the points of the electrode 
contact, but on other parts of his body as well . Peterson 
was not killed by the first jolt of electricity , and witnesses 
observed him wheezing and moaning . It took the defendants 
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Louisiana electric chair victim Robert W Williams, showing 
the first , second, third, and fourth degree burns on his scalp. 
Prosecutors such as William Burch in Loudoun County, Virginia 
consider a string of capital convictions good "career moves, "  so 
long as the public is "protected" from seeing the barbarity of the 
death sentence. 

and the Commonwealth over 1 2  minutes to execute Peterson .  
42 . In  response to  the botched e�ecution of Peterson in I 

August 1 99 1 ,  the defendants and the Commonwealth decided 
that in all future executions they would administer two sepa
rate two-minute series of electrical jolts . The defendants and 
the Commonwealth adopted this procedure because they rec
ognized that the first jolt of electrici�y often does not kill a 
condemned person and that death by electrocution is not 
immediate . . . .  

44 . Virginia' s operating and te ting procedure for its 
equipment are primitive . The operating procedures promul
gated by the Department of Correctiorls provide that the brine 
solution in which the sponges are soaked shall consist of five 
gallons of water and "approximatelY three (3)  pounds of 
table salt . " .  . . In order to determine whether the brine is 
sufficiently saline , the defendants and the Commonwealth 
place "a fresh egg in its shell in the Sjblution . If the egg will 
float , the solution is correct . "  . . .  

45 . The Commonwealth in the past has failed to provide 
requested information on the composition of the execution 
teams , and hence , the expertise of these persons cannot be 
gauged . However, a review of the relevant parts of the Insti
tutional Operating Procedures (No . 1426 . 1 )  reveals that no 
special expertise is required of its members . . . .  

WHEREFORE , plaintiff on behalf of himself and the 
class prays that the Court: ( 1 )  declare Va.  Code § 53 . 1 -233 
and the actions of the defendants unconstitutional in violation 
of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments ' prohibition 
against cruel and unusual punishm nt; and (2) enjoin the 
defendants from using electrocution �s a method of carrying 
out death sentences . I 
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BASIC peddles UN. 
protectorate for Bosnia 
by Scott Thompson 

One of the agencies that assisted Britain, France , and Russia 
in deflating V . S .  action against the ongoing genocide against 
Bosnia, which was signalled by Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher' s  six-point program issued on Feb. 10,  is the 
British American Security Information Council (BASIC) . 
The British-dominated BASIC has been lobbying , since at 
least the Clinton transition period, to see that President Clin
ton would drop his view that military action might be an 
integral part of the solution to the crisis in the Balkans . 
BASIC ' s  director, Daniel T. Plesch , told a journalist that his 
group had sent Clinton' s  team a document calling for the 
creation of a V . N .  protectorate in Bosnia-Hercegovina
paralleling the Vance-Owen "peace plan"-and that mem
bers of BASIC had been in discussion with transition team 
members on non-military solutions . 

'Moderates' defend Milosevic 
On Feb. 1 1  in Washington, BASIC sponsored a press 

conference, followed by a luncheon on Capitol Hill , by a 
self-proclaimed "Experts ' Committee on Ex-Yugoslavia," 
who were billed as "moderates" from the former republics of 
Yugoslavia. In reality , BASIC pulled off a fraud on the press 
and on Congress , since the committee consisted of devil ' s  
advocates for a Greater Serbia. Included o n  the committee 
was Serbian dictator Slobodan Milosevic' s agent Milorad 
Pupovac (founder of the Serbian Democratic Forum in Za
greb) , who has been a propagandist for the Serbian nationalist 
minority in Croatia and who has received severe criticism 
from the Tudjman Croatian government for promoting Bel
grade' s  goals. The only thing moderate about the committee 
members was that Pupovac , along with other members , pro
posed a list of impotent gestures that complement the pro
Serbian Vance-Owen "peace plan" to carve up Bosnia. 

The fact that BASIC was trying to pass off a tiger for a 
kitten emerged when a reporter for ElR confronted committee 
members and stated that no one could find any real solution to 
the crisis as long as they avoid naming Milosevic as a mass 
murderer. The entire panel of moderates went into a defensive 
diatribe. BASIC shut down the press conference, lest the real 
nature of the "committee of experts" be exposed further. 

A few hours later, at a luncheon on Capitol Hill , Plesch 
made a surprising reference to political prisoner Lyndon H.  
LaRouche , Jr. In  the context of  a discussion of  the problem 
of the media inflaming the populations of both Croatia and 
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Serbia, Plesch said the problem could be compared with 
"what would happen if the whole of the American media 
were taken over by LaRoucll1e for five years . It would be 
easy , then, to get everybody klilling each other. " Plesh' s wild 
slander ignored the fact that LaRouche was the first statesman 
to warn during his 1 988 presidential campaign about an im
minent war in the Balkans , which could be a potential trigger 
for World War III , and the fa¢t that many thousands of slain 
Serbs , Croatians , and Bosnians would be alive today had 
LaRouche ' s  warning been heeded. 

An anti-nuclear bias 
BASIC was founded in 1987 by Daniel Plesch, who had 

been serving as vice chair of Great Britain's  Campaign for 
Nuclear Disarmament (CND), which had been founded in large 
measure by the evil Lord Bettrand Russell. Today, BASIC 
works closely with such Rus�llite groups as the Stockholm 
International Peace Research 'Institute (SIPRI) , SANE, and 
Freeze. The two most powerful and influential members of 
BASIC's council are Denis HtaIey, who is a former member 
of the Communist Party of Great Britain, a Labour Party Mem
ber of Parliament, and former defense minister; and Labour 
Peer Lord Jenkins of Putney. frank Blackaby, who was a for
mer director of SIPRI, is also on the council . 

Despite claiming to be defense experts , BASIC advocates 
total (or near total) de-nuclearization. In effect, it would like 
to see the dismantling of NAlrO, which would be replaced 
by the Conference on Securi1ly and Cooperation in Europe. 
There is good reason to su�pect that BASIC prefers the 
CSCE, which combines eastetin and western nations, because 
it is wedded to the age-old British geopolitical goal of con
taining Germany . For example , BASIC argued strongly 
against the creation of a Franco-German military force as the 
core of a European Community army . 

BASIC was able from a very early point in the election to 
establish an "in" with the Anglophile Clinton administration. 
On Nov. 20, 1992, Plesch and his associate David Schorr 
completed a policy memorandum for the Clinton transition 
team on the Balkan crisis . Apart from a list of "do nothing" 
suggestions,  its main proposal was: '''The international commu
nity should be prepared to establish a V.N. protectorate in 
Bosnia, perhaps even limited to metropolitan Sarajevo."  

In an interview with a journalist on Feb . 9 ,  Plesch insisted 
that Serbian nationalists would not attack V . N .  forces over
seeing a protectorate , so that a Greater Serbia could be built. 
Plesch suggested that a large number of Russian and eastern 
European troops should be P¥i of the V . N .  force . Asked if 
he were not aware of a growing Moscow-Belgrade Orthodox 
religious axis , Plesch first denied this,  then said, if it were 
true , "it would mean World \\1ar I without the czar. " In short, 
BASIC has been telling the Clinton administration that the 
Serbs are not the "enemy im�e" and that the Vnited States 
should let the V . N .  take the lead in solving the crisis of 
Balkan genocide . 
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Shooting at CIA HQ 
remains a mystery 
by Jeffrey Steinberg 

Even though the FBI and Fairfax County , Virginia police 
have identified a Pakistani national , Mir Aimal Kansi, as the 
man who shot five people outside the main gate of the CIA 
at Langley on Jan . 25 , many crucial questions about the 
terrorist incident remain unanswered, and many experienced 
observers believe that the mystery will never be solved . Dur
ing the Monday morning rush hour on Jan . 25 , a man armed 
with a rifle walked down a row of cars stopped at a traffic 
light on Route 1 23 just outside the main headquarters of the 
Central Intelligence Agency and fired into five cars . He then 
disappeared on foot, leaving two career CIA officers , Frank 
Darling and Lansing Bennett, dead and three others 
wounded. 

Despite a dragnet thoughout Greater Washington, police 
failed to capture the shooter, and it would be days before 
any serious leads emerged . Sources close to the probe told 
EIR that from the outset, the CIA was largely uncooperative 
with the police investigation.  

It  was only on Feb . 8-two weeks after the shootings
that police honed in on Mir Aimal Kansi as the prime sus
pect. By that point, Kansi had fled the United States , re
turned to his home town of Quetta, the provincial capital 
of Baluchistan , and then disappeared from Quetta. News 
accounts speculate that he crossed the border into either Iran 
or Afghanistan . 

Despite public claims of an international manhunt in
volving cooperation between American and Pakistani offi
cials, it was admitted on Feb . 17 that photographs of Kansi 
and information about his March 199 1  illegal entry into the 
United States only arrived in Pakistan on Feb . 16 !  

A targetted attack? 
Sources close to the probe have told EIR that top officials 

of the CIA are baffled and worried about the incident. In 
particular, they are not sure whether the attack was-as it 
has been widely described-"random," or whether one of 
the two killed CIA agents was actually the target. Specula
tion has centered around Frank Darling, a 28-year-old Clan
destine Services officer who may have been involved in 
sensitive investigations in Southwest Asia as part of his last 
assignment for the agency. According to one source , Darling 
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had successfully penetrated an intelligence operation involv
ing Israeli , Chinese , and Russian age"ts . According to pub
lished accounts , Darling may have been involved in supply
ing arms to CIA-backed Afghan Mujiahideen rebels during 
the 1980s . 

If the shootings were actually aimed at Darling (he was 
shot three times , whereas all the other victims were only 
shot once) , the question then emerges :  Was the "hit" carried 
out by one of the three intelligence agencies cited above? 
An assassination in broad daylight , outside the main gate of 
CIA headquarters , is quite a provo¢ative act, and could 
trigger the kind of bloody intelligence warfare that often 
characterized the tensest moments of the Cold War. 

A lot of blue smoke and mirrors 
Predictably, the American media have had a field day 

speculating about the suspected killer Mir Aimal Kansi . 
Among the most bizarre features of hiS profile is his employ
ment by a courier service owned by the son of former CIA 
official Victor Marchetti . A former executive assistant to the 
deputy to CIA director Richard Helms , Marchetti quit the 
agency in 1969 and wrote one of the earliest exposes of U .  S .  
intelligence , The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence . Pundits 
like National Public Radio commentator Daniel Schorr and 
Washington Times reporter Bill Gertz waxed eloquent trying 
to link Marchetti ' s  anti-CIA profile to Kansi , in efforts to 
develop a possible motive for the killings.  

In an interview with EIR. Marchetti-who says he never 
met Kansi or had any other kind of c�ntact with him-said 
that he could not rule out that Kansi had worked with the 
CIA in Pakistan . Kansi ' s  home town; Quetta, was the base 
for CIA covert arms shipments to the Afghan Mujahideen 
rebels .  

Whether or not Kansi had a past history o f  links to the 
CIA or any other intelligence agency� the circumstances of 
the shootings and his uncanny ability !to stay one step ahead 
of the law certainly paint a picture of someone skilled in 
covert operations and backed up by others providing him 
with critical intelligence . The fact that neither the FBI nor 
the CIA made any effort to bring P�kistani officials in on 
the case in a timely fashion also raises more questions . 

Israeli government agencies , a� well as U . S . -based 
groups like the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) are pressur
ing the Clinton administration to declare Iran ' s  fundamental
ist regime and Islamic groups like Hamas to be the "new 
enemy image ."  They have seized on t�e Kansi affair to push 
the line that the shootings outside the Central Intelligence 
Agency were the work of Islamic terrorists , further mud
dying the waters . 

If recent history is any guide , the CIA will continue to 
obstruct the probe , while running its �wn parallel quest for 
the truth about the Jan . 25 attack. Chapces are that the public 
will be treated to large amounts of "bll1e smoke and mirrors" 
and that the real story will never see, the light of day . 
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National News 

Suppression sought 
of Demjanjuk report 
George Parker, an attorney with the Justice 
Department 's  Office of Special Investiga
tions (OS I) who warned in the late 1 970s 
that there was evidence proving that John 
Demjanjuk was not the concentration camp 
guard Ivan the Terrible , and who subse
quently quit the OSI over the case , filed a 
motion with the U . S .  Supreme Court on 
Feb . I ,  asking the court to declare the ap
pointment of a Special Master by the Sixth 
Circuit Court of Appeals to be unconstitu
tional . On Feb . 1 2 ,  Parker' s  attorneys filed 
a separate motion before the Sixth Circuit 
asking them to hold off on publicly releasing 
Special Master Judge Thomas Wiseman' s  
findings until after the Supreme Court de
cides on his petition. 

The Sixth Circuit, which originally up
held Demjanjuk 's  extradition to Israel , 
where he has been sentenced to death for 
war crimes , appointed a Special Master last 
year to investigate whether the OSI had 
fraudulently argued for extradition despite 
massive evidence in its possession that an
other man was Treblinka's  murderous 
"Ivan . "  Judge Wiseman' s  report of findings 
is scheduled to be presented to the Sixth 
Circuit panel in the spring . 

Parker' s  Feb . 1 2  filing at the Sixth Cir
cuit argued that his and others at OSI could 
have their careers ruined by findings of mis
conduct, and therefore , the court should 
suppress the evidence until the Supreme 
Court decides whether the entire Special 
Master procedure is constitutional . His mo
tion was rejected within 24 hours . 

Pike was follower 
of French Satanist 
According to a 1 990 book, Painted Black 
by Carl Raschke , a professor of religious 
studies,  Confederate general and freemason 
Albert Pike adopted the Satanic belief struc
tures of a French "black magician" as the 
founding principles for the Ku Klux Klan . 
Pike' s  statue has been maintained in Wash
ington, D .C . ' s  Judiciary Square since 1 90 1  
at public expense , and the campaign for its 
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removal launched by Lyndon LaRouche ' s  
presidential campaign , has become an inter
national cause celebre. 

According to Raschke , Pike was the 
"most notable apostle in America" of "a ren
egade Catholic rector called Alphonse Con
stant, who changed his name to Eliphas 
Levi.  Levi was considered the Michelange
lo of the suppressed traditions of 'black 
magic ' in the Christian West. Levi exerted 
a powerful influence on a whole generation 
of avant-garde intellectuals in continental 
Europe , Britain, and the United States . . . .  

"Pike was one of the original architects 
of the Ku Klux Klan , which , contrary to 
common belief, was not at its inception pri
marily a racist club for semiliterates . The 
white robes ,  cross burning , conical hats , 
and use of such titles as 'grand dragon' and 
' imperial wizard' derives from the strange 
lore developed by Levi.  . . . 

"The amalgam of violence , secrecy , and 
fanaticism that went into the original consti
tution of the Klan became the basis for the 
rise of Satanism in the South over the past 
decade . "  

Baltimore citizens slam 
Norplant use in schools 
An "informational hearing" at the Baltimore 
City Council on plans to use the implantable 
hormonal abortifacient Norplant in middle 
and high schools was packed to full capacity 
on Feb . 9. The hearing was opened by East 
Baltimore Councilman Carl Stokes,  who 
began by quoting from the EIR Special Re
port, "The Genocidal Roots of Bush ' s  New 
World Order. " 

"Tonight , we .are going to hear extensive 
testimony of the Kissingerian policy of pop
ulation reduction ," Stokes said . "We will 
hear that the government of this nation de
clared that the growth of non-white popula
tions in the Third World presented a threat 
to this nation' s  national security. You will 
hear about government funding of steriliza
tion projects and you will ieam that Norplant 
was originally developed by the notorious 
Population Council of John D. Rockefeller 
as an instrument to control the third world 
population . . . .  " 

Other councilmen and city health com
missioner Peter Beilenson attempted to de-

fend thei� effort for three hours . Beilenson, 
who trained at the Population Control Unit 
of Emol')f University , attacked Norplant' s  
opponent� for "depriving" poor black wom
en from having what is readily available to 
middie-ciiass white women . 

PopuIlar opposition , however, was over
whelming: The chairman of CURE, a coali
tion of �nisters from East Baltimore , said 
that childten born into the black community 
may be uhwanted by the state , but are wel
comed b� the community and their families , 
as a joYOljs addition . The Norplant program 
was a sl, in the face , he said.  "You will 
not do thf.' s  to our daughters ! It ' s  enough to 
make a g od Christian preacher cuss ! "  

Natio of  Islam Health Minister Dr. 
Abdul Al m Muhammad refuted Beilenson 
and the 1thers using the drug company' s  
own "fin�e rint . "  To Health Department dis
claimers at they do not "impose or coerce" 
girls to u Norplant, and "have no desire to 
be their p rents ,"  Dr .  Muhammad retorted, 
"If you d�n't  have even that much concern 
for these Igirls ,  then, my God, leave them 
alone ."  , 

Acting troupe holds 
Shak4speare workshops 
On Feb . � the Travelling Shakespeare Com
pany pertprmed Shakespeare ' s  A Midsum
mer Night's Dream at Washington , D . C .  ' s  
Folger T»eatre , with a workshop for high 
school stlJdents preceding the play , as part 
of an eduClational initiative which began two 
years ago �  

The �chnique used in the workshops 
aimed to�' rove to the audience that anyone 
could Ie to act Shakespeare . The actors 
began b choosing one of their favorite 
lines,  andiasking individuals in the audience 
to recite it, which the individual usually did 
rather poo/ly . The audience was then broken 
up into gtoups ,  each coached by an actor, 
and each \group organized a skit based on 
presentint one or more lines from the play . 
The transformation was extraordinary: Like 
a chorus , ithe group skit provided the back
bone and tttention span needed to make sig
nificant progress in accurately performing 
what the students had heretofore considered 
impossible . 

An i�portant dynamic of this particular 
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Shakespeare production is the "play within 
the play ,"  and efforts to introduce "political 
correctness" into the acting in terms of so
called women' s  and gay issues fell flat ,  be
cause Shakespeare ' s  ideas , and especially in 
Midsummer Night's  Dream, are impervious 
to such shenanigans . Overall this effort "to 
give equal attention to professional perfor
mance and education" should be supported. 
The next production will probably be Mac
beth, following which the company will be
gin to take their performances cum work
shops around the country . 

Studds rams through 
anti-whaling resolution 
Massachusetts Rep. Gerry Studds (D) , 
chairman of the House Committee on Mer
chant Marine and Fisheries ,  planned to ram 
through a resolution calling for a "U . S .  poli
cy of opposition to the resumption of com
mercial whaling" on Feb . 1 6 ,  according to 
the Feb. 10 newsletter of Putting People 
First, which exposes the dangerous antics of 
animal rights terrorists . Studds introduced 
the resolution Feb . 3 ,  and planned to rush it 
to a vote "under suspension of rules" with
out any hearings .  The resolution is support
ed by the Humane Society , an animal rights 
group that is boycotting Norwegian prod
ucts because Norway plans to resume hunt
ing the minke whale . There are abundant 
stocks of minke whales, which are an impor
tant source of food for Faroe Islanders and 
other northern communities . 

Two convicted in Va. 
'get LaRouche' trials 
LaRouche associates Richard Freeman and 
Fred Haight were tried on Feb . 1 1  before 
Judge Clifford Weckstein in the continuing 
series of Virginia "get LaRouche" cases that 
began in 1987 . Both entered not guilty pleas 
and were tried separately without a jury . All 
evidence was presented by stipulation. 

Both were charged with being unregis
tered securities brokers , selling unregistered 
securities,  and engaging in a course of bus i
ness which would operate as a fraud . All 
the charges stemmed from one transaction, 
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when a state police officer, Larry Burchette , 
posing as a political supporter, agreed in 
1986 to loan $5,000 to Caucus Distributors , 
which disseminated the publications associ
ated with LaRouche . The company , along 
with the publications it distributed, were il
legally bankrupted by the federal govern
ment , in April 1987 , preventing repayment 
of the political loans . 

Before the trial , the state reduced the 
charges from felonies to misdemeanors , and 
Judge Weckstein acquitted Haight of one 
charge . He was found guilty of two others ; 
Freeman was found guilty of all three 
counts . Both defendants were sentenced to 
30 days in jail , which was suspended while 
they appeal on the grounds that these trials 
violated their speedy trial rights . 

Other LaRouche defendants who de
manded their right to jury trials have re
ceived sentences averaging 37 years and 
ranging from 10 years to 77 . 

City water endangered 
by blind salamander 
The water supply of San Antonio , Texas 
must take a back seat to the Texas blind 
salamander and three other endangered spe
cies , according to a Feb . I ruling by U .  S .  
federal Judge Lucius Bunton, reported the 
Feb . 4 Los Angeles Times. Bunton ruled that 
in order to protect the salamander, the foun
tain darter, the San Marcos gambusia, and 
Texas wild rice , the city of San Antonio 
would have to cut the amount of ground 
water it pumps from the Edwards Aquifer 
by as much as 60% in times of drought. The 
suit was brought by the Sierra Club and the 
Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority under 
the Endangered Species Act . Judge Lucis 
D. Bunton III handed down a decision in the 
case , which directs the Texas Water Com
mission and state legislature to devise a plan 
to limit pumping from the aquifer. 

San Antonio Mayor Nelson Wolff fig
ures that complying with Bunton ' s  decision 
could cost the city dearly in trying to attract 
new industry and in keeping its military in
stallations , as well as $2 billion for construc
tion of new water supplies .  "How do you 
balance the endangered species with the hu
man species that is struggling like hell today 
even to make a living?" Wolff asked . 

Brtlifly 
• 'THE FINAL CALL, '  the news
paper of the Natocm of Islam reviewed 
EIR's  book "The!U gly Truth About the 
ADL," on Feb . 43 , under the headline 
"The Crack PAC? New Book Exposes 
ADL as Front for the Dope Lobby ."  

• NAT HENTOFF blasted the Su
preme Court ' s  Herrera decision , 
which ruled out proof of innocence 
as the basis for a new trial in a capital 
murder case . Hbntoff, in his syndi
cated column, c�lled the ruling "mur
der by the higheft court in the land . "  

• STATE plWTECTION for 
Christine Busal�cchi, who is severe
ly handicapped� was rescinded by 
Missouri Attorqey General Jay Nix
on hours after : he took office last 
month . Nixon directed the state Su
preme Court td dismiss the state ' s  
two-year legal elise to protect her life .  
Her father, Pete �usalacchi, has peti
tioned the court for the right to starve 
her to death . 

• THE CHICAGO CITY Coun
cil , voted 35-3' to ask the Federal 
Communicatiot1s Commission to in
vestigate the U\1iversity of Chicago 
radio station qroadcast "Sensuous 
Black Man,"  a sexually explicit mu
sical monologue . One alderman said , 
"It is not the type of record that ap
peals to anyone except some lame
brain at the UIiiversity of Chicago 
who calls hims9f a disc jockey . "  

• RHODE ISLAND'S video gam
bling law was ptlshed through by lin
coln Greyhoun<l1 Park, where video 
poker games arl1 located and G-Tech, 
an international lottery company 
which is the la�est employer in the 
state , according: to a recent expose by 
the Providence i Journal .  The legal
ization, which passed by being ap
pended to the �udget last summer, 
has stirred heated opposition. 

• PRINCE CHARLES is sched
uled to meet in Houston with Kenneth 
Lay to discuss their mutual interest in 
his pet educational project , the Unit
ed World Colleges .  Lay is president 
ofEnron, whic� is a major local fund
er of the ADL'S  "A World of Differ
ence" brainwashing program. 
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Editorial 

Free LaRouche by March 23rd 

In a tragic irony , it was ruling circles within the Soviet 
Union , led by then-President Mikhail Gorbachov,  
which demanded Lyndon LaRouche' s  head as  the price 
for their participation in the Reagan-Thatcher-Gorba
chov condominium . The tragedy lies not in political 
prisoner LaRouche' s  misfortune, bad as that is ,  but in 
the steady pace now being travelled toward World War 
III , as a result of the repudiation of his policies . 

From as early as 1 989 , the stage was being set in 
former Yugoslavia by the British and U . S .  govern
ments , which not only supported, but helped to direct, 
the aggression of the Serbian fascists around Slobodan 
Milosevic , to commit genocidal crimes , first against 
Croatians and then against the Bosnians . Now, they are 
preparing to go against Kosova and Makedonija. 

This is a renewal of the same "New Yalta" arrange
ment between the Anglo-Americans and the Soviets 
which set into motion the imprisonment of LaRouche, 
starting with the Reagan-Gorbachov summit in Reyk
javik, Iceland in 1 986. The situation is far more danger
ous now than it was then , because of the combination 
of global economic crisis and war. 

The roots of this tragedy go back to the period 
right after March 23 , 1 983 , when President Reagan 
announced the Strategic Defense Initiative (SOl) and 
offered a collaborative deal to the Soviets , to develop a 
global anti-missile defense shield based upon advanced 
technologies . Key to this was the rapid development of 
the X-ray laser and related directed-energy techno
logies . 

This was LaRouche' s  policy . LaRouche recog
nized that the backwardness of the Soviets culturally , 
as well as economically , meant that they would be 
unable to easily assimilate these technologies into their 
civilian economy , in order to make the kind of leaps in 
productivity which the United States had made during 
the Apollo Moon landing project. He therefore urged 
upon the Soviet leadership and the Reagan administra
tion a course of joint development of such technologies , 
so that the Soviets would not be destroyed by the eco
nomic burden of the SDI, and the threat of nuclear war 
could be averted . 
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The Soviet leadership rqjected this offer, because 
they recognized that if they accepted, the same social 
forces which ultimately did u/nseat Mikhail Gorbachov, 
would be brought to the fqre . Instead they attacked 
LaRouche, whom they recognized as the person who 
had shaped the SOl policy a$ it was first articulated by 
Ronald Reagan . I 

As it became increasingly clear to the Kremlin that 
LaRouche had been correct in his estimate-that refus
al by the Soviets to accept th¢ Reagan offer for collabo
rative development of the sql would beggar their econ
omy-they became more aJnd more hysterical . This 
was clear in 1 986, when sqores of articles attacking 
LaRouche appeared in Sov�t newspapers and maga
zines . 

They were determined to kill the SOl in the West 
at any cost, even the cost of attaCking the leading Amer
ican who had offered them ! a safe road to peace and 
prosperity: the man who ha� proposed, and to this day 
continues to propose , a true ipeace policy, based upon 
global economic development . 

As a prelude to the Re�javik summit, an agree
ment was reached between �e Gorbachov government 
and the Reagan-Bush admitiistration, with full British 
assent, that LaRouche' s  growing influence would be 
checked. ' 

This is not to deny that George Bush conducted a 
personal vendetta against L�ouche, so that LaRouche 
has been kept in prison, despite the shift in power rela
tions which at least temporarily consigned the Russians 
to a position of junior partnership . 

Had events taken a diff�rent course , the one pro
posed by LaRouche, then prdsperity rather than depres
sion would be the global reality , due to the enormous 
technological spinoffs whicij would have boosted pro
ductivity . The precipitous efonomic decline which is 
quickening the pace toward war would not exist. 

March 23 will be upon USl shortly . What better occa
sion for the new U .  S .  President to avert the tragedy of 
a third world war,  by freein� Lyndon LaRouche, and 
allowing him to concentrate Jhis full effort on repairing 
the blunders of the past deca�e . 
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Here, finally, is the story 
EVERYBODY'S been too frightened to publish : 

The Ugly Truth about the 
Anti-Defamation League 

The ADL-the crowd that tars its enemies 

with the "anti-Semite" brush-is a front 

for the international dope lobby, 

TERRORISM 
with links to former 

communist bloc 

intelligence 

services and 

DIRTY MONEY 
By the Editors of 
Executive Intelligence Review 

ORDER TODAY IN BULK! 
$7.00 
plus $3.50 shipping f i rst book;  
$ .50 for  each addit ional book . 

, .  

Ben Franklin Booksellers 
1 07 South King St . ,  Leesbu rg ,  VA 22075 
phone : (800) 450-4 1 08 (703) 777-3661  fax : (703) 777-8287 

+� international 

+ terrorist 

organizations. 

Read 
the book 
that has 

Capitol Hill 
buzzing! 

Visa and MasterCard accepted. 
Virginia residents please add 4.5% sales tax. 
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